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Abstract
Bird species are recognised as important biodiversity indicators: they are responsive to
changes in sensitive ecosystems, whilst populations-level changes in behaviour are both
visible and quantifiable. They are monitored by ecologists to determine factors caus-
ing population fluctuation and to help conserve and manage threatened and endangered
species. Every five years, the health of bird population found in the UK are reviewed
based on data collected from various surveys.
Currently, techniques used in surveying species include manual counting, Bioacous-
tics and computer vision. The latter is still under development by researchers. Hitherto,
no computer vision technique has fully been deployed in the field for counting species
as these techniques use high-quality and detailed images of stationary birds, which make
them impractical for deployment in the field, as most species in the field are in-flight and
sometimes distant from the cameras field of view. Techniques such as manual and bioa-
coustics are the most frequently used but they can also become impractical, particularly
when counting densely populated migratory species. Manual techniques are labour inten-
sive whilst bioacoustics may be unusable when deployed for species that emit little or no
sound.
There is the need for automated systems for identifying species using computer
vision and machine learning techniques, specifically for surveying densely populated
migratory species. However, currently, most systems are not fully automated and use
only appearance-based features for identification of species. Moreover, in the field,
appearance-based features like colour may fade at a distance whilst motion-based fea-
tures will remain discernible. Thus to achieve full automation, existing systems will have
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to combine both appearance and motion features. The aim of this thesis is to contribute to
this problem by developing computer vision techniques which combine appearance and
motion features to robustly classify species, whilst in flight. It is believed that once this is
achieved, with additional development, it will be able to support the surveying of species
and their behaviour studies.
The first focus of this research was to refine appearance features previously used in
other related works for use in automatic classification of species in flight. The bird ap-
pearances were described using a group of seven proposed appearance features, which
have not previously been used for bird species classification. The proposed features im-
proved the classification rate when compared to state-of-the-art systems that were based
on appearance features alone (colour features).
The second step was to extract motion features from videos of birds in flight, which
were used for automatic classification. The motion of birds was described using a group
of six features, which have not previously been used for bird species classification. The
proposed motion features, when combined with the appearance features improved classi-
fication rates compared with only appearance or motion features.
The classification rates were further improved using feature selection techniques.
There was an increase of between 2-6% of correct classification rates across all classifiers,
which may be attributable directly to the use of motion features. The only motion features
selected are the wing beat frequency and vicinity features irrespective of the method used.
This shows how important these groups of features were to species classification. Further
analysis also revealed specific improvements in identifying species with similar visual
appearance and that using the optimal motion features improve classification accuracy
significantly.
We attempt a further improvement in classification accuracy, using majority voting.
This was used to aggregate classification results across a set of video sub-sequences,
which improved classification rates considerably. The results using the combined features
with majority voting outperform those without majority voting by 3% and 6% on the seven
species and thirteen classes dataset respectively.
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Finally, a video dataset against which future work can be benchmarked has been
collated. This data set enables the evaluation of work against a set of 13 species, en-
abling effective evaluation of automated species identification to date and a benchmark
for further work in this area of research. The key contribution of this research is that a
species classification system was developed, which combines motion and appearance fea-
tures and evaluated it against existing appearance-only-based methods. This is not only
the first work to combine features in this way but also the first to apply a voting technique
to improve classification performance across an entire video sequence.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Bird species are recognised as important biodiversity indicators (Gregory, 2006; Harrison
et al., 2014; Buckland et al., 2012): they are responsive to changes in sensitive ecosys-
tems, whilst population-level changes in behaviour are both visible and quantifiable. They
can be monitored by ecologists to determine factors causing population fluctuation and to
help conserve and manage threatened and endangered species. For example, a study by
Mikusin´ski et al. (2001) has shown that where Woodpecker (Picidae) species are present
there are also other species present. The research therefore suggested that surveying the
number of Woodpeckers can serve a proxy for avian diversity if the overall species di-
versity in the forest is unknown. Also, a study of butterfly and bird species (Blair, 1999)
showed that occurrence of the two were correlated, that is, the number of birds in a partic-
ular area could also indicate the likely presence of butterflies. Data about bird populations
is therefore an important tool for ecologists in a wide range of environments and contexts,
including farmland use, marine settings, and migration behaviour (Hammers et al., 2014;
Johnston et al., 2014; Goodenough et al., 2014).
There are a number of regular surveys conducted in the UK which provide data
(Baillie et al., 2014; Robinson et al., 2015) used by the government and other organisa-
tions to track trends in bird breeding and migration data. This helps to measure progress
towards international targets set by the Convention on Biological Diversity in 2010, (Gre-
gory et al., 2015). The monitoring of bird species is also a statutory requirement governed
by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, the European Union Birds Directive, and the
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Ramsar, Bonn and Berne Conventions (Gregory et al., 2000).
These surveys have previously included the Common Birds Census and Nest Record
Scheme, which were organised annually by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee
(JNCC) and attracted more than 2500 volunteers. These were succeeded in 2001 by the
Breeding Bird Survey which is organised jointly by the British Trust for Ornothology
(BTO), JNCC and Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB). This current scheme
has over 2,800 volunteers contributing to it anually. The Wetland Bird Survey is also
carried out by volunteers at more than 2,200 wetland sites, at monthly intervals, and
provides additional information on wintering population trends in species of water birds
including ducks, geese, swans, waders, grebes, rails and cormorants (Robinson et al.,
2015). Finally the Big Garden Birdwatch attracts well over 312,000 volunteers annually,
spotting over 6,295,000 individual birds throughout the year.
All of these surveys provide data, collected by volunteer and staff workers, using
manual techniques. However, manual techniques are labour intensive and error-prone. For
example in 2015, the BTO reported that "The first Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) volunteers,
who surveyed their squares 20 years ago, would have counted twice as many migratory
cuckoos and whinchats as they do today." (Hayhow et al., 2014). This was due to the fact
that flocks often contain several species and could be very difficult to count by volunteers
manually. Another important issue relates to protected bird species (including Barn Owl
(Tyto alba), Kingfisher (Alcedines) and Little Tern (Sternula albifrons)), which by law
require a handling licence: this places further constraints on monitoring activities and
techniques, which are particularly important in these cases as protected species are already
in decline.
Every five years, the health of the bird population found in the UK is reviewed by the
BTO, based on data gathered about bird populations from these surveys: this has been a
key function of the BTO since its formation in 1933 (Robinson et al., 2015). Species are
categorised using three lists (Red, Amber and Green), which indicate the strength of their
populations, nationally. The last review report (Eaton et al., 2015) included reviews of a
total of 244 species, with 20 moving onto the red list and only three leaving it.
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Bird species are therefore established as important indicators of national (and global)
biodiversity and enviornmental conservation, and a considerable amount of effort is spent
in gathering processing data about their populations. However, data collection techniques
remain largely dependent on traditional manual observation methods, which is a limiting
factor. The work presented in this thesis aims to contribute new technological methods of
addressing these limitations.
1.1 Current Data Collection Techniques
A number of more technologically advanced techniques are sometimes used to survey bird
species, which includes bioacoustics counting (Lopes et al., 2011; Briggs et al., 2012; Tan
et al., 2015; Silla et al., 2013; Joly et al., 2014; Evans and Rosenberg, 2000), Radar for
detecting migratory flocks (Gregory et al., 2004), trapping using mist nets (Gregory et al.,
2004), and thermal imagery (Matzner et al., 2015; Betke et al., 2008; Ammerman et al.,
2009; Hristov et al., 2010; Cullinan et al., 2015).
Bioacoustic methods use specialised equipment such as infrasound, detectors of ul-
trasound or laser vibrometer to capture and model the sounds of different bird species.
The captured sounds are then processed using signal processing, data mining and ma-
chine learning techniques for classification. The disadvantages of these technique are
that:
• specialised skills are required to operate expensive equipment.
• some bird species emit little or no sound, and thus monitoring them using these
techniques may become impractical.
• Signals are often noisy and difficult to differentiate. For example mixed-species
foraging flock, which may consist of Blue, Great, Coal and Long-tailed Tits,
Nuthatches, Goldcrests, Tree Creepers and Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.
Radar is another technology which has been used to estimate size of flocks, their
flight direction, speed and wing beat frequencies (Gregory et al., 2004). It makes use of
expensive equipment, which is unavailable to most researchers. Bird detection with radar
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is also challenging due to noise from electronic components of the radar system (Cullinan
et al., 2015), and, in any case, skilled personnel are required to operate these systems.
Thermal imaging technologies have also been used to survey birds (Matzner et al.,
2015; Cullinan et al., 2015). The use of thermal imaging to detect species may be limited
by excessive humidity which affects the clarity of the image, distance from the camera,
field of view and physical obstruction (Cullinan et al., 2015). Even though thermal cam-
eras have generally lower resolution than optical, they are suitable for both day and night
recordings but are again very expensive. In addition, many features used for species clas-
sification are not apparent using thermal imaging.
1.2 Using Computer Vision to Monitor Bird Species
The use of computer vision techniques to automatically identify, classify and monitor
bird species in the field is an emerging area of research. Currently, most work in this
area focuses on the identification of species from a single image (Marini et al., 2013; Wah
et al., 2011a; Duan et al., 2012; Berg and Belhumeur, 2013; Huang et al., 2013; Branson
et al., 2014; Wah et al., 2011b; Berg et al., 2014), using features extracted from that image
which represent the appearance of the bird, such as colour and shape. Datasets for these
works are based on high-quality and detailed images or stationary birds. However, in the
field, images taken by biologists, ecologists or camera traps may not be of comparable
quality, placing some practical limitations on such approaches in the field.
These type of approaches can be further subdivided into those that make use of infor-
mation about the physical structure of individual birds (which is refer to as "part-based")
and those which do not. Non part-based methods use colour and shape features of the bird
as a whole to classify its species (Marini et al., 2013; Wah et al., 2011a,b). For example
the work in Marini et al. (2013) used colour features extracted from the bird to build a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) species classifier. Most of these works have been used
to classify between relatively small numbers of species but struggle to maintain pefor-
mance as the number of species increases. Marini et al. show that in classifying species
using colour features alone on the caltech-ucsd birds-200-2011 Dataset, accuracy reduces
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from approximately 85% when selecting between 2 species to 20% when differentiating
between 17 species, and just 7% accuracy with 200 species.
Part-based methods use features associated with the various parts of the bird, based
on colour and/or shape (Wah et al., 2011a; Duan et al., 2012; Berg and Belhumeur, 2013;
Huang et al., 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Wah et al., 2011b; Berg et al., 2014). This
approach uses prior-knowledge of the birds appearance and can help differentiate between
species with high visual correlation. For Example Collared and Turtle Dove (Streptopelia
decaocto and Streptopelia turtur) are species with distinguishing features around the neck
and the eyes: Turtle Doves have a black and white striped neck patch, and a bold red eye
ring, which are not visible on Collared Doves. Other notable examples are warblers and
vireos, which have distictive wing markings, compared with flycatchers and sparrows
which have no such markings (Podulka et al., 2004). In such species these methods have
achieved good classification accuracy but do require some manual inputs (so are not fully
automated) and good-quality images in which all parts are present. Typically the manual
inputs are annotations which identify the bird’s parts prior to feature extraction, and this
is time consuming and labour intensive, placing some practical limits on the amount of
data which can be processed. Gavves et al. (2013) introduced some improvments in the
form of automatic parts identification, however their system still requires some manual
input being dependent on the grab cut method (Rother et al., 2004a). Techniques based
on parts are also less applicable to classificastion of flying birds, which have less well-
defined object shapes and in which specific parts (e.g. feet) are typicaly obscured from
view.
Flight patterns are known to vary across different species of birds (Briggs et al.,
2012). For example woodpeckers generally fly in patterns of moderate rises and falls
whereas finches exhibit a steep, roller-coaster flight (Podulka et al., 2004). Flight patterns
can sometimes help bird watchers distinguish species with similar colour and shape, for
example Common Raven (Corvus corax) and the American Crow (Corvus brachyrhyn-
chos) (Kilham, 1990). Characteristic flight patterns are particularly helpful to human
observers and aid the identification of bird species in flight, especially at distances where
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colour tends to attenuate and shape features are too small to distinguish.
As mentioned, existing computer vision based approaches to automated species clas-
sification focus on single image inputs and appearance features. The automated classifica-
tion of birds in flight has remained largely un-studied, due to problems with image quality
and extraction of appearance features. However, the use of video instead of single images
presents the opportunity to use motion features. Very little existing work has considered
this, and the primary objective of this research is to combine motion features with appear-
ance features to provide robust automated classification of birds in flight: a technology
which would be immensely useful for deployment in the field. The only existing com-
parable works are those presented by Duberstein et al. (2012) which address only broad
categorisation (bats, swallows, terns and gulls) and use thermal sensors and also work by
Matzner et al. (2015). However, both these works are very limited in that the number of
species/categories, the data sets are small, and the species used in the experiment have
obviously very different flight patterns. The objective is to build on these preliminaty
studies to develop a method which can be used robustly with larger numbers of species
and give similar or better results as methods which use single high-quality images.
This thesis presents work which combines motion and an extended set of appearance
features to automatically classify birds in flight from video streams. The research shows
that robust results across larger numbers of species is possible and that motion and ap-
pearance features can be combined effectively to achieve this, providing a robust platform
for deployment in the field.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
As mentioned in the last section, the aim of the work presented in this thesis is to develop
computer vision techniques which combine appearance and motion features to robustly
classify a bird’s species, whilst in flight. More specifically:
Objectives
• To evaluate appearance features used in previous related works and refine them for
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use in automatic classification of species in flight.
• To identify relevant motion features which can be extracted from video of birds in
flight and used to classify them automatically.
• To effectively combine appearance and motion features and evaluate whether this
combination gives better results than appearance or motion features alone.
• To eliminate redundant and irrelevant features from this aggregated feature set, to
determine if recognition can be further improved.
• To establish a video data set of birds in flight for use by the research community.
• To investigate the further refinement of this technique, using majority voting to
aggregate classification results across a set of video sub-sequences.
1.4 Challenges
There are a number of important challenges inherent in these objectives. Specifically:
• Identification of a suitable set of appearance features: Most existing works have
used appearance-based features in conjunction with single images of static birds.
This research develops an anlogous set of appearance features for use with birds
while in flight. Whilst existing works are a useful starting point, such as those used
by Marini et al. (2013), there is no comparable work for in-flight birds.
• Identification of suitable motion features: Even though these have been explored
for the classification of fish trajectory (Beyan, 2015; Wang et al., 2015) and human
motion identification (Cutler and Davis, 2000; Ayyildiz and Conrad, 2011), there is
no significant work which considers bird species. The identification of a suitbale set
of motion features is an open question and there represents a significant challenge.
• Development of a framework to combine motion and appearance features: Motion
features are extracted from a sequence of image frames while appearance features
are extracted from individual images. Determining an effective way to combine
them for classification is challenging in the absence of comparable exisitng work.
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• Identification of which features (motion and appearance) are most effective: This
research starts by combining all potentially useful appearnce and motion features,
resulting in a large feature set. Determining how best to reduce and optimise this
feature set presented a significant challenge.
• Segmentation of birds in flight: motion features are extracted by fitting a bounded
box to a detected bird in flight, based on the bird’s silhouette. Sudden light changes
and low video resolution directly affect the motion feature extracted to form the
trajectories.
• Collection of an effective dataset: There is no pre-existing standard data set of birds
in flight, on which to test the algorithms and methods developed in this research. It
has been determined that high frame-rate video would be most useful for extracting
motion features and consequently needed to developed data set for this research.
It is challenging to find suitable locations to film different species, and produce an
effective data set with which to work.
1.5 Original Contributions
The work presented in this thesis makes the following original contributions to this field
of research:
1. The development of algorithms for the measurement of wing beat frequencies using
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) which have been evaluated initially on bat species and
then on bird species. The techniques used in this research were evaluated with the
state-of-the-art, Cutler and Davis (2000) and the results show that they performed
significantly better.
2. The development of a new set of appearance features which show improved correct
classification rate over the state-of-the-art proposed by Marini et al. (2013) on the
dataset of birds in flight. The appearance features outperform Marini et. al. by
between 6% and 14% across various datasets.
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3. The development of a species classification scheme which combines motion and
appearance features and evaluation of it against existing appearance-only-based
methods. This is the first work to combine features in this way. A correct clas-
sification rate of 85% was achieved which outperforms the exisiting state of art
method (Marini et al. (2013)).
4. Feature reduction techniques were further used to improve classification rate on
the combined features and demonstrated the relative importance of motion features
within this reduced set. Two feature reduction techniques were evaluated against the
full feature set, which have shown approximately a 4% increase in performance.
5. A voting technique was used to improve classification performance across an entire
video sequence. This has increased classification rate to between 89% and 98%.
6. A video data set was collated against which future work can be benchmarked. This
data set enables the evaluation of the work against a set of 13 species, enabling
effective evaluation of automated species identification to date and a benchmark for
further work in the field of research.
1.6 Publications
Some of the work described in this thesis has been previously presented in journals and
conference papers. Below is a complete list of publications arising from this PhD study
so far.
Journal Paper
1. Atanbori, J., Duan, W., Murray, J., Appiah, K., & Dickinson, P. (2016). Auto-
matic classification of flying bird species using computer vision techniques. Pattern
Recognition Letters, ISSN: 0167-8655, DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2015.08.015.
Volume 81, Pages 53-62.
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Conference Papers
1. Atanbori J, Cowling P, Murray J, Colston B, Eady P, Hughes D, Nixon I & Dick-
inson P. (2013, January). Analysis of bat wing beat frequency using Fourier trans-
form. In Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns (pp. 370-377). Springer Berlin
Heidelberg.
2. John Atanbori, Wenting Duan, John Murray, Kofi Appiah and Patrick Dickinson.
A Computer Vision Approach to Classification of Birds in Flight from Video Se-
quences. In T. Amaral, S. Matthews, T. Plotz, S. McKenna, and R. Fisher, editors,
Proceedings of the Machine Vision of Animals and their Behaviour (MVAB), pages
3.1-3.9. BMVA Press, September 2015.
1.7 Organisation of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive overview and comparison of existing works in the
area of automated systems for species classification. This not only includes bird species
but also other animal species that have been studied using computer vision techniques.
An evaluation of literature based on species identification and classification using bioa-
coustics, appearance, and motion features was also presented. Finally, literature on other
relevant work in the area of feature selection, evaluation using imbalanced datasets, ma-
chine learning and classification techniques were presented.
Chapter 3 presents initial work on extraction of motion features. For this first study
video data of bats collected from bat roosts rather than birds were initially used. Bats
were initially used for this study partly because the data was readily available but also
because bat motion is of a higher frequency and so is more challenging for analysis. The
chapter also presents a discussion of low-level image processing techniques for dealing
with low-light video data of bats and bird species. A number of techniques were intro-
duced for the analysis of bat wing beat frequency and the results from this methods were
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evaluated with state-of-the-art method by Cutler and Davis (2000).
Chapter 4 presents work on the classification of bird species in flight, using only
appearance features. In this chapter the dataset used in all evaluations were detailed and
statistical features that were used to represent the feature sets used in this research were
introduced. The work presented here uses a rich set of appearance features with standard
classifiers (Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Random Decision Trees and Random
Forest) to classify species. Three datasets (The seven species (Dataset #1), The thirteen
classes (Dataset #2) and caltech-ucsd birds-200-2011 Dataset) were used to evaluate the
work presented in this chapter. The results from the appearance features presented in this
chapter compares favourably with exiting state-of-the-art image-based classifiers used in
the work by Marini et al. (2013). This out performs the state-of-the-art (Marini et al.,
2013) on all 3 datasets: 9% on caltech-ucsd birds-200-2011, 6% on Dataset #1 and 9%
on Dataset #2.
Chapter 5 presents the work on fusing appearance and motion features. A rich set
of motion features were used with the appearance features from chapter 4 with standard
classifiers (Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Random Decision Trees and Random
Forest) to classify bird species. Dataset #2 was used to evaluate the work presented in
this chapter. Using only motion features for classification, a classification accuracy of
38% was achieved. Fusing these features with the appearance features in this chapter, a
classification accuracy of 85% was achieved. The result was compared with that of using
only appearance features, and an initial slight reduction in classification accuracy by ap-
proximately 1% was reported, thus, motivating the work in the following chapter.
In Chapter 6 the results of work on feature selection was presented. Combining ap-
pearance and motion features in Chapter 5 resulted in a large set of features, which slightly
degraded performance. To improve classification, feature selection techniques were ap-
plied to remove redundant features. The most important features were identified using
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correlation and classifier based feature selection techniques. These were used to clas-
sify species using the Dataset #2 with the four standard classifiers (Naive Bayes, Support
Vector Machine, Random Decision Trees and Random Forest) and a correct classification
accuracy of 89% was attained, which is approximately 4% better than that in Chapter 5.
A further experiment was performed to determine the contribution of the selected mo-
tion features to overall performance. The conclusion was that the motion features used
together with appearance improves classification by approximately 4% across all four
standard classifiers.
In Chapter 7, further improvement in the correct classification rates was attempted.
The work in chapters 4 - 6 present results based on classification using single frames
and subsets of video. This was extended to combine the results of several frames from
a sequence using majority voting. It has been established that combining the outputs of
several classifications result in a better overall accuracy (Bhattacharya and Chaudhuri,
2003). This is because different classifications can capture different aspects of the input
data, while one alone will not usually represent all. The work presented here uses the
results in Chapter 6 with majority voting and the four standard classifiers (Naive Bayes,
Support Vector Machine, Random Decision Trees and Random Forest) to classify bird
species. The datasets used included that with the seven species and the extended thirteen
classes dataset.
Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the results and the contributions and limitations of this
thesis and outlines future works.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The previous chapter mentioned the importance of monitoring bird species. In particular,
it was discovered that ecologists monitor them to determine the factors causing population
fluctuation and to help in conserving and managing threatened and endangered species.
The various surveys used in counting bird species including data collection techniques
were succinctly reviewed. It was established that a small but growing number of re-
searchers have studied the use of computer vision for monitoring species, particularly for
counting bat species.
This chapter evaluates reports of studies found in literature that are related to mon-
itoring and classification of species. In particular, it focuses on reviewing birds, fish and
bats works: techniques used for these species are often similar, and motion features which
this research seeks to investigate for classification of birds have been used for both bats
and fish. First techniques which perform classification using single images were explored.
This was done by reviewing them separately as those that are used for classification of bird
species and those for other species, specifically, bats and fish.
The work based on bird species was then splitted into two sections: part-free and
part-based models. Feature selection and machine learning techniques, relevant to the
classification of these species were separately reviewed. Finally, a brief overview of video
classification system using computer vision techniques was presented. This chapter is
structured into the following sections:
• Section 2.1 reviews bio-acoustics for classifying bird species
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• The classification of species using computer vision techniques were reviewed in
Section 2.2, by first looking at literature related to bat and fish species classification
and monitoring, and finally, those related to bird species.
• Section 2.4 and 2.5, review feature selection and reduction methods and imbalanced
datasets techniques respectively.
• Finally, machine learning algorithms for classification were reviewed in Section 2.7
and an overview of the video classification system in Section 2.8
2.1 Classification of Bird Species using Bio-acoustics
A number of existing attempts to automate the identification of birds have used audio
rather than visual signals, such as Briggs et al. (2012); Neal et al. (2011); Bardeli et al.
(2010). In particular, Briggs et al. classified 413 birds songs, each of 30 seconds, using
FFT and Nearest Neighbour (NN) classifiers. This achieved a remarkable result (92%),
which was due to the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) used, filtering out most of the noise
in the signal. Neal et al. also proposed a supervised time-frequency audio segmentation
to extract syllables of bird calls. They then applied Random Forest (RF) to classify 625
birds songs and achieved a correct classification rate of 83.6%. Even though the number
of species used in Neal et al. was larger than that of Briggs et al., the improvement in
classification was attributed to the state of the art Random Forest classifier used. Random
Forest has a mechanism for boosting results by splitting the dataset into random trees and
applying majority voting, which helps improve classification rates.
All the above research have used FFT to improve the quality of the signals, as audio
recordings taken in the field are usually buried in noise. It has been demonstrated by
Lopes et al. (2011) that when the number of species is increased the classification rate
reduces, even with FFT. They performed experiments using 3, 5, 8, 12 and 20 species
and by first applying FFT to the signals to reduce the noise and then applying a sound
ruler software, with Naive Bayes (NB) classifier to classify species by vocals. Lopes et al.
showed that by randomly using 3 species and averaging the results, the classification rate
was 61.5% whilst this was 25.4% for 20 species. Other work using vocals did not attempt
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classification. For example, Bardeli et al. (2010) developed a real-time bird-counting
system using their vocals.
The use of audio signals has some attractive features; species typically have distinc-
tive calls and no line of sight is necessary to detect audio. However, there are also a
significant disadvantages. Firstly, audio signals are sometimes buried in noise and it be-
comes difficult if not impossible to remove the noise. Secondly, audio signals are sparse
(an individual may emit no audio at all for extended periods) and it is unrealistic to dif-
ferentiate some individuals in this way (e.g. for species-level counting).
Due to the limitations of using the audio signals for classification, one work (Marini
et al., 2015) attempted to improve species classification rates by combining appearance
features from the CUB200-2011 dataset (Wah et al., 2011b) with audio signals from the
Xeno-Canto dataset. This work achieved an improved correct classification rate of be-
tween 1.2% to 15.7% for species when compared to using appearance features alone.
Even though this has improved classification rates, it was for a limited number of species
and recognition rates were not very significant compared to methods that uses appearance
features alone (Berg and Belhumeur, 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Berg et al., 2014). The
limited number of species used was due to the fact that the CUB200-2011 dataset did not
have enough corresponding audio counterparts in the Xeno-Canto dataset.
2.2 Application of Computer Vision Techniques to Species
Classification
Whilst several species recognition systems have used audio, more recently, recognition
systems have focused on the application of computer vision techniques. One work that
used both computer vision and bio-acoustic processing is the work in Marini et al. (2015)
but the results in this case was no different to those that use just computer vision tech-
niques (Berg and Belhumeur, 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Berg et al., 2014). Therefore,
since this thesis focuses on using only computer vision techniques in the classification
of species, the following sections of this chapter have been dedicated to the review of
computer vision techniques.
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2.2.1 Studies related to Other Species
Whilst computer vision applications to bird species represent the most relevant existing
works, there have been a number of other studies which have been applied to bats and
which address similar problems and challenges. Unlike birds, bats are predominantly
nocturnal and applications of computer vision techniques need to be effective in low-
light conditions. In particular, colour features are generally undetectable, and existing
approaches have therefore looked more closely at the extraction of motion features.
Existing works, such as Cullinan et al. (2015); Matzner et al. (2015); Hristov et al.
(2010); Betke et al. (2008); Lazarevic et al. (2008) have been motivated mainly by au-
tomated censusing of large populations, as well as classification of individuals. A small
number of these works, such as that by Betke et al. (2008), have attempted to estimate
wing beat frequencies of individual bats. Betke et al. used thermal imaging together with
pose templates to form a signal which was then analysed using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) techniques to recover a frequency estimate of signals buried in noise. Hristov et al.
also used a thermal camera with computer vision algorithms to detect and track species.
Species that were successfully tracked beyond a set threshold value were counted auto-
matically to estimate the total number of emerging bats from a cave.
Like Betke et al. the works by Cullinan et al., Matzner et al., and Lazarevic et al. also
use thermal imaging, but include some attempts at classification, including broad species
of birds. Cullinan et al. attempted to identify four categories (bat, gull, tern, swallow) us-
ing flight tracks only. They reported 82% correct classification; however, this represents
only a small number of categories, does not consider fine-grained differentiations and is
highly contextualised to offshore wind-farms. Similarly, Lazarevic et al. were also moti-
vated by studies around wind farms but looked at only coarse classification (bat or bird).
Some disadvantages common to all these methods are that thermal imaging for detect-
ing species may be limited by excessive humidity which affects the clarity of the image,
distance from the camera’s field of view (Cullinan et al., 2015). Recordings from these
cameras have generally lower resolution compared to optical counterparts, which makes
them more suitable for both day and night recordings, but may again be very expensive.
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Finally, many features used for species classification are not apparent using thermal imag-
ing.
Unlike bats, which are typically filmed in low-light, the automated monitoring and
classification of other species is able to make wider use of appearance features (such as
colour). Some recent attempts to automate the classification of fish species have used both
appearance and motion features (though not combined). For example, Lee et al. (2003)
used shape contour features to discriminate between nine different fish species achieved
an overall true positive rate of between 13% and 80%. Spampinato et al. (2010) also
developed a fish classification system which used texture and shape features, achieving
92% overall true classification rate; the combination of different appearance features was
effective in this case. Another appearance-based technique by Rodrigues et al. (2010)
used Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
to select effective linear combinations of features; the results of their evaluations were
similar to those by Lee et al. and Spampinato et al., achieving an overall true positive
rate of 92% across six species. More recently, trajectories (motion) features from video
streams have been used to model fish behaviour, and detect outliers; for example, the
work of Spampinato et al. (2014), and Beyan (2015).
Fish studies using computer vision techniques have gained some popularity recently.
Several datasets have been introduced to support their study (Jager et al., 2015; Fisher
et al.; Joly et al., 2015). Jager et al. (2015) introduced an imbalanced dataset for classi-
fication of Croatian fish species. This is a fine-grained fish dataset, which contained 12
species of fish, made up of 794 images. The work in Jager et al. then combined convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNN) and SVM to perform a baseline experiment achieving a
correct classification rate of 66.78%. The Fish4Knowledge dataset (Fisher et al.) was in-
troduced for the classification and study fish behaviour. This large dataset was originally
collated for the study of fish behaviour studies but has a great potential for classification,
with a potentially large number of species.
A prolific number of datasets for the study of species is an indication of how impor-
tant the application of computer vision to animal study is becoming. A butterfly dataset
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(Anwar et al., 2015b,a), with some initial investigations into the classification of species
has also been developed. Anwar et al., used a bag of visual words to classify 30 species by
including spatial information of extracted images. Other butterfly datasets include Lazeb-
nik et al. (2004) which is made up of 7 species and the Leeds butterfly dataset Wang et al.
(2009) made up of 10 species.
2.2.2 Bird Species Classification using Appearance Features
Whilst Cullinan et al. (2015), and Matzner et al. (2015) mentioned above have attempted
to use motion features to differentiate between small numbers of species, all other exist-
ing works concerned with the automated classification of birds use appearance features
derived from a single image of an individual bird. These type of approaches can be further
subdivided into those that make use of information about the physical structure of indi-
vidual birds (referred to as part-based), and those which do not. Non-part-based methods
use colour and shape features of the entire bird, without considering the relative posi-
tion, to determine its species (Marini et al., 2013; Wah et al., 2011a,b). For example, the
work by Marini et al. uses colour features extracted from the bird with a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier. Again most of these works have been used to differentiate
between relatively small numbers of species and struggle to maintain performance as the
number of species increase. Marini et al. showed that when using colour features alone
on the Caltech-ucsd birds-200-2011 Dataset, accuracy reduces from approximately 85%
when selecting between 2 species to 20% when differentiating between 17 species and
just 7% accuracy with 200 species. SIFT and colour features (Wah et al., 2011b) work
well for the classification of bird species but again, is only tested for a small number of
classes. The work presented in Welinder et al. (2010), classified bird species using size
and colour histogram with a bin size of 10 but the classification rate was also low, which
was attributed to the fine-grained nature of the dataset.
Part-based methods use features which are associated with specific parts of the bird’s
body and use colour and/or shape features (Wah et al., 2011a; Duan et al., 2012; Berg
and Belhumeur, 2013; Huang et al., 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Wah et al., 2011b; Berg
et al., 2014). This general approach can help differentiate between species with high
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visual correlation. For Example Collared and Turtle Doves (Streptopelia decaocto and
Streptopelia turtur respectively) are species with distinguishing features around the neck
and the eyes but Turtle Doves exhibit a black and white striped neck patch and a bold
red eye ring, which is not visible on Collared Doves. In such species, these methods
have achieved better classification accuracy but almost all require some manual input
(so are not fully automated) and also require good-quality images in which body parts
are present and identifiable. Typically, the manual inputs are annotations which identify
the bird’s parts prior to feature extraction and this is time-consuming and labour intensive,
placing some practical limits on the amount of data which can be processed. For example,
Branson et al. proposed a human in the loop approach, which is predicated on the idea that
a human and computerised system working together classify more efficiently than either
alone. The human operator annotates the parts and answers multiple choice questions
and the algorithm uses this information to assist with the classification: they were able
to achieve a true positive rate of 93%. Berg et al. developed an online application called
Birdsnap, which can be used to classify various US bird species; this also requires some
manual input to annotate the bird’s parts prior to segmentation and classification.
Krause et al. (2015), and (Gavves et al., 2013, 2015) both developed annotation-free
parts-based methods, which automatically identified body parts using co-segmentation
and alignment. Their results compared favourably to other states of the art methods:
Krause et al. used figure/ground segmentation to determine pose and localise the bird’s
parts, while Gavves et al. fitted ellipse to the segmented object to align and then determine
sub-parts. Results based on the CUB-2011 dataset show that the true positive rates were
62%, 82% and 67% for the methods in Gavves et al. (2013); Krause et al. (2015); Gavves
et al. (2015) respectively. The drawbacks of these methods are that they make use of the
Grab-Cut segmentation method Rother et al. (2004b) so still require some manual inputs:
decomposing soft-bodied objects with arbitrary poses, remain a challenging problem in
computer vision. Another annotation free method was proposed by Zhang et al. (2015),
this detects parts using CNN feature representations. The main difference between this
and Krause et al. is the method by which the parts are selected. Whereas Krause et al.
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align the co-segmented objects before labelling parts, Zhang et al. (2015) uses CNN fea-
ture representations to detect parts automatically. The correct classification rate reported
by Zhang et al. was (75%) based on the CUB-2011 Dataset and was not a significant
improvement on the other methods reported.
The objective of this research is to develop a system which is capable of identifying
birds in flight, which can be deployed in the field. Almost all of the part-based methods
mentioned above are dependent on manual annotations and whilst many have been suc-
cessful, this constraint makes them inherently unsuitable for wide-scale deployment in the
field. Further more, they all also require high-quality images. The datasets used have been
highly-detailed, high-resolution images which exceed the quality that would be captured
automatically from flying birds in real-world settings. In addition, it is asserted that birds
furthest from the camera would be less easily classified using appearance features alone
(for example, colour features are attenuated). This motivates our approach of combin-
ing colour and motion features. Of the other approaches mentioned, it was consider that
Marini et al. is most appropriate for this problem domain, being fully automated, non-
parts based (so more likely to be robust to reduced image quality) and reporting relatively
good results. This method have therefore used as a benchmark for the work presented in
this thesis.
2.2.3 Bird Species Classification using Motion Features
All the methods in Section 2.2.2 use single images and appearance-based models for clas-
sification; however, bird species also exhibit distinguishing behaviours (flying, moving,
poses, etc) which could also be used to help robust automated identification. This is par-
ticularly relevant to the identification of birds in flight, especially at a distance where
appearance-based features such as colour tend to attenuate, whilst motion-features re-
main discernible. In ecological studies, conservation and biology, motion-based vision
techniques have been applied to tracking flying species and analysing their kinematics,
behaviours, and flight trajectories (Breslav et al., 2012). The analysis of bats motion us-
ing computer vision techniques have widely been studied by researchers for application in
ecological, conservation and biology. Bats are nocturnal creatures and are active at night
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and hence most studies have used thermal cameras for the analyses of their motion. Cur-
rently, research concern with bats is mostly focusing on wing beats modelling (Breslav
et al., 2012) and counting bats as they emerge from caves (Hristov et al., 2010; Betke
et al., 2008).
The most significant relevant studies using motion features with bird species include
Duberstein et al. (2012), which explores wing beat frequencies of bird and bats species but
does not use these features for classification. Duberstein et al. (2012) like Cullinan et al.
(2015), and Matzner et al. (2015) mentioned above have attempted to use motion features
to differentiate between small numbers of species. Duberstein et al. (2012) explores the
wing beat frequencies and flight patterns of bird and bat species by extracting descrip-
tive statistics from flight patterns of four species of birds and bats. The statistics (which
included the minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, quartiles and interquartile
range) were used to cluster species, thus making their classifier perform faster as the
number of features were small. This work was redeveloped by Cullinan et al. for broad
classification of species of bats, swallows, terns and gulls. However, they only used 48
tracks from a 5 minute video from a thermal camera and these cameras may sometimes be
expensive and difficult to deploy in the field. The work in Matzner et al. (2015) increased
the dataset in Cullinan et al. (2015) whilst applying the same techniques in Duberstein
et al. and Cullinan et al., to classify species into categories such as bats, swallows, terns
and gulls.
Hitherto, works concerned with flight pattern have been carried out using recordings
from tracking radar (Liechti and Bruderer, 2002; Bruderer et al., 2010; Zaugg et al., 2008)
during the migration seasons of bird species while others have been carried out using
thermal camera (Duberstein et al., 2012; Cullinan et al., 2015; Matzner et al., 2015).
Most of these studies that use thermal cameras were recorded during the evening when
species are migrating, and are also very suitable for nocturnal species like bats. Work by
Huang et al. (2013) used a graphical model with saliency to classify 9 species of birds,
by extracting Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and colour features, which were
trained using different Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers and achieving 73.8%
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classification rate, which is comparable to the results in Cullinan et al. (2015).
Characteristics of Flying Birds
Bird species can be identified by the speed at which they flap their wings, as well as their
wing beat patterns. The shape of a bird’s wings determines the way it flies. Smaller-
winged birds tend to fly faster to maintain the same lift as those with larger wings
(Cochran et al., 2008).
Most birds fly by combining flapping, gliding and soaring. The type of flight pat-
tern used produced by a particular bird species depends on its size, weight, wing span
and shape. The smaller birds usually fly using a technique of short bursts of flapping,
alternated with intervals in which wings are folded against the body. This flight pattern is
known as "flap-bounding" flight (Tobalske et al., 2009). They usually abandon the con-
ventional flap-glide pattern but still glides only if they have to decelerate during flight.
Examples of birds species with this characteristic flight pattern are finches and sparrows.
Some other small birds like the swift, swallow and martin glide most of the time but
also occasionally combine flapping to fly faster. Other species like finches and woodpeck-
ers have undulating flight pattern, which describes a kind of roller-coaster style where the
bird flaps its wings during the rising phase, then glides as it descends.
Budgerigars fly using flap-gliding and have the tendency to fly at only two distinct
fixed speeds. They switched between a high speed and a low speed suited to safe ma-
noeuvring in a cluttered environment (Schiffner and Srinivasan, 2016). Birds like ravens
and hawks have a flap-glide or flap-soar flight characteristics, which usually consist of
flapping their wings with some occasional breaks from flapping by soaring or gliding.
Interestingly, cockatiels blend the traditional flap-gliding with flap-bounding.
Some birds, like Parakeet, gulls, pigeons and doves have direct flight pattern, which
consist of a steady flight with rapid wing beats.
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General Techniques for Analysing Motion Features
Various techniques have been used for the measurement of periodic and cyclical motions,
based on metrics derived from bounding boxes (Ghaderian et al., 2011), similarity matri-
ces (Cutler and Davis, 2000; Plotnik and Rock, 2002; Lazarevic et al., 2008), object pose
(Breslav et al., 2012), motion pattern (Ren et al., 2011), and point correspondence (Laptev
et al., 2005). These are mainly based on the use of autocorrelation and Fast Fourier Trans-
forms (FFT) to estimate object motion periods. In the case of human activities, Ayyildiz
and Conrad (2011) used motion moments to classify videos, by calculating the image
moments and fitting a 1D time domain function on the centroids and pixel variances.
These were transformed into the frequency domain using FFT and achieving a classifica-
tion accuracy of between 59% to 70% for 10 home activities based on 200 videos. The
disadvantage of this method is that it uses a radius based classifier and the results of the
classifier are highly dependent on the radius used. Ren et al. (2011), used motion tem-
plates to perform motion pattern analysis and extract periodicity information from sports
videos and to classify two sports activities (weight lifting and dumbells) into qualified and
unqualified. This work achieved 93.5% and 97.7% correct classification respectively. An-
other technique that has been used in periodicity estimation is point correspondence and
RANSAC procedure, as in Laptev et al. (2005), which was used to match image sequences
over a period of time in an attempt to detect periodicity. Ghaderian et al. (2011) detected
periodicity in human activities by extracting image silhouettes and fitting bounding boxes
around them. The distances of the targeted silhouette in four directions (top, left, right and
bottom) to the bounding box sides were obtained. For example, the horizontal distances
from the edge of bounding box to the contour of the object silhouette were computed and
summed to form a 1D time domain function. This work was tested using 50 periodic
and 50 non-periodic videos, achieving a correct recognition rate of 97%. The techniques
used were prone to errors in recognition especially when segmentation error is high. This
is because bounding box metrics are based on the segmentation of the species from one
frame to another. The most cited paper in motion analysis is by Cutler and Davis (2000),
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which used object similarity to detect periodicity of human and dogs in videos. The ob-
ject periodicity was estimated by extracting foreground images and resizing them to 9x15
pixels using Mitchell Filter Schumacher (1992). The image similarity matrices were then
formed from these images using absolute correlation. In order to account for tracking er-
ror, the similarity matrices were minimised using a local search radius to form recurrence
matrices. A Hanning filter was then applied to the recurrence matrices, and each column
transformed to their frequency domain using FFT. The power spectra were then averaged
and Equation 2.1 applied to select the ideal frequency. Chapter 3 develops algorithms
for the measurement of wing beat frequencies using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which
have been evaluated initially on bat species, and evaluated with state-of-the-art techniques
by Cutler and Davis.
P( fi)> up+ kσp (2.1)
The techniques used in Cutler and Davis (2000), have also been used in Plotnik and
Rock (2002); Lazarevic et al. (2008) but predominately for estimation of periodicity in an-
imals. Plotnik and Rock (2002) applied the techniques used in Cutler and Davis (2000) to
quantify motion behaviour of jellyfish to detect their motion mode changes. The only dif-
ference compared with Cutler and Davis is that they used the normalised sum of squared
differences to form their similarity matrices. Lazarevic et al. (2008), used similarity ma-
trices based on absolute correlation to differentiate airborne targets (birds and bats). To
determine periodicity they used patterns produced by the similarity matrix plots. These
works were more challenging than the work by Cutler and Davis in two ways: filming bats
and birds, usually results had lower resolution images than human and that they had more
erratic behaviours and thus measuring periodicity in these species requires a very robust
technique. Recently, Breslav et al. (2012) proposed a method of computing the wing beat
of bats by comparing every shape in the input shape time signal to a prototype template
shape using the shape context descriptor and the Hungarian algorithm. They then scored
shape poses which were used in the estimation of the wing beats. The disadvantage of
this method is that it assumed bats are flying horizontally across the field of view, which
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realistically is not the case as bats flight are more erratic in nature.
Motion patterns have also been studied in fish species to mainly differentiate trajec-
tory into either normal or abnormal, but this is for a few species. Tian et al. (2014) dif-
ferentiated normal and transgenic Zebrafish using the histogram of body bending along
the zebrafish body, motion displacement vectors between two consecutive frames, speed
and acceleration and motion between consecutive frames in the three-dimensional space
over time. This work achieved a 73.99% recognition rate based on hybrid features. The
Fish4Knowledge dataset introduced by Beyan and Fisher (2013b) was used in Beyan
(2015) to classify fish trajectories by extracting 776 features, which was reduced using
PCA to 140 features. These were used to cluster fish tracks as normal and abnormal.
Fouad et al. (2013) used SIFT and SURF features with an SVM classifier to identify
fish as Tilapia or non-tilapia and achieved a classification accuracy of between 56.6% to
100%. The good results acheved by this work were due to the small number of classes
involved. Recently, Spampinato et al. (2014) have used video texture analysis and SVM
to study differences in fish behaviour when disruptive events such as "typhoons" happen.
Whiles Wang et al. (2015) analysed behaviour of fish species using a similarity-based pe-
riodicity detection combined with the K-neighbors classifier. The method by Wang et al.
was, however, not very robust to noise in the video as it uses a similarity-based approach.
2.3 Related Feature Extraction Methods
2.3.1 Appearance Features
Colour histogram features have been used widely to describe colour images by extract-
ing the histogram from various colour channels. To reduce the feature vector dimension
and to make the system run in real-time, statistical measurements can be used to describe
the colour histogram (Sergyan, 2008; Huang et al., 2010). A popular way to identify birds
from video is using colour. Thus we deployed colour moments and calculated statistical
features for speed of training and prediction.
Related to the colour features used in this thesis is the work of Marini et al., which
experiments in chapter 4 were benchmarked against. Marini et al. performed two main
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experiment using two different colour spaces, the RGB and HSV colour spaces. Regard-
less the color space used, three-color histograms are computed, one for each channel. The
histograms are converted into feature vectors by a binning process where each channel is
represented by a fixed number of bins (30 for hue, 32 for both saturate and value). Exper-
iments showed that the HSV colour space performed better than the RGB, therefore this
thesis used the HSV colour space.
Two different approaches were used to represent the feature vector. In the first ap-
proach, three feature vectors are concatenated and handled by a single classification al-
gorithm as shown in Figure 2.1, whereas in the second, each feature vector is handled by
a different classifier and their outputs are combined using a fusion rule to classify bird
species (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Classification scheme based on the concatenation of the three color space
histogram features - Adapted from Marini et al..
Classification was performed using a support vector machine (SVM), as it more ef-
ficiently and can perform non-linear classification using a kernel trick. The SVMs clas-
sifiers was implemented with a Radial Basis Function kernel and the gamma and cost
parameters optimized using grid search. The one-against-one SVM was deployed which
builds K(K1)2 binary classifiers for a K multi-class problem and class prediction is deter-
mined by majority voting by combining the outputs of all K(K1)2 classifiers.
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Figure 2.2: Classification scheme based on combination of classifiers outputs from the
three colour space separately - Adapted from Marini et al.
Shape Features is another important feature for identifying birds species. To de-
scribe the shape of an object various image moments can be extracted from the image
contours (Du et al., 2007). An image moment is a weighted average of the image pixels’
intensities. We used two moments in the extraction of shape features for bird species clas-
sification, which include spatial (raw) moments and Hu moments (Fig. 4). Hu moments
are invariant to some transformations, such as rotation, scaling, and translation (Martín
et al., 2010) and are therefore well suited for flying bird species classification. Assuming
a grayscale image with intensity values I(x,y), the raw image moments Mi j are calculated
using equation 2.2 for i, j = 0,1,2, . . . .
Mi j =∑
x
∑
y
xiy jI(x,y) (2.2)
The central moments can be defined using equation 2.3. Where x¯ = M10M00 and y¯ =
M01
M00
are components of the image centroid, both derived from the raw moments.
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µi j =∑
x
∑
y
(x− x¯)i(y− y¯) jI(x,y) (2.3)
The central moments mui j of any order are invariant with respect to translations.
When the central moments is divided by a properly scaled zero-th central moment the
result (ηi j =
µi j
µ
(1+ i+ j2 )
00
) is both invariant to translation and scale, where i+ j≥ 2. Based on
this Hu seven moments can be derived, which are invariants with respect to translation,
scale, and rotation.
I1 = η20+η02
I2 = (η20−η02)2+4η211
I3 = (η30−3η12)2+(3η21−η03)2
I4 = (η30+η12)2+(η21+η03)2
I5 = (η30−3η12)(η30+η12)[(η30+η12)2−3(η21+η03)2]+ (3η21−η03)(η21+η03)[3(η30+η12)2− (η21+η03)2]
I6 = (η20−η02)[(η30+η12)2− (η21+η03)2]+4η11(η30+η12)(η21+η03)
I7 = (3η21−η03)(η30+η12)[(η30+η12)2−3(η21+η03)2]− (η30−3η12)(η21+η03)[3(η30+η12)2− (η21+η03)2].
Grayscale histogram features are commonly used in image analysis and classifi-
cation by representing the grey level distribution as a histogram. For example, statistical
moments of the grey scale histogram are used as features for the classification of fish
species in Spampinato et al. (2010). In this thesis, greyscale histogram features are used
as texture to complement Gabor features, which gave information about the spatial ar-
rangement of intensities in the bird species video. They can be used online and have been
used by many content-based retrieval systems as features for classification
Gabor wavelets have been applied to many feature extraction problems (Huang
et al., 2010; Ou et al., 2010; Parvin et al., 2012; Spampinato et al., 2010) due to its salient
visual properties such as spatial localisation, frequency characteristics and orientation.
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2.3.2 Motion Features
Curvature scale space (CSS) is rotation and translation invariant and has been shown
to be effective in distinguishing object trajectories by their concave and convex shapes
(Mokhtarian et al., 1996; Beyan and Fisher, 2013b; Mai et al., 2010; Bashir et al., 2006).
They have also been shown to be robust in the presence of noise. Mai et al. (2010) have
shown that CSS can be effective for matching and recognizing shapes which are distorted
by affine transforms, including translation, rotation, and scaling.
Li et al. (2006) used turn-based features to form trajectory directional histogram,
which was used to describe the statistic directional distribution of vehicle trajectories.
The features were then used for categorisation, achieving an overall accuracy of 99%.
Recently, Beyan and Fisher (2013a) have used turn-based features as part of a large feature
set to successfully categorise abnormal fish trajectories. Turn-based features was used as
part of a feature set due to the unpredictable movement made by fish. Birds like fish also
have unpredictable movements, thus it is believed this can be used as part of the feature
set for classification of species.
Bashir et al. (2006) have showed that using Centroid Distance Function (CDF)
for categorisation of features yeilds good recognition rates compared with CSS features.
Recently, this has also been used by Beyan and Fisher (2013b) as part of their feature set
to discriminate abnormal from normal fish trajectories. CDF is an invariant representation
of the shape of data (Beyan and Fisher, 2013b; Bashir et al., 2006).
Vicinity features were used by Liwicki et al. (2006) for handwriting recognition,
and recently by Beyan and Fisher (2013b) for classifying abnormal fish trajectories. In
both cases, the feature set was made up of vicinity curliness, aspect, slope and linearity.
Liwicki et al. (2006), Chen et al. (2010) and Graves et al. (2009) have used curvature
features successfully in handwriting recognition to determine the writing direction and
have achieved remarkable results.
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2.4 Feature Selection and Reduction
Most of the above methods use a large feature set, but this may affect the performance
of the classification model (Hall, 1999; Yu and Liu, 2003) and may contain redundant
or irrelevant features, which may lower recognition rate. To improve the performance
of such models, feature selection or reduction algorithms have to be applied. Feature
reduction techniques are used to transform the feature set in a high-dimensional space to a
few dimensional space. The data transformation may be linear, as in principal component
analysis (PCA). On the other hand, feature selection is used to choose a subset of the
complete set of input features so that the subset can predict the output with accuracy.
The most widely used methods in computer vision for reducing features and improv-
ing performance is PCA. PCA has been used successfully by Rodrigues et al. (2010) and
in the Fish4Knowledge project (Beyan and Fisher, 2013b; Beyan, 2015) to reduced trajec-
tory features. For bird species, PCA has been applied by Gavves et al. (2013); Zhang et al.
(2015) to reduce dimensionality. The benefits of this method are that it reduces training
and test times and defying the curse of dimensionality to improve prediction performance.
There are also other methods that have been used successfully to reduce the dimensions
of face datasets, for example, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) used by Martínez and
Kak (2001); Yang and Yang (2003). Even though it has been shown by Martínez and Kak,
that PCA outperforms LDA, PCA is still widely used in computer vision because of its
simplicity.
Another technique for reducing the size of feature sets is feature selection which
uses a subset of the features rather than mapping the original features onto a new reduced
dimensionality and thus preserving the features (Mladenic´, 2006). To select important
features for classification a lot of methods have been explored by various researchers
(Chandrashekar and Sahin, 2014; Saeys et al., 2007). These can be broadly classified as a
filter and wrapper methods. These methods are discussed in the following subsections.
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2.4.1 Filter Methods
In filter method, features are ranked in order to determine their importance. A highly
ranked feature is considered as the more important feature and lowly ranked, the less
important. A number of performance criteria have been proposed for filter method to esti-
mate the goodness of a feature such as Fisher score (Gu et al., 2012), Pearson correlation
coefficient (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003), mutual information (Peng et al., 2005; Yu and
Liu, 2003) and ReliefF (Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2003; Moore and White, 2007).
These features have been succinctly described in the following sections.
Fisher score
The Fisher score aims to find a subset of features, such that the distances between data
points in different classes are large, while in the same class are small. Precisely, the
‘Fishers score Gu et al. (2012) for the ith feature Fi is calculated in Equation 2.4. Where
x¯i j and σi j are the mean and variance of the ith feature in the jth class respectively, n j
is the number of instances in the jth class, and σi is the mean of the ith feature. The
disadvantage of Fishers score is that it is not good at handling irrelevant and redundant
features.
Fi =
n
∑
j=1
n j(x¯i j− x¯i)2
n
∑
j=1
n jσ2i j
(2.4)
The top ranked features are then selected after computing the Fisher score but be-
cause the scores are independently computed, the features selected are suboptimal. Most
importantly, because features are selected not based on their importance with other fea-
tures, features with low Fishers score but combine effectively with others may be elimi-
nated.
Pearson correlation coefficient
Pearson correlation coefficient is the simplest method for understanding the relationship
that exists between the dependent and independent variable. The Pearson correlation
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coefficient (PCC) used in Guyon and Elisseeff (2003) ranks features by calculating lin-
ear correlations between individual features and class labels in classification.The Pearson
correlation coefficient is defined as in Equation 2.5
Ri =
cov(Xi,Y )√
var(Xi)var(Y )
(2.5)
where cov designates the covariance and var the variance. The estimate of Ri is give
by Equation 2.6.
Ri =
m
∑
k=1
(xk,i− x¯i)(yk− y¯)√
m
∑
k=1
(xk,i− x¯i)2
m
∑
k=1
(yk− y¯)2
(2.6)
Where xi stands for the feature value of the ith sample and x is the mean of these
feature values. yi are the labels and y is the mean of all yi in the sample.
The major advantage of this method is that it is faster and easier to calculate and
should be use for ranking features in subset selection Guyon and Elisseeff (2003). It
should also be used when there is a high correlation between a feature and the class of the
data under consideration Shardlow (2016).
Mutual Information
Mutual Information Peng et al. (2005); Yu and Liu (2003) is one of the popular feature
selection methods, as it is computational efficiency and simple to interpret. It is used to
calculate the information gain between the ith feature fi and the class labels C given by
Equation 2.7. To determine if a feature is important, there should exist a shared informa-
tion between the feature and the class.
IG( fi,C) = H( fi)−H( fi|C), (2.7)
where H( fi) as in Equation 2.8 is the entropy of fi and H( fi|C) as in Equation 2.8 is
the entropy of fi after observing C.
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H( fi) =−∑
j
p(x j)log2(p(x j)), (2.8)
H( fi|C) =−∑
k
p(ck)∑
j
p(x j|ck)log2(p(x j|ck)) (2.9)
The advantage of this method is that it is independent on the classification scheme
used but can use any classification scheme to provide error rates. It is also able to treat
multi-class cases directly rather breaking them into several two-class problems (Guyon
and Elisseeff, 2003). However, the disadvantage is that filters based on mutual informa-
tion generic feature selection, which is not fine-tuned by the learning algorithm.
ReliefF
Relief select features to separate instance from different classes Kira and Rendell (1992);
Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko (2003); Moore and White (2007). The Relief score of
the ith feature Si is defined by Equation 2.10.
Si =
1
2
l
∑
k=1
d(Xik−XiMk)−d(Xik−XiHk), (2.10)
where Mk denotes the values on the ith feature of the nearest instances to xk with the
same class label, while Hk denotes the values on the ith feature of the nearest instances to
xk with different class labels. d is a distance measure. ReliefF was originally designed for
two-class problem (Kira and Rendell, 1992) and could not handle noise efficiently. How-
ever, a multi-class equivalent has been introduced by Kononenko (1994), which provides
an extension to equation 2.10 and also improves it’s noise handling capabilities. Due to
its inability to eliminate redundancy, recently, Liu et al. (2015) has proposed RS-ReliefF
which has been shown to remove redundant data and also improve classification rates on
many datasets. Wu and Wang (2015) have also combined sequential forward selection
(SFS) with ReliefF (ReliefF-SFS), which was shown to remove the redundant features
more effectively than the ReliefF methods alone and also improve the classification accu-
racy on a music genre dataset. Finally, another method that has shown improvement over
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the ReliefF feature selection method is the one proposed by Moore and White (2007),
which he called Tuned ReliefF (TuRF). The method symmetrically removes worst per-
forming attributes by re-estimating the ReliefF weights.
The merits of all the filter methods above are that they are classifier-independent and
effective with regards to computational cost (Lee et al., 2012). They also scale to large
datasets with many features sets, thus performing faster than other methods especially
wrapper methods. The major disadvantage of this method is that it may select redundant
variables because it does not consider the relationships between variables.
One major work to overcome the disadvantage of the filter method is the correlation-
based feature selection method Hall (1999). Hall have determined its performance and
accuracy to be similar to wrappers and even under some conditions better. This approach
requires no learning algorithms and no threshold settings, as in the case of wrapper, it
depends on the learning algorithm and can measure the correlation between variables.
The correlation-based approach is based on the assumption that good features are highly
correlated with the class but yet uncorrelated with each other (Hall, 1999; Chandrashekar
and Sahin, 2014). It eliminates well over half the features, is computationally faster than
wrappers and uses pairs of features and subsets (Hall, 1999). The steps involved in the
correlation-based approach are:
• Nominal and numeric data are first discretized
• Calculate the feature-class correlation and feature-feature inter-correlations
• Search feature subsets using either best first, forward selection or backward selec-
tion algorithms based on their merits which is calculated use Equation 2.11
Ms =
k ¯rc f√
k+ k(k−1) ¯r f f
(2.11)
Where Ms is the merit of feature subset containing k features, ¯rc f is the mean feature-
class correlation (f belong to S) and ¯r f f is the average feature-feature inter-correlation.
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2.4.2 Wrapper Methods
Wrapper methods use machine learning algorithm such as Random Forest to evaluate the
worth of feature subsets by offering a simple and powerful way to address the problem of
feature selection (Tang et al., 2014). Wrapper models also achieve better predictive accu-
racy estimates than filter models. The worth of the selected features in wrapper methods
are based on the machine learning algorithm that was applied and they may become un-
manageable when the dataset is large, as its performance deteriorates and may become
impossible to use. A typical wrapper method was based on variable importance (VI)
coming from Classification and Regression Trees (CART), and Random Forests proposed
by Breiman (2001). A disadvantage specific to this method is that if the data contains
groups of correlated features of similar relevance for the output, then smaller groups are
favoured over larger groups (?).
Wrapper methods use the machine learning algorithm to evaluate the worth of feature
subsets by offering a simple and powerful way to address the problem of feature selection
Tang et al. (2014). With a predefined classifier, a wrapper method performs the following
steps:
1. Search for a subset of features using any of the search methods succinctly intro-
duced in the following paragraphs.
2. Use the predefined classifier to evaluate the worth of the selected feature subset
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the worth of all features subsets is found
4. select subset with the highest worth
Liu and Yu (2005) have discussed various search methods to find potentially im-
portant features for classification. The search usually generates various combinations of
feature subsets which are used for evaluation and thus finding the most optimal subset.
However, the problem with searching as in the wrapper methods is that, for n features,
there are 2n subsets to be generated, which even with a smaller n an exhaustive search
over the feature space is computationally expensive. Feature search in wrapper method
thus plays an important role in the selection of important features for classification.
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Sequential selection methods also know as greedy search methods start with a feature
set and iteratively add or remove features until a termination criterion is met. The are two
major types of sequential search methods and these include the sequential forward and
backwards search methods (SFS and SBS), which have been introduced in Pudil et al.
(1994). The sequential forward selection (SFS) starts with an empty set and adds features
until an optimal subset is obtained. The disadvantage of this method is that once a feature
is found, it can not be discarded so there is the potential of selecting features that may be
sub-optimal. Unlike the greedy forward search, the sequential backwards search (SBS)
starts with the entire feature set and then removes features until an optimal feature set
is obtained. This method, however, requires more computation than sequential forward
selection method. In addition, the sequential forward selection method is widely used,
this is because of it’s simplicity and speed (Pudil et al., 1994). Typical improvements
to the SFS algorithm, known as the Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) and
Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS), proposed by Pudil et al. (1994), were
shown to be faster and improve classification rates when compared with the SFS and
SBS. SFS and SFFS have been successfully applied to hand-written recognition datasets
(Schenk et al., 2009) and have been shown to yield similar results on the hand-written
recognition datasets. A more recent method which is an improvement on SFFS is the
Adaptive Sequential Forward Floating Selection (ASFFS) algorithm (Nakariyakul and
Casasent, 2009), which show slightly better results but requires more computational time
when compared with SFFS. Nakariyakul and Casasent show that based on 15 selected
features SFFS executed in 6.59 seconds while ASFFS took 182.89 seconds.
Wrapper models obtain better predictive accuracy estimates than filter models but
as mentioned already accuracy may also be comparable to the correlation-based feature
selection method proposed by Hall. The worth of the selected features in wrapper methods
are based on the machine learning algorithm which was applied. With large datasets
containing many features, wrapper becomes unmanageable, it performance deteriorates
considerably and at times may become impossible to use at all. Since the search in the
wrapper method takes a longer time to execute, a lot of methods have been developed
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to find optimum sets of features. Some of these have been succinctly introduced in the
following sections.
2.5 Classifying Imbalanced Datasets
Machine learning (ML) techniques have been applied in many real-world domains such as
credit scoring, biomedical, fish behaviour, bird classification, bat classification and other
ecological studies. However, with most of these applications, the required samples for
training each class are rare and difficult to collect. Which is fundamentally caused by
the intrinsic rarity of the cases or by limitations on data collection process such as high
cost or privacy problems (Lee et al., 2009). Datasets with varying sample sizes per class
are usually referred to as imbalanced datasets. The class with larger samples is usually
referred to as the majority class, and the one with the smaller samples is the minority
class.
However, most machine learning algorithms tend to be biased towards the major-
ity class (Ramyachitr and Manikandan, 2014; Lee et al., 2009), especially where there
are overlaps in data samples between the classes, which tend to significantly decrease the
classification accuracy (Lee et al., 2009). They sometimes fail to classify imbalanced data
because the classification error in the majority class dominates the classification error in
the minority class (Ramyachitr and Manikandan, 2014). Improving the classification ac-
curacy in the minority class requires imbalanced dataset techniques, which are broadly
classified into: re-sampling; Boosting and Bagging; and cost sensitive and algorithm
based methods. Resampling techniques are further divided into random oversampling and
undersampling. Even though Boosting and Bagging methods are based on random over-
sampling and undersampling methods, it has been discussed separately in this section.
Among the algorithmic method is active learning and those methods that are machine
learning dependant (i.e. those where the machine learning algorithm has been modified
slightly to handle imbalanced data). A succinct review of these methods is presented in
this section.
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2.5.1 Resampling Methods
Resampling is the most common technique used in tackling the imbalanced dataset prob-
lem. In most cases, either sample from the majority class are eliminated to match the size
of the minority class or samples are randomly generated for the minority class to match
the size of majority class. There have been various data preprocessing methods (Known as
data-level methods) proposed to alleviate this problem. These include re-sampling tech-
niques such as oversampling and undersampling, which have been succinctly reviewed in
this section.
Random Undersampling (RUS)
Random undersampling is a technique that aims to balance class distribution by randomly
eliminating the majority class samples Ramyachitr and Manikandan (2014) in an attempt
to overcome the imbalanced datasets problems faced by most machine learning algo-
rithms. Random undersampling, however, has a major drawback, it can discard poten-
tially useful data that could be important for the training process (Kotsiantis et al., 2006;
Yap et al., 2014). Yap et al. (2014) demonstrated that random undersampling is easier to
implement and is considered as one of the most effective resampling method Mollineda
et al. (2007) to date.
Hitherto, various methods have been developed to overcome the drawback of the
random undersampling technique. However, most of these techniques are comparable to
RUS in terms of correct classification rates. Kubat et al. (1997) balanced class samples by
removing noisy samples from the majority class. This was achieved by first eliminating
borderline samples of the majority class using Tomek links, as they were considered as
noisy data, and secondly, by eliminating redundant data from the majority class samples.
They were able to show that removing redundant samples did not affect the classification
accuracy but removing the borderline samples improved accuracy. Another undersam-
pling technique is the nearest neighbour cleansing rule, which removes majority class
samples whose class label differs from the class of at least two of its three nearest neigh-
bours (Batista et al., 2004). García et al. (2006) introduced an evolutionary undersampling
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technique, which outperformed previously proposed methods such as the nearest neigh-
bour method by Batista et al. (2004). A more recent paper by García and Herrera (2009)
contrasted the results using non-parametric statistical procedures to show that evolution-
ary undersampling outperforms non-evolutionary models when the degree of imbalance
increases.
Random Oversampling (ROS)
In random oversampling techniques, samples from the minority class are randomly du-
plicated to match the number of samples in the majority class or additional samples are
synthetically generated and added to the minority class to match the number in the ma-
jority Ramyachitr and Manikandan (2014). The merit of oversampling is that no sample
from the original training set is lost since all minority and majority samples are kept.
However, oversampling can lead to overfitting problems, long training time and increase
memory to hold training data. This is because the number of data used in training is much
larger than the number of original patterns Lee et al. (2009); Batuwita and Palade (2013).
Various techniques have been proposed to overcome the disadvantage of random
oversampling. These include synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) pro-
posed by Chawla et al. (2002). This is an oversampling technique, in which the minority
class is oversampled by creating synthetic samples rather than oversampling with replace-
ment. The synthetic samples are generated in a less application-specific manner, by op-
erating in "feature space" rather than "data space" (Chawla et al., 2002; Kotsiantis et al.,
2006). Chawla et al. believes that oversampling becomes more effective when performed
using synthetic samples instead of the true instances.
Even though SMOTE has gained popularity, they sometimes generate wrong and un-
necessary samples. Because of this problem, other methods have been developed around
SMOTE which has achieved significant performance compared with SMOTE. This in-
cludes borderline-SMOTE, where only minority samples near the borderline are over-
sampled. The disadvantage of this technique is that the synthetic data generated are all
based on the border line data and thus not representative of the entire data. Han et al.
(2005) argued that the samples on the borderline are normally misclassified and therefore
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synthetic data should be generated from this. A more recently developed technique based
on SMOTE is MWMOTE (Barua et al., 2014), which generates synthetic samples for the
minority classes from weighted informative minority class samples and has been shown
to be more effective than SMOTE. However, all these oversampling techniques increase
the computational cost of the learning algorithm. Another study by Batista et al. (2004)
show that it is more convenient to apply oversampling techniques when the dataset has
very few minority samples.
2.5.2 Boosting and Bagging Methods
There are other resampling techniques based on boosting and bagging that extract mul-
tiple subsets of the same size as the minority class randomly with replacement from the
majority class. For example, given a training set Sk of size k, these methods generate n
new training sets Si each of size i. Where Si is uniformly sampled from Sk with replace-
ment. This meants that some observations may be repeated in each of the n new training
sets. The n training sets are then used to form multiple classifiers and majority voting
scheme is applied.
Barandela et al. (2003) proposed a method that randomly undersampled the dataset
in each bagging iteration, by keeping all minority class instances in each iteration. This
technique is based on Bootstrap aggregation (bagging) originally proposed by Breiman
(1996). Instead of using one classifier, an ensemble of classifiers was used. The idea
is to train each of the individual components of the ensemble with a balanced learning
sample. Working in this way, it is possible to appropriately handle the difficulties of the
imbalance, while avoiding the drawbacks inherent to the oversampling and undersampling
techniques (Barandela et al., 2003). There is no need to drop important samples as in the
case of undersampling, as all samples are used, and there will be no need to generate
synthetic samples or duplicate random sample, as in the case of oversampling.
Another bagging technique that is based on SMOTE is SMOTEBagging Wang and
Yao (2009) that uses SMOTE in each iteration. In SMOTEBagging the new data set con-
tains two times the number of majority class instances, the first half of the data set is a
bootstrapped replica while the second is obtained via SMOTE and random oversampling.
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In the same paper, Wang and Yao proposed other two methods based on undersampling
and oversampling, which he referred to as UnderBagging and OverBagging. Whilst Un-
derBagging is created by randomly undersampling the majority classes, OverBagging is
performed by randomly oversampling the minority classes (Wang and Yao, 2009). Com-
paring the three methods, the author concluded that SMOTE injects diversity into the
ensemble system in most cases, and improves its overall performance compared with un-
dersampling and oversampling.
In order to resolve sample class-imbalanced problems, Yao et al. (2013) recently
used an improved Random Forest technique. This technique used SMOTE to deal with the
imbalanced dataset problem, splitting the majority class randomly based on the number
of samples in the minority. The results were then permuted to form multiple Random
Forest classifiers. Their method was tested on five groups UCI Lichman (2013) machine
learning datasets and experimental results show that proposed algorithm could improve
recall while precision remains the same.
Apart from bagging, boosting techniques have also been used recently to resolve the
imbalanced dataset problem. EasyEnsemble proposed by Liu et al. (2009) forms subsets
of the majority class, which are used to train a "learner", and then combines outputs of
the learners using a voting technique. This performs similar to UnderBagging, but in-
stead of training a classifier for each new bag, each bag is trained using AdaBoost. In
the same paper, Liu et al. also proposed a BalanceCascade technique in which learners
were trained sequentially and in each step of the sequence, those samples that classify
correctly were removed and never considered in other sequences. Liu et al. (2009) have
shown this to outperform most existing class-imbalance learning methods whilst having
approximately the same training time as the undersampling technique. SMOTEBoost
Chawla et al. (2003) introduces synthetic minority class instances using SMOTE algo-
rithm. Weights are assigned to new instances created, which are proportional to the total
number of instances in the new dataset. All these algorithms claimed better performance
than the original versions of Random undersampling, but still add more computational
complexity. RUSBoost Seiffert et al. (2010) removes instances from the majority class in
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each iteration of AdaBoost using the random undersampling technique, which provided a
faster alternative to SMOTEBoost and yet is comparable in terms of performance.
2.5.3 Learning Algorithm Modification Methods
All the methods mentioned above operate on the data to resolve the class imbalance prob-
lem; however, there are methods based on modification of the learning algorithms. These
methods were introduced because re-sampling techniques suffer from information loss
and overlapping data.
The most common algorithm modification method is the active example selection,
developed to resolve the problems of re-sampling mentioned above. Active example se-
lection (AES) technique proposed by Lee et al. (2009) starts with a small balanced subset
of training examples and then uses Naive Bayes classifiers to select and add informative
examples. Experiments by Lee et al., show that when Naive Bayes is used with this tech-
nique, it performs better than sampling methods and cost-sensitive methods. The problem
with this method, however, is that slight changes to the initial training data may change
the output model (Oh et al., 2011). Due to this problem, Oh et al. developed another
method, based on ensemble learning, which they called ensemble active example selec-
tion (EAES). This method combines multiple models and uses them as a committee for
decision making. Even though ensemble methods are computationally expensive, this
method increases the prediction performance of a single model as in the cases of AES.
Recently, various learning algorithms have been modified to resolve the class-
imbalanced problem. Tang et al. (2009) tackled the class-imbalance problem by modify-
ing support vector machines (SVM) and incorporating different heuristics (cost-sensitive
learning, and oversampling and undersampling) in the SVM modelling. They considered
four modifications and of the four, SVMs-repetitive undersampling algorithm (GSVM-
RU) was the most effective and efficient (extracting much fewer support vectors, thus
speeding up predictions). Again Zhang et al. (2014), modified the SVM classifier to be
deal with the class-imbalance problem. Zhang et al. use standard SVM to obtain an
approximate hyperplane before using a scaling kernel function, whose parameters were
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calculated using chi-square test and weighting factors. Their proposed method was com-
pared to standard SVM, GRNN, PNN and ELM and the results shows that the proposed
method outperformed the others in three of the four datasets used.
Apart from SVM, other classifiers have also been modified to deal with the class-
imbalanced problem including the Naive Bayes classifier. Recently, Sobran et al.
(2013) demonstrated the Naive Bayes classifier produces better classification accuracy
on datasets that are nearly balanced, but struggles when the datasets involved are class-
imbalanced. They thus proposed that the Naive Bayes classifier requires improvements
and modifications before it can be used in solving imbalanced dataset problems (Sobran
et al., 2013). Frank and Bouckaert (2006) proposed a Naive Bayes method that adjusts at-
tributes priors and showed that it can significantly improve the area under the ROC curve.
This was adapted by Chawla et al. (2002), making it cost-sensitive by varying the priors of
the minority class. Thus, when compared with other classifiers, it only performed better
with the Pima dataset, which is the least skewed.
2.6 Multi-Class classification
In machine learning, multi-class classification is the problem of classifying instances into
one of the N > 2 classes. Thus, in multi-class classification, each of the training data
belongs to one of the N > 2 different classes and the aim is to develop a function, which
will correctly predict the class to which a test sample belongs.
Whereas some classifiers like the Naive Bayes, Decision-tree, Random Trees, Ran-
dom Forest, naturally permit the use of more than two classes, others like the SVM and
the KNN are binary classifiers. A binary classifier is one which can classify instances into
one of two classes.
Decision-tree, random trees and random forest algorithms can be easily generalised
to handle multi-class classification problems. This can be done by assigning each leaf
of the tree to one of the N classes and selecting internal nodes to discriminate among
these classes (Dietterich and Bakiri, 1995). According to Li et al. (2004), Naive Bayes
also naturally permits multi-class classification. The classifier is based on the Bayes rule
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assuming conditional independence between classes. Given an observation, the classifier
estimates the conditional probabilities of classes using the joint probabilities of samples
and classes and the observation is classified as one of the N classes based on the condi-
tional probabilities.
Binary classifiers can be turned into a multi-classifier using some strategies. Support
vector machine (SVM), proposed by Vapnik and Vapnik (1998), had been an excellent
binary classifier. It searches for the hyperplane that separates the two classes of data
with the largest margin. However, they have been used in Li et al. (2004) and Tax and
Duin (2002) for multi-class classification using the one-versus-one and one-versus-all
strategies.
In the one-versus-one strategy, a classifier is trained for each pair of classes, thus
resulting in k(k− 1)/2 independently binary classifiers. In this approach, to predict the
class for a test instance, each of the k(k−1)/2 classifiers are used, and a voting technique,
typically, majority vote (class with the maximum number of votes) is applied to determine
the class of that test instance. In the one-versus-all strategy, a single classifier is trained
per class, unlike the one-versus-one where k classifiers are trained per class. The training
samples from the kth class are used as positive samples and training samples from the other
k−1 samples are used as negatives. Again, unlike the one-versus-one strategy, where the
classifiers outputs are class labels, this requires the output of classifiers to be real-valued
confidence score. The class with the highest score is assigned to the test instance. The
difference between these two methods is their computational cost, as the one-versus-one
needs k(k−1)/2 classifiers and the one-versus-all requires only k classifiers.
2.7 Machine Learning Algorithms
Classification is the process of identifying the class a test instance belongs to, given some
training set whose class membership are known a priori. In machine learning and statis-
tics, classification can either be binary (having two classes) or multiclass (having more
than two classes). Most of the earlier classifiers were developed to be used for binary
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classification. Until recently, most of these classifiers only support multiclass classifica-
tion by implementing multiple binary classifiers.
There is an exhaustive list of classification methods used for animal species. The
performance of which depends on the characteristics of the dataset used. There is no
ideal classifier that works well on all problem domains but to review all classifiers is
impossible given the scope of this thesis. Therefore four standard classifiers, including
the Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Tree and Random Forest,
which have been briefly reviewed in the following sections.
2.7.1 Support Vector Machines Classifier
A support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is
used for classification but sometimes for regression. SVM constructs a hyperplane or a
set of hyperplanes in a high-dimensional space for classification or regression. The best
hyperplane is used to separate instances of the test set. This hyperplane is the one that
has the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any class, called the margin.
The larger this margin the lower the generalisation error of the classifier. The hyperplane
function can take a vector input and output it’s class membership (Burges, 1998; Frezza,
2013).
Given a training dataset of n points and two classes, of the form (~x1,y1), . . . , (~xn,yn).
Where yi represents a positve (yi = 1) or negative (yi =−1) class. Each point in~xi belongs
to either the positve or negative class of yi. The aim of the SVM classifier is to find
the "maximum-margin hyperplane" that divides the group of points into positives and
negatives. The "maximum-margin hyperplane" is defined such that the distance between
this hyperplane and the nearest point~xi from either group is maximized. The hyperplane
can be written as set of points satisfying Equation 2.12
~w ·~x+b = 0, (2.12)
Where ~w is the normal vector to the hyperplane and b‖~w‖ determines the offset of
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Figure 2.3: Linear separating hyperplanes for the separable case. The support vectors
are circled and H1 and H2 are two parallel hyperplanes that separate the two classes of
data, so that the distance between them is as large as possible. Adapted from Burges
(1998)
the hyperplane from the origin along the normal vector ~w. If the training data are lin-
early separable, we can select two parallel hyperplanes (H1andH2) that separate the two
classes of data, so that the distance between them is as large as possible. The region
bounded by these two hyperplanes (Equations 2.13 and 2.14) is called the "margin", and
the maximum-margin hyperplane is the hyperplane that lies halfway between them (see
Figure 2.3). This constraint states that each data point must lie on the correct side of the
margin (see Equation 2.15).
~w ·~x+b = 1 (2.13)
~w ·~x+b =−1. (2.14)
yi(~w ·~xi+b)≥ 1, for all 1≤ i≤ n. (1) (2.15)
In non-linear problems, SVM uses a function called the kernel to transform the input
non-separable data to a separable input space. Kernels used in this case include Polyno-
mial, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Hyperbolic tangent. For the RBF, the kernel used
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is k(~xi,~x j) = exp(−γ‖~xi−~x j‖2), for γ > 0. Sometimes parametrized using γ = 1/2σ2.
Whereas the Hyperbolic tangent uses the kernel, k(~xi,~x j) = tanh(κ~xi ·~x j + c), for some
(not every) κ > 0 and c < 0.
However, the effectiveness of SVM depends on the selection of these kernels, their
parameters, and soft margin parameter C. Usually, the best choice of C and γ yield the
best correct classification rates. The best values for these parameters can be obtained using
grid search (Hsu et al., 2003) usually, with an exponential growing sequence, for example
C ∈ {2−5,2−3, . . . ,213,215}; and γ ∈ {2−15,2−13, . . . ,21,23}. However, a complete grid
search is time-consuming. The approach used by Hsu et al. (2003) can be applied, by first
performing a coarse grid search. When a good region on the grid is found, a fine grid
search is performed within that region, to reduce the search time for both parameters.
SVM have been used extensively for recognition of human actions and emotions
(Schüldt et al., 2004; Meng et al., 2007), and in large-scale image classification (Lin
et al., 2011; Akata et al., 2014). Recently, an SVM was used for fine grain classification
of objects by parts (Berg and Belhumeur, 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) and by alignment
(Gavves et al., 2013). Ge et al. (2015) used a one-vs-all SVM for classifying species,
and Hall and Perona (2015) used it for fine grain classification of pedestrians. A more
recent work by Berg et al. (2014) used SVM for large scale fine grain categorisation of
500 US bird species. Díaz-Uriarte and De Andres (2006), compared the performance of
SVM to Random Trees (RT) and Random Forest (RF) and found out that the classification
accuracy decreases as the training set increases. However, when used as a binary classifier,
the classification accuracy was better than the RT and RF classifiers. SVM moves the
problem of over-fitting from optimising the parameters to model selection. The kernel
models can also be quite sensitive to over-fitting the model selection criterion (Cawley
and Talbot, 2010). Finally, Techniques such as SVM have excellent performance for
balanced data but may fail when applied to imbalanced datasets (Anand et al., 2010).
2.7.2 Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes (NB) is a method use in constructing classifiers models that assigned a class
label drawn from a finite set to an instance, which is represented as a feature vector of
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values. This classifier assumes that the values of any feature set are independent of each
other given a particular class label. For example, a bird may be considered as a Chaffinch,
if its size is of a robin or smaller, found in farmlands and feathers are red, black, grey
and yellow. A Naive Bayes classifier considers each of these features as contributing
independently to the probability that this bird is a Chaffinch, regardless of any possible
correlations between the feather colours, size, and habitat features. One can work with
the Naive Bayes method without using Bayesian probability or any Bayesian methods, as
parameter estimation can use the maximum likelihood method (Hald, 1999).
The Naive Bayes is a conditional probability model. When given an instance to clas-
sify, which has features represented by a vector x= (x1, . . . ,xn) of n independent features,
the NB assigns the instance some probabilities p(Ck|x1, . . . ,xn) for each of K classes Ck.
The above formulation is flawed, especially when the number of feature n is large and the
probability table becomes infeasible. This model can, therefore, be reformulated using
the Bayes’ theorem. The conditional probability can be decomposed as in Equation 2.16.
p(Ck|x) = p(Ck)p(x|Ck)p(x) (2.16)
Where p(Ck|x) is the posterior probability of class c given attribute x, p(Ck) is the
prior probability of class C, p(x|Ck), is the likelihood, which is the probability of feature
x given class C and p(x) is the prior probability of the observed feature.
Now, constructing a classifier from the probability model, we assume conditional
independence (that is each feature is conditionally independent of every other feature)
and combine this model with a decision rule. The Bayes classifier is thus a function that
assigns a class label cˆ =Ck for some k as in Equation 2.16.
cˆ = argmax
k∈{1,...,K}
p(Ck)
n
∏
i=1
p(xi|Ck) (2.17)
However, dealing with continuous data, one common practice is to assume that con-
tinuous values associated with each class are distributed according to a Gaussian distribu-
tion. The data is segmented according to class c and the mean µc and standard deviations
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σ2c are computed. The probability distribution of xi given a class c, p(x = xi|c) can be
computed using the normal distribution equation (see Eqn. 2.18).
p(x = xi|c) = 1√
2piσ2c
e
− (xi−µc)2
2σ2c (2.18)
Naive Bayes is often used as a baseline learning algorithm (Rennie et al., 2003) and
has proven effective in many practical applications, including text classification, medical
diagnosis, and systems performance management (Domingos and Pazzani, 1997; Heller-
stein et al., 2000) and for Recognising human facial expression and emotion (Sebe et al.,
2002) due to it being fast, even on large datasets.
Naive Bayes classifier only requires a small number of training data to estimate the
parameters necessary for classification (Zhang, 2004). It is well known that Naive Bayes
performs well in classification, but its probability estimation is sometimes poor (Zhang
and Su, 2008). Zhang and Su have also shown that the Naive Bayes classifier normally
favours classes which have a larger number of samples, and also does not work well on
noisy datasets.
2.7.3 Random Decision Tree Classifier
A Random Decision Tree (RDT) classifier proposed by Fan et al. (2003) is a non-
parametric supervised machine learning algorithm which is used for classification. Un-
like classical decision tree methods, RDT constructs of multiple decision trees randomly
at each node and does not need any purity function checks such as Gini Impurity (Mehta
et al., 1996) or Information Gain (Fan et al., 2003). As a requirement, the number of trees
needs to be set prior to training and classification. Random decision trees may introduce
large variation in accuracy, Fan et al. (2003) recommended running the test at least five
times and for up to a total of 100 trees; however, with most datasets, ten trees are enough
to achieve good accuracy. The algorithm first starts by building a structure of N random
trees without data and then the training data is scanned one at a time, in order to update
statistics at each node of the random trees. The structure of each tree can then be simpli-
fied after training without altering the logic of the trees. During prediction, the posterior
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probability is estimated by averaging the probabilities from multiple random trees.
Various techniques have been developed to improve the performance of random de-
cision trees classifiers. These include a differentially private decision tree ensemble al-
gorithm, developed by Jagannathan et al. (2009). This has been shown experimentally
to yield good prediction accuracy on three UCI Machine Learning Repository (Lichman,
2013), namely Nursery, Congressional Voting Records and Mushroom datasets. Zhang
et al. (2010), have developed a technique that uses random decision tree for multi-label
classification. This was experimentally shown to be more computationally efficient than
state-of-the-art methods, using large datasets. It was also observed that the RDT classifiers
had 10% more correct classification rate when compared to the state-of-the-art, including
Naive Bayes and K-Nearest Neighbor(KNN) on more than five datasets. Many attempts
have been made (Oberg et al., 2012; Jagannathan et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010) to im-
prove the computational efficiency of decision trees. Recent work by Oberg et al. (2012)
attempted to increase the speed of random decision tree for body parts recognition, using
Microsoft Kinect and Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Random decision tree
classification is powerful but is a computationally expensive machine learning algorithm.
Supporting random decision trees raises significant computing challenges, particularly for
high duty-cycle embedded applications (Oberg et al., 2012). Semi-random multiple de-
cision trees (Hu et al., 2007) is a method based on the random decision tree, which has
been used to the classifying data stream and shown to outperform state of the art, in terms
of computational complexity and accuracy.
The merits of using random decision trees usually lie in its ability to use minimal
memory and also it using less time during the training phase (Zhang et al., 2010). RDT
has been demonstrated by Fan et al. to achieve higher accuracy on most datasets when
compared with more expensive combination techniques such as boosting, bagging, meta-
learning and MetaCost.
2.7.4 Random Forest Classifier
There has been a lot of interest in "ensemble learning" methods (Breiman, 1996; Liaw and
Wiener, 2002; Freund et al., 1996; Schapire, 1990) that generate many classifiers and use
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them to predict a class by aggregating their results. The two most popular are boosting
(Schapire, 1990) and bagging (Breiman, 1996) of classification trees.
Bagging predictors was proposed by Breiman (1996) to improve the classification
by combining classifications of randomly generated training sets. The training sets are
generated using bootstrapping and aggregation is used in combining classifications of the
training set. Usually, in bagging, the aggregation is done by either averaging the results
or using majority votes (mode). Bagging Trees was shown by Breiman (1996) to out-
perform other traditional classifiers like a single Tree and Nearest Neighbor classifiers.
In particular, Bagging Tree outperformed Nearest Neighbor classifier on all six datasets
used whereas a single tree only outperformed Nearest Neighbor on three out of the six
classifiers. One major problem with "Bagging" is determining the number of bootstraps
to use, which in the case of Breiman was 50. However, Breiman showed that misclassifi-
cations reduced as the number of bootstraps increase. Another limitation of this method
is that when the number of bootstraps is not large enough, some samples are left out
of the training set. Another ensemble method that depends on aggregation is Boosting.
This was proposed by Schapire (1990) and is based on the concept that the training set
class is weakly learnable if the learner can produce a hypothesis that performs slightly
better than random guessing. In Boosting, a series of "weak" classifiers are built, each
being trained on a dataset in which classes misclassified by the previous classifier are
given more weight. and all the classifiers are then weighted according to their success
and their outputs are combined using majority vote. The most common boosting classi-
fier is AdaBoost (Freund et al., 1996), which stands for "adaptive boosting". It combines
the outputs of many "weak" classifiers to increase classification accuracy. The advantage
is that weak classifier can be very simple to implement and computationally inexpensive
(Friedman et al., 2001).
Random forest proposed by Breiman (2001) is emerging as a very popular classifier.
This is an extension of the bagging method and was developed to improved classifica-
tion performance when compared with using bagging and boosting classifiers such as
AdaBoost. It is based on trees but each node is split using the best among a subset of
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predictors randomly. It aims to reduce the variance of the individual tree by randomly
selecting many trees from the dataset and averaging their prediction output. This method
is based on bagging and random decision trees, discussed in section 2.7.3. Random Forest
classifier Breiman (2001) introduces a random permutation into the learning process, in
order to produce multiple decision trees from a single dataset (thus forming a "forest").
Aggregation techniques, such as majority voting, are then used to combine the predic-
tions from all of the trees. This method combines Breiman’s "Bagging" (Breiman, 1996)
whilst injecting random perturbations into the feature selection, for building a collection
of decision trees with a controlled variance. The dataset is split into a training set and a
test set, known as the out of bag cases, in a Random Forest classification problem.
Random Forest classifiers have been applied in many applications, including bioin-
formatics (Lee et al., 2005; Díaz-Uriarte and De Andres, 2006; Statnikov et al., 2008),
and ecology for the classification of vascular and non-vascular plants and for vertebrates
Cutler et al. (2007). Lee et al. (2005) extensively analysed the performance of many clas-
sifiers (21 classifier methods) in analysing microarray gene expression data (7 datasets)
and found out that Random Forest was the most successful classifier on these datasets.
However, another comparative study, though not extensive, was carried out by Statnikov
et al. (2008) to compare SVM and Random Forest for disease samples classification. Their
results show that the SVM classifier outperforms Random Forest in this case. Apart from
applying Random Forest directly to the classification of genes, the study by Díaz-Uriarte
and De Andres (2006) had looked into gene feature selection prior to classification. They
used Random Forest to select genes for classification and found out that Random Forest
has comparable performance to other classification methods, including Linear discrimi-
nant analysis (LDA), KNN, and SVM when feature selection was carried out. In ecology,
Cutler et al. (2007), compared the accuracy of Random Forest with other commonly used
statistical classifiers such as LDA, Classification trees and Logistic regression for clas-
sifying plant species and bird habitat datasets. They observed that Random Forest had
higher classification accuracy.
The advantage of this method is that it improves the randomness in the bagging
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method, and in addition, it has only two parameters (the number of variables in each subset
and the number of trees). It is also not sensitive to these values (Liaw and Wiener, 2002).
It has been shown in (Liaw and Wiener, 2002; Díaz-Uriarte and De Andres, 2006) that the
Random Forest classifier compares quite favourably with SVM and on some datasets, it
may even outperform it. Cutler et al. (2007) also mentioned that Random Forest classifier
has a generally high classification accuracy, and is able to model complex interaction
among predictor variables. Finally, it retains the many benefits of Random Decision Trees,
as well as achieving better classification accuracy by using random subsets of variables,
majority voting, and bagging samples (Qi, 2012).
2.7.5 Choice of Classifiers
Different researchers have reported differing results, and the choice of one classifier over
the other depends to some extent on the dataset used. For example, It was shown in
Huang et al. (2003) and Karim and Rahman (2013) that in their case Naive Bayes Classi-
fiers has similar accuracy to various variants of tree classifiers, whereas Huang and Ling
(2005) showed that Naive Bayes classifier is significantly better than decision trees. Sim-
ilarly, research carried out by Lee et al. (2005) in analysing microarray gene expression
data found Random Forest to have better accuracy than other classifiers, including SVM,
whereas Statnikov et al. (2008) found SVM to have better accuracy than Random Forest.
Since it is difficult to determine which classifier works best for which dataset, this re-
search have experimented with four different classifiers (Naive Bayes, Random Decision
Tree, Random Forest and Support Vector Machines) and evaluated their results. SVM
classifier was have selected because of its recent support for multi-class classification,
and it has been used for most computer vision applications for fine-grained classification
(Krause et al., 2015; Gavves et al., 2013). Naive Bayes classifier was chosen because it
has been used extensively and had no parameter values to tune, thus making its imple-
mentation relatively easy. Random Decision Tree was used because they have also been
shown to have generally higher accuracy (Fan et al., 2003) and are less computationally
expensive (Zhang et al., 2010). Finally, Random Forest was chosen because it has been
shown to compare favourably with other classifiers and sometimes performs better (Liaw
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and Wiener, 2002; Díaz-Uriarte and De Andres, 2006) by achieving good classification
accuracy using random subsets of features, bagging samples and using majority voting
(Qi, 2012).
2.7.6 Statistical Significance of Two Classifiers Over K-folds
There are lots of statistical significance tests used in comparing the performance of two
classifiers. The most commonly used are the sign test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, k-folds
paired t-test, r-times k-folds paired t-test, 5x2cv paired t-test and the McNemar’s test.
However, little work has considered the statistical significance of two classifiers over a
k-fold, where k > 2.
One way to compare the statistical significance of the results of two classifiers over
k-folds is to apply the k-fold cross-validated paired t-test. The test sets used in this method
are independent of each other but the training sets overlap. Results are slightly affected
compared to when the training set are completely independent (Dietterich, 1998; Peters
et al., 2003). In Peters et al. (2003), a 10-fold cross validation was used and each of the
ten results by the two learning algorithms was subjected to a paired t-test. An alternative
to the k-fold cross-validated paired t-test is the 5x2cv paired t-test, which Peters et al.
showed to eliminate the Type I error exhibited by the aforementioned method and which
have been used in (Dietterich, 1998) to compare two classifiers. This method is based
on five runs of a two-fold cross-validation. Bouckaert and Frank (2004); Nadeau and
Bengio (2003) proposed r-times k-fold cross-validation pair t-test, which is a repeated
k-fold cross validation. This method has been used together with the corrected t-test in
Corani and Benavoli (2015), to compare two classifiers over a single dataset.
Another method that has been successfully applied to test the statistical significance
of two classifiers over a single dataset is the sign test. In Nadeau and Bengio (2003), sign
test was applied on a k-fold cross-validation and r-times k-fold cross-validation. However,
Nadeau and Bengio recommend running the k-fold cross-validation r-times and averaging
over the folds separately for the two classifiers before applying test on the difference of
the classifiers. It was recommended that r should be greater than 10, as this results in
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reasonable replicability, but the value should also be chosen with computational consid-
eration.
All the above-mentioned methods that are based on paired t-test ( apart from 5x2cv
paired t-test) can be applied to a 5-fold cross validation. However, they are based on
assumptions: the randomness of the samples, the two samples should come from popu-
lations with equal variance and the data is required to fit a normal distribution. The sign
test and Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test can also be applied to a five-fold cross-validation
results. The advantage of these two methods over the methods that use paired t-test is
that they are non-parametric (the data is not required to fit a normal distribution). In
addition, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test is not substantially affected by the presence of out-
liers Demšar (2006). This test is considered more powerful than the signed test and is a
non-parametric alternative to the paired t-test (Fay, 2007). In Fay (2007), to achieve bet-
ter and comparable results to the paired t-test using a k-fold cross validation, the k-folds
were repeated r-times. The results of the r.k experiments performed with both learning
algorithms were used as input for the Wilcoxon statistical significance tests.
In this thesis, to compare the statistical significance of the results of two classifiers,
the Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test is applied on r-times k-fold cross-validation results as
in Fay (2007). This has been chosen for various reasons: the test is non-parametric; it
requires no assumptions; it has been shown in Fay (2007) to produce better and sometimes
comparable results to the paired t-test methods; and has been shown to be more powerful
than the sign test. Furthermore, the r-times k-fold cross-validation was used with this
method as this has been used in Fay (2007) and its been shown in Nadeau and Bengio
(2003) to produce better than using the standard k-fold cross-validation.
2.8 Brief Overview of a Video Classification System
Existing video classification systems for species recognition are generally composed of
two stages. The first stage (the extraction and training stage) is when videos are la-
belled, features extracted and feature database formed with labelled species, training of
the dataset, which is used to form classification decisions. The second stage (classification
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stage), uses new instances of videos and based on the classifier decision procedure tries
to identify species. A brief overview of a video classification system have been presented
in this section to help the reader understand other chapters of this thesis.
Figure 2.4: Overview of a video framework for classifying species. This figure shows
the video acquisition stage, dividing the videos into training and test sets and prepro-
cessing of the videos. It also includes segmentation, detection and tracking of birds
from frame to frame. The final stage of this system is the feature extraction, selection
and classification.
The first step in the species classification system is a method of obtaining the input
video, which consists of a sequence of image frames obtained by using a video camera.
The type of video camera that should be used is determined by the type of application be-
ing developed. For example, a system that will be used at night will use a thermal imaging
video camera and a computer vision application for medical imaging diagnosis, may re-
quire high resolution images, which offers a high pixel density and thereby more details
about the original scene (Mastriani, 2014). For computer vision systems that require rapid
motion, higher frame rates promises better tracking (Handa et al., 2012), but this is at the
expense of high computational and storage requirement. In the work presented in this the-
sis, the decision was made to work with an off-the-shelf high-speed digital camera for two
reasons: they capture fine details of flight patterns especially for those species with faster
wingbeats and secondly, because the cost of off-the-shelf cameras is relatively cheap, thus
offering a cost-effective solution.
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Once the video has been acquired, various processing methods can be applied to
the image in order to perform different tasks that are required in many vision applications
(Moeslund, 2012). Nevertheless, if the video acquired is very noisy, then the intended task
may not be realisable, even if some enhancement techniques have been applied. Various
factors could lead to extremely noisy videos, which include where the hardware is not
properly configured introducing visual artifacts. Normally the goal of pre-processing is
to enhance the visual appearance of the video and effectiveness of processing techniques.
Extra caution must be put in place to ensure enhancement techniques do not introduce
further artefacts or lead to information loss. There are various ways to enhance the quality
of a video. One common way is by removing noise in the image. This can be achieved by
using mean or median filtering. Another way is to enhance particular features in the image
by using Morphological operations such as subtraction, dilation and erosion. Subtraction
helps eliminate confusing background details which remain unchanged between image
frames. Dilation connect features in videos whilst erosion disconnect features in videos
by removing smaller objects.
Once prepocessing has been applied, the detection process will begin with segmen-
tation of objects from the video frames. The simplest way to do this is to make the initial
frame of the video the background and then subtract it from subsequent image frames to
achieve the foreground image (known as frame differencing). This algorithm is not robust
to scenes with many moving objects and those with background models that changes over
time. Another method that can be used to segment objects in videos is the Running Gaus-
sian average. Wren et al. (1997) propose fitting a Gaussian probabilistic density function
(pdf) characterised by mean µt and variance σ2t on the last n frames. the running average
computed in order to avoid fitting the pdf from scratch at each new frame time t. This
technique has been shown by Wren et al. to have good indoor performance. The disad-
vantage of this method is that it takes a relatively long time to obtain a good estimate of
each pixel’s colour covariance. Stauffer and Grimson (1999) provided a method which
outperformed the method presented by (Wren et al., 1997) and was able to also achieve
good outdoor performance. Their method modelled the values of a particular pixel as a
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mixture of Gaussians (MoG) and based on the variance of each Guassian mixture model,
they determined which Gaussian may correspond to a background (Stauffer and Grimson,
1999). The disadvantages of this method are that when the number of Gaussian mixture
models increase beyond 5, it uses up a lot of memory space (the authors recommended
using 3 or 5 Gaussians) and that it is not able to distiguish betwen moving shadows and
objects. The method also suffers from slow learning at the beginning when in busy en-
vironments. KaewTraKulPong and Bowden (2002) improved the algorithm by Stauffer
and Grimson (1999) by utilising different update equations at different phases to enable
the system to learn faster even at the beginning. They also introduced a shadow detec-
tion scheme into the system. The improved method by KaewTraKulPong and Bowden
(2002) produced far better segmentation when used with shadow detection. This adaptive
method was then improved by the work in Zivkovic (2004). This algorithm automatically
selects the required number of mixture models and fully adapts to observed scenes. When
this method was evaluated on the datasets it was found that it is more suitable for real-
time applications as the processing time is reduced and the segmentation improved. A
complete survey of MoG methods can be found in Bouwmans et al. (2008).
Once the foreground image is segmented from the background, the objects of inter-
est need to be detetected and tracked while in view. Object detection deals with finding
instances of semantic objects of a certain class (such as humans, buildings, or cars) in
digital images and videos. Object tracking involves determining the spatial-temporal tra-
jectory of the object of interest in the video sequence. The two are closely related as
object detection always preceeds tracking and is always required throughout the tracking
process. "The aim of an object tracker is to generate the trajectory of an object in the im-
age plane as it moves around a scene" (Yilmaz et al., 2006). Objects can be repesented as
points (centriod) or set of interesting points (Shi and Tomasi, 1994; Schmid et al., 2000),
geometric shapes or as silhouettes and contours (Yilmaz et al., 2004). Tracking can be
confounded by noise in the video, partial or full object occlussion, complex objects shape
and scene illumination changes. Object tracking is important for this research work, as it
uses motion features. There are various methods used in object tracking, which include
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point or centroid tracking, Silhouette Tracking, Shape Matching, and Contour Tracking.
When tracking points, various criteria could be used to match an object in one frame to
another object in the next frame. One way is to assume the proximity of the object will
be within a specified threshold in the next frame. In this approach, feature point corre-
spondence becomes a problem as a feature point in one frame may have many matches
in the next (Deori and Thounaojam, 2014). Other methods can predict the position of
an object from frame to frame, such as Kalman and particle filters (Arulampalam et al.,
2002). Silhouette tracking (Rosenhahn et al., 2005) is employed when tracking of the
complete region of an object is required. The goal of a silhouette-based object tracker
is to find the object region in each frame by means of an object model generated using
the previous frames. This method is known to be computationally efficient but this may
deteriorate with occlusion (Deori and Thounaojam, 2014). Contour-based object tracking
(Yokoyama and Poggio, 2005; Yilmaz et al., 2004) track contours based on the outlines
of the object from one frame to the other. The disadvantage of this method according to
Deori and Thounaojam (2014) is that it is highly sensitive to the initialization of tracking,
thus making intitial automatic tracking difficult.
After objects have been detected and tracked in the object classification systems,
the appearance features are extracted from the object’s silhouette in the current frame
whilst the motion features are extracted from the object’s trajectories over a window of
frames. Feature extraction starts from an initial set of measured data and builds derived
features intended to be informative, facilitating subsequent learning. When the number
of features is large there may be redundant and irrelevant features. Features selection can
transform the large feature set into a reduced feature set by eliminating redundancy and
improving performance. A summary of feature selection methods can be found in Section
2.4. Finally, after feature selection, classification can be performed. Details of machine
learning algorithms for classification can be found in Section 2.7. In machine learning
and statistics, classification is identifying which class an observed sample belongs, based
on a training set.
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2.9 Summary
It has been shown in this chapter that computer vision techniques have been applied not
only to birds monitoring and classification, but also to other species. Applications to bats
and fish have been reviewed: techniques used for these species are similar to those used
for birds, and most researchers studying these species have considered motion features, a
technique which is of importance to this thesis. Bio-acoustics techniques have also been
used for the classification of bird species, but have clear limitations, as described.
Computer vision techniques used for the classification of bird species from a sin-
gle frame have been reviewed, and its been noted that these can be divided into those
which are part-based and those which are not. Part-based methods have generally gained
better classification accuracy, but require some manual input and good-quality images in
which body parts are present and identifiable. These manual inputs are usually annota-
tions which identify the bird’s parts prior to feature extraction. Decomposing soft-bodied
objects with arbitrary poses remains a challenging problem in computer vision. The ma-
jor drawback with most of the non-part-based method is that just like part-based methods,
they make use of the Grab-Cut segmentation method which so still require some manual
input.
Motion features have recently been studied for the broad categorisation of a small
number of species; for example, to distinguish between birds and bats. Researchers that
use this approach rely on the use of autocorrelation, FFT and object similarity-based
periodicity to analyse motion patterns. These techniques have been used mainly to remove
noise in the motion signal which might be a result of bad segmentation. Motion features
have mainly been used with bats and fishes, but all were based on broad categorisation;
for example, detecting abnormal trajectories. None of these, however, have considered
the use of combined motion and appearance feature for classification of bird species.
Combining motion and appearance features, may lead to a large feature set, which
may contain irrelevant and/or redundant features. Feature selection techniques may there-
fore, be useful to select important features, without having to transform the dataset. These
techniques were reviewed broadly as filter and wrapper methods. It was noted that filter
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methods are generally faster than wrapper method; while the wrapper method may pro-
vide better correct classification performance. The correlation based method proposed
by Hall (2000) however, produces classification accuracy which is comparable to most
wrapper methods although still being faster.
The next chapter presents a preliminary investigation that uses two proposed modifi-
cation to the baseline algorithm to estimate wing beat frequencies. For intial investigation
this was applied to a video dataset of flying bats.
Chapter 3
Preliminary Analysis of Wing Beat
Frequency
The objective of the work presented in this chapter is to develop algorithms to automat-
ically analyse the features of species’ flight behaviour, and quantifying wing beat fre-
quency using spectral analysis. Physical characteristics, such as body mass and species,
are known to vary with wing beat frequencies (Bullen and McKenzie, 2002; Norberg and
Norberg, 2012), and may potentially be used for automated classification. The work pre-
sented here uses spectral analysis techniques to quantify wing beat frequencies, using a
single imaging device in low-light. Two modified techniques based on bounding box met-
rics were proposed, and similarity matrices, for measuring periodic and cyclical motion
as a 1D time domain signal. These are transformed to the frequency domain using Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and the techniques evaluated against the baseline algorithm pro-
posed by Cutler and Davis Cutler and Davis (2000), using expert-annotated ground-truth
data. Bats were initially used for this study partly because the data was readily avail-
able but also because bat motion is of a higher frequency and so is more challenging for
analysis.
The rest of the Chapter is organised into the following. In section 3.1, a description
of the dataset used for the experiments and a discussion of low-level image processing
techniques for dealing with low-light video data of bats are presented, In section 3.2 the
experimental setup is detailed and results presented in section 3.3 and finally section 3.4
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summarises key conclusions.
3.1 Dataset and Methods
The data used in this research was provided by the Lincolnshire Bat Group. The bats used
were rescued and being rehabilitated prior to release. The video sequences were recorded
using a Casio Exilim ZR100 recording at 240 frames per second. The IR filter was re-
moved from the sensor of this device to facilitate IR illumination for low-light filming.
This section discusses the datasets and methods used in the experiments presented in this
Chapter.
3.1.1 Dataset
Three samples were used in experiments performed in this chapter, taken from a single
Common Pipistrelle. The videos were taken on different days, with different recorded
flight weights. The first sample used was broken into two parts. The first part had 113
frames (about 0.5 seconds of data) and the second part 96 frames (about 0.4 seconds of
data). The second sample had 130 frames (about 0.6 seconds of data) and the last sample
508 frames representing about 2.2 seconds of data.
3.1.2 Methods
The proposed method were derived from Cutler and Davis (2000), but with a number
of proposed modifications. An investigation shows that a similarity metric based on sil-
houette shape is not as effective with a target which can change orientation arbitrarily.
Therefore, a coarser metric derived from the oriented bounding box fitted to bat’s 2D
object silhouette was proposed to better capture the periodicity of motion (as well as be-
ing computationally less expensive). Further investigation shows that the selection of the
dominant frequency proposed by Cutler and Davis is often inconclusive; therefore, two
techniques were proposed to replace it. The first technique is called the diagonal selec-
tion (DS), which is based on the correlation of the signal with individual components,
reconstructed from the peaks of the signals’ frequency spectra and the second is the self-
similarity technique.
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Algorithm 1: Fit an oriented bounding box on a set of 2D points (bat silhouettes)
1 minArea← 0;
2 foreach Edge ∈ConvexHull do
3 Orientation← compute the edge orientation;
4 Rotate the ConvexHull using Orientation;
5 area← Compute bounding box area of the rotated convex hull;
6 if area < minArea then
7 RECTANGLE← Rectangle of minArea;
8 else
9 end
10 end
11 Return RECTANGLE
For each video, the bats’ silhouettes (Figure 3.1) using the background Gaussian
mixture model proposed by Zivkovic and van der Heijden (2006) was extracted . This
method was used as it’s been shown (Zivkovic and van der Heijden, 2006; Bouwmans
et al., 2008) to be more suitable for real-time processing, whilst at the same time improv-
ing classification accuracy. To detect the connected components, contours were obtained
from the binary image using the contour algorithm proposed by Suzuki et al. (1985). An
oriented bounding box was fitted to each silhouette using Algorithm 1 and a selection of
the bounding box metrics (height, width and hypotenuse) were measured.
To solve the problem of broken silhouettes, contours are merged based on the mini-
mum perpendicular distances from the four corner points of each minimum fitted rectan-
gle to the boundaries of the other bounding boxes. This was repeated for all fitted rotated
bounding boxes to merge broken silhouettes (3.1). Broken silhouettes are due to noise in
the video, which in some cases is resolved with the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).
The bounding box metrics (height, width and hypotenuse) are used to form three
different 1D signals that varies with time (varying frame by frame). Mathematically, these
three signals may be represented as h(t), w(t) and d(t) respectively and t = 0 . . .M− 1,
where M is the total number of frames in the video. Each 1D signal is then broken
into short overlapping windows and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Equation 3.1) is
computed for each metric (height, width and hypotenuse) separately.
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Figure 3.1: Foreground images of bats segmented using improved GMM Zivkovic and
van der Heijden (2006). (A) is an original image which was segmented to achieve a
perfect segmentation in (B). (C) is a case where Zivkovic and van der Heijden (2006)’s
algorithm produced a broken silhouettes. There were two rotated bounding boxes fitted
on the broken silhouettes (D). (E) shows when the contours were merged based on the
minimum perpendicular distances from the four corner points of each minimum fitted
rectangle to the boundaries of the other bounding boxes. Finally, (F) show the resultant
single bounding box fitted on the bat’s silhouettes.
F(k) =
(N−1)
∑
t=0
f (t)e−i2pikt/N (3.1)
Where f (t) is the signal in the spatial domain with N samples, t = 0 . . .N− 1 and
F(k) in the Frequency Domain (encoding both amplitude and phase) with k = 0 . . .N−1.
f (t) =
1
N
(N−1)
∑
k=0
F (k)e−i2pikt/N (3.2)
Where f (t) is the signal in the spatial domain with N samples, t = 0 . . .N− 1 and
F(k) in the Frequency Domain (encoding both amplitude and phase) with k = 0 . . .N−1.
To determine the wing beat from the FFT stem plot, Cutler and Davis used equation
2.1. However, two techniques were proposed in this thesis, which replaces Cutler and
Davis’s technique.
In the first technique, the diagonal similarity technique, the dominant frequencies
from each window are reconstructed into synthetic signals and used to compare with the
original using the diagonal of their respective similarity matrices (3.3). The frequency
which minimises this correlation is selected, and this criteria replaces that proposed by
Cutler and Davis (2000). Synthetic signals were reconstructed from dominant frequencies
by converting each peak in the frequency domain to a complex form (having imaginary
and real parts). Signals are then formed when the inverse FFT of each peak are computed
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using equation 3.2. These signals are compared with original signal and the most corre-
lated signal’s frequency is selected as the wing beat frequency. For example, figure 3.2(A)
shows a sample signal taken using the hypotenuse (h(t)) metric with respect to time. This
was transformed into the frequency domain using FFT, the stem plot of the peaks can be
found in 3.2(B). For illustration purpose the first five peaks of the FFT were reconstructed
into synthetic signals and their plot superimposed on the original’s signal in figure 3.2(C).
When the signals were correlated with the original signal, the synthetic sginal from peak
1 (blue) was found to be more correlated and therefore selected as the wingbeat of the bat.
This corresponds to the ground truth wing beat frequency.
fk =
n
∑
i=1
|(toi− tki)| {where k = 1,2,3...m} (3.3)
For comparison, the bounded box metrics are used to form self-similarity matrices
which are used to compute the FFT. The self-similarity matrices, in this case, are com-
puted using absolute correlation (3.4). To determine the wing beat frequency, each column
of the similarity matrix is linearly de-trended and a Hanning filter applied. The result is
then used to compute the power spectra for all columns of the self-similarity matrices.
For accuracy, the skewness of each of the fix columns of the similarity matrices was ob-
tained and either their spectra averaged or median estimated depending on the results of
the skewness in Equation 3.5. The highest peak of P( fk) is then selected to represent the
wing beat frequency.
St1,t2 =
n
∑
i=1
|t1i− t2i| (3.4)
P( fk) =

Mean(P( fk)) if |3(mean−median)σ |< 0.5
Median(P( fk)) otherwise
(3.5)
This approach uses the bounding box metrics which is 1D and is computationally
efficient as opposed to the 2D images used by Cutler and Davis (2000). The diagonal
similarity method in Equation 3.4 was used to select peak values even when the signal
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Figure 3.2: (A) Shows a sample signal taken using the hypotenuse (h(t)) metric with
respect to time. (B) Show the FFT stem plot of the signal in (A) with each peak marked
with their corresponding frequencies and (C) show the reconstructed signals for the
first five peaks superimposed on the original signal (lime). The more correlated signal
is peak 1, which is in fact the wing beat of the bat when compared with ground truth.
is buried in noise as opposed to Equation 2.1, which was used by Cutler and Davis to
discriminate between periodic and non-periodic motion. The following section illustrates
the diagonal similarity selection method using three synthetic signals.
Assuming three numerical signal: T0 = {1,4,6,8,6,4,1,4,6,8,6,4,1},
T1 = {1,3,6,7,5,3,1,3,6,7,5,3,1} and T2 = {1,2,4,5,4,2,1,2,4,5,4,2,1}. If T0 is the
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original signal then to determine which of the other two signals T1 and T2 is more related to
T0, the diagonal similarity matrix selection approach equation 3.4 is applied. The diagonal
similarity of T0 and T1 is 8 (see Figure 3.3 (a)) and is smaller than that of T0 and T2, which
is 22. The similarity plot of T0 and T1 can be found in Figure 3.3 (b), which has patterns
that can be used to determine the peak frequency.
Figure 3.3: (a) shows the similarity table of the synthetic signal and (b) shows the
similarity plot resulting from the the similarity table in (a).
3.2 Experiments
Two sets of experiments were performed: the bounding box with a diagonal selection and
the bounding box with self-similarity techniques. The results from these were then evalu-
ated against the baseline algorithm proposed by Cutler and Davis (2000) and preliminary
results using bats data presented. For evaluation the methods in Cutler and Davis were
coded in MATLAB and since their dataset was not available the dataset introduced in this
chapter was used and the results were compared. The sample videos were divided into
64 frames each with an overlap of 32 frames. For example, in sample 2, the video was
divided into three 64 time frames (three windows) with 50% overlap (32 frames overlap).
Therefore, window 2 of sample 2, which is made up of 64 frames, had the first 32 frames
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in common with window 1. Three bats experts were used to manually count wingbeat cy-
cles (to the nearest quarter) from the videos. The results of the ground truth can be found
in Section 3.3 of this chapter. To find out if window size can improve the resolution of the
wing beats, the window size was increased to 128 frames with an overlap of 64 frames
and again, the three bat experts made to manually count the wingbeat cycles (to the near-
est quarter). The results of this have again been reported in Section 3.3. For all these
videos, the median wingbeat cycles were estimated and used to calculate the frequencies
which represent ground truth data. The frequencies produced by the various algorithms
that were closest to this value were then counted and the results reported.
3.3 Results
Results of experiments performed using samples described in Section 3.1.1 are presented
in this section. For each window, the estimated wingbeat frequency for each method is
compared to the ground truth value. The values that are the same as the ground truth
are highlighted as yellow in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. However, if no value is
equal to the ground truth, the next closest value is selected and highlighted as yellow.
Results in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are to a resolution of 3.75Hz. The resolution is
calculated as FSQ , where FS is the input signal’s sampling rate (in our case it is 240, as
the video is sampled at 240 frames per second) and Q = 64 is the number of FFT points
used. The fundamental frequency is 0Hz and the other frequencies are spaced at intervals
of 3.75Hz, and are 3.75Hz,7.50Hz,11.25Hz,15Hz and so on. Similarly, results in Table
3.5 are also to a resolution of 1.875Hz, as FS = 240 and Q = 128. The fundamental
frequency is 0Hz and the other frequencies are spaced at intervals of 1.875Hz and are
1.875hz,3.75Hz,5.625,7.5,9.375,11.25 and so on.
In sample 1, there were some turning, gliding and tracking errors. The sample was di-
vided into two short sequences and used to perform these experiments. Using the first part
of sample 1, the bounding box with self-similarity matrices achieved nearly 100% closest
frequencies whilst the diagonal selection and the baseline algorithm achieved 50% (see
Table 3.1). The second section of sample 1 was very irregular, so the baseline algorithm
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had no closest match but the two improved techniques had 50% (see Table 3.2).
Keys to all tables: (CD = Baseline Algorithm (Cutler and Davis), DS-H = Diagonal
Selection - Height, DS-W = Diagonal Selection - Width, DS-HY = Diagonal Selection -
Hypotenuse, SS-H = Self Similarity - Height, SS-W = Self Similarity - Width, SS-H =
Self Similarity - Hypotenuse)
Table 3.1: Bat wingbeat frequencies in Hz for Sample 1 Part 1. The highlighted values
represents the closest.
C&D DS-H DS-W DS-HY SS-H SS-W SS-HY GT
Window 0 3.75 3.75 3.75 11.25 11.25 7.25 11.25 11.25
Window 1 11.25 26.25 11.25 26.25 11.25 11.25 11.25 11.25
Closest 1 0 1 1 2 1 2
%Closest 50% 0% 50% 50% 100% 50% 100%
Table 3.2: Bat wingbeat frequencies in Hz for Sample 1 Part 2. The highlighted values
represents the closest.
C&D DS-H DS-W DS-HY SS-H SS-W SS-HY GT
Window 0 - 3.75 3.75 26.25 3.75 3.75 15 12.19
Window 1 - 3.75 3.75 26.25 3.75 3.75 26.25 11.25
Closest 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
%Closest 0% 50% 50% 0% 50% 50% 50%
Sample 2 had more regular data with some turning and gliding made by the bat. The
baseline algorithm and improved technique based on self-similarity achieved better results
than the diagonal selection method. From table 3.3, the hypotenuse metric of the self-
similarity metrics (SS-HY) and baseline algorithm (C&D) had 100% closest frequencies.
Table 3.3: Bat wingbeat frequencies in Hz for Sample 2. The highlighted values repre-
sents the closest.
C&D DS-H DS-W DS-HY SS-H SS-W SS-HY GT
Window 0 11.25 26.25 26.25 26.25 3.75 11.25 11.25 13.13
Window 1 11.25 3.75 3.75 26.25 3.75 3.75 11.25 13.13
Window 2 15 15 15 15 15 3.75 15 13.13
Closest 3 1 1 1 1 1 3
%Closest 100% 33% 33% 33% 33% 33% 100%
Sample 3, had a longer sequence, which comprises of regular and irregular data pat-
terns with some few bat turnings and gliding. Table 3.4 shows that both the improved tech-
niques produces better results (about 71% of the frequencies were closer to the Ground
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Truth(GT)) than the baseline algorithm proposed by Cutler and Davis (36%). This is
because the bat’s orientation changes more rapidly in the video sequence but Cutler and
Davis’s techniques was not developed for this type of erratic movements in flying species.
Window 10 of sample 3 is not considered periodic, so is ignored by baseline algorithm
(Cutler and Davis, 2000) because there is no ideal peaks (see Figure 3.4 for window 10).
This is however due to the fact that the signal is buried in noise and the baseline algorithm
works strictly with only periodic motions and rejects non-periodic motions. However,
this was successfully detected by the diagonal selection method and the self-similarity
techniques.
Figure 3.4: The baseline algorithm’s FFT stem plot for Window 10
When only one peak lies above the threshold (Mean + 3SD), it is an ideal situation
for detecting periodicity in signals. When the signal is less noisy and applying FFT com-
pletely eliminate the signal noise, then all three algorithms are able to detect the peak
values correctly. For example window 3 of sample 2 comprises of regular patterns with
some occasional bat turnings and gliding. Applying FFT eliminates most of the noise in
the signal. In figures 3.5 and 3.8, both the self-similarity plot from the proposed method
and the recurrence plot from the baseline algorithm had a regular pattern, therefore all
three methods were able to filter out the correct wingbeat frequency.
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Figure 3.5: Using the proposed method, above is the siginal plot, in the middle is the
stem plot and below is the similarity plot from window 2
In other cases, there were two or more peaks above the threshold (Mean + 3SD).
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Figure 3.6: Using method by Cutler and Davis (2000), above is the siginal plot, in the
middle is the stem plot and below is the similarity plot from window 2
These were not rejected by the baseline algorithm but usually, resulted in the wrong wing-
beat frequency value. However, the two proposed methods were able to detect this wing
beat frequency value correctly. For example window 6 of sample 3 comprises of regular
and irregular patterns with occasional bat turnings and gliding. This resulted in a mixture
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of clean and noisy signals and applying FFT cannot completely eliminate the noise. In
figure 3.7, the self-similarity plot from the proposed method had a mixture of irregular
and regular pattern. However, this method was able to filter out the correct wingbeat
frequency. The recurrence plot in figure 3.8 from the baseline algorithm had irregular
patterns and was not able to filter out the correct wingbeat frequency.
Table 3.4: Bat wingbeat frequencies in Hz for Sample 3. The highlighted values repre-
sents the closest.
C&D DS-H DS-W DS-HY SS-H SS-W SS-HY GT
Window 0 15 15 15 15 11.25 15 11.25 13.13
Window 1 15 15 15 15 11.25 15 15 14.06
Window 2 3.75 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Window 3 3.75 15 15 15 11.25 15 15 15
Window 4 11.25 3.75 26.25 11.25 15 15 11.25 15
Window 5 3.75 11.25 11.25 11.25 11.25 11.25 11.25 9.38
Window 6 - 3.75 3.75 7.5 3.75 11.25 11.25 3.75
Window 7 15 22.5 22.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 5.63
Window 8 15 7.5 3.75 3.75 7.5 3.75 15 11.25
Window 9 11.25 3.75 3.75 15 3.75 3.75 15 12.19
Window 10 - 11.25 11.25 3.75 3.75 3.75 7.5 13.13
Window 11 3.75 11.25 11.25 33.75 11.25 11.25 15 13.13
Window 12 15 18.75 18.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 15 13.13
Window 13 3.75 52.5 52.5 26.75 11.25 11.25 15 14.06
Closest 5 9 8 6 8 8 10
%Closest 36% 64% 57% 43% 57% 57% 71%
Table 3.5: Bat wingbeat frequency in Hz for Sample 3 using 128 Window size. The
highlighted values represents the closest.
C&D DS-H DS-W DS-HY SS-H SS-W SS-HY GT
Window 0 - 1.88 15 15 28.13 7.5 7.5 13.59
Window 1 - 1.88 13.13 13.13 9.38 7.5 54.38 12.19
Window 2 1.88 1.88 1.88 13.13 9.38 7.5 48.75 9.38
Window 3 - 1.88 1.88 1.88 9.38 7.5 7.5 6.56
Window 4 - 7.5 3.75 3.75 15 15 9.38 11.72
Window 5 1.88 11.25 11.25 1.88 16.88 11.25 9.38 15
Closest 0 0 2 2 2 1 2
%Closest 0% 0% 40% 40% 40% 20% 40%
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Figure 3.7: Using proposed method, above is the siginal plot, in the middle is the stem
plot and below is the similarity plot from window 6
The frequency resolution of the ground truth data is finer than the results produced
by the various algorithms. These algorithms produced a frequency resolution of 3.75 Hz,
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Figure 3.8: Using method by Cutler and Davis (2000), above is the siginal plot, in the
middle is the stem plot and below is the similarity plot from window 6
which was coarser, compared to the ground truth resolution of 0.94Hz. Wingbeat fre-
quencies of bats from literature for some species range from 2.99Hz to 15Hz and only
vary by an average of 0.34Hz among species (Bullen and McKenzie, 2002; Norberg and
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Norberg, 2012). Hence to be able to classify species, a resolution of about 0.24Hz should
be achieved by the algorithms. To achieve this resolution, the 1D signal length can be in-
creased to 512 frames or more to achieve a resolution of 0.47Hz or better. This can be done
by using spectral interpolation (Lyons, 2010), increasing the frame rate to 480frames/sec
or adjusting the camera to keep bats longer in the region of interest. To confirm this will
work, the longer video sequence (sample 3) was divided it into 128 windows and overlap
of 64. This gave a resolution of 1.88Hz and the results were presented in table 3.5. The
results show a small deviation from the three algorithms compared with the ground truth
data.
3.4 Conclusions
Preliminary investigation shows that both improved techniques achieved better results
than the baseline line algorithm by Cutler and Davis (2000) in the estimation of wing
beat frequencies when the bat’s orientation changes. The self-similarity matrices with the
bounding box technique used were also as good as the baseline algorithm when the bat’s
orientation does not change much.
When only one peak is above the threshold value on the frequency plot, all methods
are able to find the correct wingbeat frequency and this situation is considered to be ideal
by the baseline algorithm Cutler and Davis (2000). When there are more than one peak
values above the threshold, the proposed methods are able to find the wingbeats that
closely match the ground truth compared with the baseline algorithm. Finally, when all
peaks are below the threshold, the proposed methods are able to estimate more wingbeats
frequencies which are closer to the ground truth than the baseline algorithm.
Increasing the window size can help improve the frequency resolution, thus improv-
ing the accuracy of the wingbeat frequencies. Two ways of improving the frequency res-
olution are increasing the time domain sample and or using spectral interpolation Lyons
(2010). The fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used in Chapter 5 to extract wingbeat fre-
quencies features for the bird species classification algorithms.
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The following chapter will explore the classification of bird species using appearance-
based features and will propose an extended set of appearance features which will be
evaluated with the feature set proposed by Marini et al. (2013).
Chapter 4
Classification of Bird Species using
Appearance Features
A small but growing number of studies (Marini et al., 2013; Wah et al., 2011a; Duan
et al., 2012; Berg and Belhumeur, 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Welinder et al., 2010), have
used computer vision with image-based (appearance) techniques, which potentially pro-
vide richer and more informative data (continuous position, behaviour, and other physical
features), to identify and classify species. The fine-grained appearances of some bird
species have made their classification a very challenging task especially for methods that
uses colour and or shape alone (Marini et al., 2013; Welinder et al., 2010). For this rea-
son, part-based modelling (Berg and Belhumeur, 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Duan et al.,
2012; Berg et al., 2014), which requires the birds’ parts to be manually marked prior to
automation are also emerging.
Birds are typically categorized by their shape or silhouettes and physical character-
istics. Visual properties (e.g., shape, colour etc.) are important keys for bird recognition.
Often you don’t need to see any colour at all to know what kind of bird you’re looking
at. The work in this section was motivated by the fact that silhouettes provides additional
characteristics such as size, proportions, and posture to help differentiate species that are
closely rated in colour. This chapter introduces initial experiments performed to clas-
sify birds in flight from sequences of still images using the extended appearance features
(colour and shape), with standard classifiers such as Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest
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(RF), Random Trees (RT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The aim is to identify a set
of appearance features used in previous related works and refine them for use in automatic
classification of species in flight. Three datasets are used for evaluation, which includes
a video dataset of seven species, an extended videos dataset of thirteen classes (eleven
bird species, one with three colour forms) and Caltech-UCSD BIRDS-200-2011. The
identified feature sets were compared with existing state-of-the-art image-based method
(Marini et al., 2013) and the results presented in this chapter. The rest of the chapter is
structured as follows:
• Section 4.1 presents the materials and methods used for the appearance features
classification including overview of the processing methods and conclude with de-
tails of statistical features used for the classification models.
• Section 4.2 describes the appearance feature set used for all experiments in this
chapter.
• The experimental setup and results are then described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 re-
spectively.
• Finally, Section 4.5 presents conclusions, which include summarising all results in
the chapter and introducing briefly what will be described in the following chapter.
4.1 Datasets and Methods
This section introduces the three datasets used to perform experiments throughout this
thesis. It also presents discussion of methods, including pre-processing, feature extraction
and the statistical features computed for classification of species.
4.1.1 Datasets
Three datasets are used for all experiments in this chapter, of which two were collated
purposely for this thesis and future research. These to the best of our knowledge are the
only existing video-based birds dataset, giving the opportunity to perform classification
using motion features. The first which is known as "dataset #1", is a set of videos covering
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seven classes, made up of seven different bird species in flight. This has a total of 170
videos, representing 23,932 image sequences. The second referred to as "dataset #2", is
an extended set of videos covering thirteen classes made up of eleven bird species, one
(Budgerigar (Melopsittacus undulatus)) with three colour forms, also in flight. This has a
total of 957 videos, representing 161,907 image sequences. These datasets were collated
because there is currently no bird species datasets which incorporate motion. The last,
"Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011" dataset, has been extensively applied to fine-grained
classification using computer vision. This is a still image data set of birds compiled by
Wah et al. (2011b) from the internet, which contains 200 species, with a total of 11,788
images.
Figure 4.1: Segmented birds from the dataset #1 using the method in (Zivkovic and
van der Heijden, 2006). From left to right: Common Wood Pigeon, Superb starling,
Nanday Parakeet, Budgerigar (wild-type) and Cockatiel.
Dataset #1 and #2 were recorded using a Casio Exilim ZR100, mounted on a tripod
and recording at 240 frames per second. The videos were recorded over different days
over two years and from various sites, which includes the National Parrot Zoo, and my
backyard garden in Lincoln. Most of the species recorded consist of more than 15 individ-
uals, apart from Superb Starlings, which had only three. Dataset #1 was the first collated
and consist of seven bird species, which is made up of 170 short videos (representing
23,932 image frames) of approximately two to five seconds. Details of this has been
provided in Table 4.1 and samples in Figure 4.1. This dataset has been used to perform
experiments in Chapters 4 - 7. The majority class (class with the most samples) for these
samples is the Common House Martin (Delichon urbica), which is made up of 30 videos
and the minority (class with the least samples) is the Common Wood Pigeon (Columba
palumbus), which is made up of 17. The dataset #2 consists of thirteen classes (eleven
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bird species, one with three colour forms), and is an extension to dataset #1 with seven
new classes but without the superb starling class. The superb starling class was omitted
from dataset #2 as there were limited number of samples (videos) for this species (21
videos) as opposed to the minimum of 35 videos used for each class of this dataset. This
consists of 957 short videos with 161,907 images. This has more classes and samples
than dataset #1 and was collated to help understand the effects of increasing the classes
in the datasets on classification rate and to make the dataset more challenging for future
studies (more related species).
Again, this has been used to perform experiments in Chapters 4 - 7. Details and
samples of this dataset have been provided in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2 respectively. Most
of the classes in this dataset have more than 37 videos. The minority class has 37 videos,
whiles the majority has 147.
There are three species that have very closely related appearances in dataset #2, these
are referred to as "species with fine-grained appearances". They are the Alexandrine
Parakeet (Psittacula eupatria), Nanday Parakeet (Aratinga nenday) and Blue-crowned
Parakeet (Thectocercus acuticaudatus). One particular species, the Budgerigar, has three
different colour forms, which were used to form three different classes (this is to make the
motion part of the system more challenging). Table 4.3 show all the thirteen classes with
their distinguishing features. All the datasets were slightly imbalanced, which means
that there is a class with fewer samples, known as the minority and another with the
majority samples, known as the majority class. The imbalanced ratio for dataset #1 is
approximately 1.76 and that of dataset #2 is 3.97. The imbalanced ratio is defined as the
ratio of the number of samples in the majority class to that of the minority (García et al.,
2012; Orriols-Puig and Bernadó-Mansilla, 2009). The two dataset are highly challenging
and can be used in research involving motion, species with fine-grained appearances and
imbalanced datasets. However, it’s more suitable for classification of species in flight
from videos and for trajectories categorisation.
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Table 4.1: Table showing the number of videos and images in the seven species dataset
taken at three different sites, with majority from The National Parrot Sanctuary, Lin-
colnshire, UK
Species # of videos # of images
Common House Martin 30 4,378
Common Wood Pigeon 17 4,347
Superb Starling 21 1,920
Nanday Parakeet 27 4,155
Cockatiel 25 3,942
Common Starling 23 2,914
Budgerigar (wild-type) 27 2,276
Total 170 23,932
The last dataset, Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 is an extended version of the CUB-
200 dataset, with roughly double the number of images per class. All images have been
annotated with bounding boxes, part locations, and attribute labels. The images and an-
notations have been filtered by multiple users of Mechanical Turk. There are 11,788 still
images in this dataset covering 200 categories (species). Each category contains 60 or
more images with 15 part locations per image, and a bounding box. Figure 4.3 shows im-
ages of some species taken from the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset. This dataset
was chosen because it has been well validated and is one of the few bird species datasets
which has been well used in computer vision for still image classification; and it has also
been used by Marini et al. (2013), the work which is used in the evaluation of the proposed
appearance features.
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Table 4.2: Table showing the number of videos and images in thirteen classes (eleven
bird species, one with three colour forms) dataset taken at three different sites, with
majority from The National Parrot Sanctuary, Lincolnshire, UK
Species # of videos # of images
Alexandrine Parakeet 79 12,801
Nanday Parakeet 60 10,025
Blue-crowned Parakeet 60 9,076
Common House Martin 139 25,517
Eastern Rosella 44 5,929
Budgerigar (yellow) 54 7,667
House Sparrow 78 10,191
Budgerigar (wild-type) 48 6,283
Common Wood Pigeon 37 4,301
Black-headed Gull 147 38,764
Cockatiel 59 9,398
Budgerigar (blue) 81 12,090
Common Starling 71 9,865
Total 957 161,907
4.1.2 Sample Size Per Category
The number of samples per categories that will improve classification rate have been
investigated. This helped us to make an informed decision as to the number of samples
needed for each species during data collection. These experiments were performed with
the initial dataset #1 and it was observed that from a sample of 200 to 700 per category,
the classification rate increases sharply. Beyond 700 samples the improvement is less
significant, but peaks at approximately 2000 samples per category (Figure 4.4).
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Table 4.3: Species used in this thesis, with their distinguishing features.
Species Distinguishing Features
Alexandrine Parakeet Green parakeet with a patch of brilliant red on the shoulder.
It has a long green tail. The male has pink collar on the back
of the neck. It is about 58cm long.
Blue-crowned Parakeet Green parakeet with a blue head and red-orange highlights
in long tail. It ha a white eye ring with pink and black bill.
It is about 37cm long.
Nanday Parakeet Green parakeet with black facial mask and beak.It shows
black trailing flight feathers on its wings. It is between 32-
37cm long.
Common House Martin It has metallic dark blue mantle and crown. Its wings and
tail are black. It has a forked tail with solid white rump that
distinguishes it from other swallows. It is about 13cm long.
House Sparrow It has black-streaked brown upper parts with a pale gray
underparts. It wings are brown with a white bar. It has black
conical bill, throat and upper breast. The females lack the
black colour. It is between 14-18cm long.
Common Starling It is mainly black with buff edged wing feathers and
reddish-brown legs. It is about 22cm long.
Budgerigar (wild-type) It has a light green body colour with yellow face. Their back
and wing display pitch-black mantle markings. It is about
18cm Long.
Budgerigar (yellow) It has a yellow body colour. Their back and wing display
pitch-black mantle markings. I is about 18cm Long.
Budgerigar (blue) It has a light blue body coloure. Their back and wing dis-
play pitch-black mantle markings. It is about 18cm Long.
Common Wood Pigeon It is grey with a white neck and wing patches, whih is visible
whiles in flight. It is between 38-44cm long.
Black-headed Gull It is a white gull with a partial hood. Its back is light-gray.
it has Red bill. it is about 34-37cm long.
Cockatiel It is grey with prominent white flashes on the outer edges of
wings. The male has white or yellow face whilst the female
has grey or light grey. it is between 30 - 33cm long.
Eastern Rosella Colours: Red, white, yellow, fading green, black and grey.
It has a red head, neck and breast with distinctive white
cheek patches. It is 30cm long.
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Figure 4.2: Samples from the dataset of eleven species, one of which is of differ-
ent colour forms. The samples are made up of: a) Alexandrine Parakeet, b) Nanday
Parakeet, c) Blue-crowned Parakeet, d) Common House Martin, e) Eastern Rosella, f)
Budgerigar (yellow), and g) House Sparrow, h) Budgerigar (wild-type), i) Common
Wood Pigeon, j) Black-headed Gull, k) Cockatiel, l) Budgerigar (blue), and m) Com-
mon Starling
4.1.3 Methods
For each video, the birds silhouettes were extracted, samples of the extracted silhouettes
provided in Figures 4.1 and 4.5 for dataset #1 and #2 respectively. This was done us-
ing the background Gaussian mixture model proposed by Zivkovic and van der Heijden
(2006) and which have been introduced and used in Chapter 3. To detect the connected
components, contours were obtained from the binary image using the contour algorithm
proposed by Suzuki et al. (1985), also introduced in the previous chapter. An oriented
bounding box was fitted to each silhouette and a selection of metrics (height, width and
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Figure 4.3: Sample images taken from the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset Wah
et al. (2011b)
Figure 4.4: Sample size per category against classification rate (%)
hypotenuse, centroid, silhouette and contour points) were measured. Colour moments,
shape moments, greyscale histogram, Gabor filter and log-polar features were extracted
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from the segmented silhouettes, which have been described in detail in Section 4.2. These
features were concatenated to form a feature vector for classification of bird species by
colour, shape and texture.
In most cases, features were represented as statistical features, which provide in-
formation on the location, variability and appearance of the distribution of data. The
statistical features computed include the mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
energy, entropy, maximum, minimum, local maxima, local minima and number of zero
crossings. The details of these features have been provided in the next section.
Figure 4.5: Segmented birds from dataset #2 using the method in (Zivkovic and van der
Heijden, 2006). From left to right: Alexandrine Parakeet, Cockatiel, Nanday Parakeet,
Wood pigeon, Eastern Rosella, Cockatiel #2, and Wood Pigeon #2.
4.1.4 The Statistical Features
Almost all features extracted were represented as computed statistical features, which
were used to form a feature vector for classification of species. This was done to ensure
that the performance of the classification model is faster, as larger feature sets impact on
the processing time and may also affect the classification rate negatively (Yu and Liu,
2003). For clarity, these statistical features have been introduced briefly in the following
sections.
The First-order Histogram
The first-order histogram probability provides information about the distribution of the
intensity level of an image (Sergyan, 2008) and can be used to represent an image. Given
an image I of size N by M; the first-order probability is defined as:
Pi =
ni
NM
(4.1)
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Where i is the intensity value at a point in the image, Pi is a probability distribution
of intensity value i and ni is the number of intensity value i in the image I; the value of
0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1 and ∑NMi=0 Pi = 1. From the probability distribution function, other statistical
features are extracted as introduced in the following sections.
The Mean of the First-order Histogram
The mean of the first-order histogram probability describes the general brightness of the
image. A high mean implies a bright image and a low mean implies a dark image. The
mean is defined as:
p¯ =
k
∑
i=0
i(pi) (4.2)
Where k= 256 for saturation and value and k= 180 for hue colour channels (channel
values are normalised). Where a grayscale image is used, k = 256.
The standard Deviation of the First-order Histogram
The standard deviation of the first-order histogram probability describes the contrast of the
image. A high variance implies a high contrast and a low variance implies low contrast.
The standard deviation is defined as:
σ =
√√√√ k∑
i=0
(i− p¯)2 ∗ pi (4.3)
Where k = 256 for saturation and value and k = 180 for hue (channel values are
normalised). p¯ is the mean of the first-order histogram probability. Where a grayscale
image is used, k = 256.
The Skewness of the First-order Histogram
The skewness of the first-order histogram Probability measures the asymmetry about the
mean in the intensity level distribution. The skewness is defined as:
skewness =
1
σ3
k
∑
i=0
(i− p¯)3 ∗ pi (4.4)
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Where k = 256 for saturation and value, k = 180 for hue (channel values are nor-
malised) and σ 6= 0. p¯ is the mean of the first-order histogram probability. Where a
grayscale image is used, k = 256.
The Energy of the First-order Histogram
The energy describes the intensity levels in the image. A high energy tells us that the num-
ber of intensity levels in the image is few. This means that the distribution is concentrated
in only a small number of different intensity levels. The energy is defined as:
energy =
k
∑
i=0
|pi|2 (4.5)
Where k = 256 for saturation and value, k = 180 for hue (channel values are nor-
malised) and p¯ is the mean of the first-order histogram probability. Where a grayscale
image is used, k = 256.
The Entropy of the First-order Histogram
The entropy of the first-order histogram probability measures how many bits are need to
code the image data. The entropy increase as the pixel values in the image are distributed
among more intensity levels. This measure is inversely proportional to the energy levels.
The entropy is defined as:
entropy =−
k
∑
i=0
(pi ∗ (log(pi)/log(2))) (4.6)
Where k = 256 for saturation and value, k = 180 for hue (channel values are nor-
malised) and p¯ is the mean of the first-order histogram probability. Where a grayscale
image is used, k = 256.
The Kurtosis of the First-order Histogram
The Kurtosis is used to measure the peak of the distribution of the intensity values around
the mean (Malik and Baharudin, 2013). A high kurtosis datasets usually have a peak near
the mean and this declines rather rapidly with heavy tails whiles those with low kurtosis
have a flat top near the mean. In some cases you will have a uniform distribution which
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is an extreme case. The Kurtosis can be computed as:
Kurtosis =
1
σ4
k
∑
i=0
(i− p¯)4 ∗ pi (4.7)
Where k = 256 for saturation and value, k = 180 for hue (channel values are nor-
malised) and σ is the standard deviation of the first-order histogram probability and σ 6= 0.
p¯ is the mean of the first-order histogram probability. Where a grayscale image is used,
k = 256.
The Local Maxima and Local Minima of the First-order Histogram
Local maxima and minima occur at critical points where the derivative of the first-order
probability function is zero. These are usually peaks and valleys in the distribution and
provides information on a set of dominant and less dominant intensity values. In an
image, peaks will represent areas of high-intensity and valleys, low-intensity and may be
relevant features because they mark important image objects. In the first-order probability
function, there may be multiple regional maxima and/or minima but there can only be a
single global maxima or minima. These features have been used, by counting the number
of minima and maxima in the first-order function, which is used to statistically represent
part of the feature sets. Algorithm 2 and 3 are used to count the minima and maxima of
the first-order histogram function respectively.
Algorithm 2: Find the number of local minima in the first-order histogram
1 LocalMin← 0;
2 vector < f loat > probs;
3 for i = 0 to probs.size()−2 do
4 if probs(i)− probs(i+1)≥ 0 and probs(i+1)− probs(i+2)≤ 0 then
5 LocalMin← LocalMin++
6 end
7 end
8 Return LocalMin
The Maximum and Minimum of the First-order Histogram
The maximum and minimum provide information on the dominant and less dominant
intensity values of the image. To compute the minimum and maximum, the probability
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Algorithm 3: Find the number of local maxima in the first-order histogram
1 LocalMax← 0;
2 vector < f loat > probs;
3 for i = 0 to probs.size()−2 do
4 if probs(i)− probs(i+1)≤ 0 and probs(i+1)− probs(i+2)≥ 0 then
5 LocalMax← LocalMax++
6 end
7 end
8 Return LocalMax
distribution of intensity values are passed to Algorithms 4 and 5 respectively.
Algorithm 4: Find the Minimum intensity from the first-order histogram
1 Min← 0;
2 MinIntensity← 0;
3 vector < f loat > probs;
4 for i = 0 to probs.size()−1 do
5 if probs(i)≤Min then
6 Min← probs(i) MinIntensity← i
7 end
8 end
9 Return MinIntensity
Algorithm 5: Find the Maximum intensity from the first-order histogram
1 Max← 0;
2 MaxIntensity← 0;
3 vector < f loat > probs;
4 for i = 0 to probs.size()−1 do
5 if probs(i)≥Max then
6 Max← probs(i) MaxIntensity← i
7 end
8 end
9 Return MaxIntensity
The Zero Crossings of the First-order Histogram
This is the rate of sign-changes along the first-order histogram probability distribution.
Gouyon et al. (2000) have used zero crossing as a key feature to successfully classify
percussive sounds. In this thesis, the number of zero crossing in the first-order probability
distribution function were counted (see Algorithm 6), which have been used to represent
some of the features.
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Algorithm 6: Find the number of zero crossing in the first-order histogram
1 probsMean←Mean(probs);
2 for i = 0 to probs.size()−1 do
3 probs(i)← probs(i)− probsMean;
4 end
5 for i = 0 to probs.size()−2 do
6 Sign1← Sign of probs(i) Sign2← Sign of probs(i+1)
7 if Sign1 6= Sign2 then
8 zerCross← zerCross++;
9 end
10 end
11 Return zerCross
4.2 Appearance Features Extracted
The appearance features introduced in this section have been developed from existing
works on species classification but uses a combination of colour, shape and texture fea-
tures. Specifically, features introduced and used in this thesis include colour moments and
colour log-polar values, shape moments, Gabor filters and greyscale histograms.
4.2.1 Colour Moments Features
A popular way of describing colour images is using colour histogram which has been
detailed in section 2.3.1 of chapter 2. They have been used as part of our appearance
features by transforming colour images from RGB to HSV colour space before construct-
ing a colour histogram (Figures 4.6 and 4.7), from the silhouette pixels, which excludes
background pixels. The histogram is then built for each colour channel separately and the
first-order histogram probability (Sergyan, 2008) computed. 30 bins were used for the
Hue channel histogram and 32 each for the Saturation and Value channels. The frequen-
cies of the bins were computed to form three different histograms for each of the channels.
A set of five statistical features including the Mean, Standard Deviation, Skewness, En-
ergy and Entropy (see Section 4.1.4) were then calculated from each of the histograms
separately. Each channel’s frequencies were concatenated with their computed statistics
to form the channel’s feature set. The channels features were then concatenated to form
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Figure 4.6: A) The original image of a Nanday Parakeet in RGB. B) The middle im-
ages in this figure show the Hue histogram (represented as red stem plot), saturation
histogram (represented as green stem plot) and value histogram (represented as blue
stem plot) respectively. The histograms were created using only the silhouette of the
bird and without the background. The horizontal axis shows the bin numbers and the
vertical, number of intensity values. For example, saturation has 32 bins, the first bin
representing intensity values from 0-7, the second from 8-15 etc. C) The transformed
original image separated into three images representing the three HSV channels (Hue,
Saturate and Value respectively). These have been extracted separately and used to
form histograms features for classification.
the colour features. In total there were 109 colour features, which is made up of 35 Hue,
37 Saturation and 37 Value features.
4.2.2 Shape Moments Features
Another important feature apart from colour for identifying birds is it’s shape. To describe
the shape of an object various image moments can be extracted from the image contours
(Du et al., 2007). An image moment is a weighted average of the image pixels’ intensities.
Two moments were used in the extraction of shape features for bird species classification,
which include spatial (raw) moments (Jacob et al., 2001) and Hu moments (Du et al.,
2007), which have been detailed in section 2.3.1 of chapter 2. Hu moments are invariant
to some transformations, such as rotation, scaling, and translation (Martín et al., 2010)
and are therefore well suited for flying bird species classification.
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Figure 4.7: A) The original image of a Cockatiel in RGB. B) The middle images in
this figure show the Hue histogram (represented as red stem plot), saturation histogram
(represented as green stem plot) and value histogram (represented as blue stem plot)
respectively. The histograms were created using only the silhouette of the bird and
without the background. The horizontal axis shows the bin numbers and the vertical,
number of intensity values. For example, saturation has 32 bins, the first bin represent-
ing intensity values from 0-7, the second from 8-15 etc. C) The transformed original
image separated into three images representing the three HSV channels (Hue, Satu-
rate and Value respectively). These have been extracted separately and used to form
histograms features for classification.
To represent shape information, the shape contours (Suzuki et al., 1985) were ex-
tracted and seven Hu moments and ten spatial moments were then extracted from them
(see Figure 4.8). These are single-valued and concatenated to form 17 features.
4.2.3 Grayscale Histogram Features
For texture features, the segmented image were converted into a grayscale image and a
256-bin histogram (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) is then constructed from the silhouette pixels,
which excludes background pixels, to form a representation of the grey scale distribution.
Statistical moments features similar to Spampinato et al. (2010) from the histogram were
computed, which was used to form greyscale histogram features. In total eight features
including mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, energy, entropy, Hu’s 2nd and 3rd
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Figure 4.8: Hu (in middle) and Spatial (at right) Moments plots of a segmented Nanday
Parakeet’s (at left)
moments, were extracted to represent grey scale histogram features.
4.2.4 Gabor Wavelet Features
Gabor filter is used as an appearance feature in this thesis due to its salient visual proper-
ties such as spatial localisation, frequency characteristics and orientation. It also provides
information about the spatial arrangement of the bird species intensities, can be used
on-line and have been used by many content-based retrieval systems. According to Lee
(1996), it is defined as the convolution between the function g and image I(x,y), given by
Equation 4.8.
g(x,y;θ ,λ ,ψ,γ,σ) = exp
(
−x
′2+ γ2y′2
2σ2
)
exp
(
i
(
2pi
x
′
λ
+ψ
))
(4.8)
Where:
• x′ = xcosθ + ysinθ
• y′ =−xsinθ + ycosθ
• and θ , λ , ψ , γ and σ are orientation, wavelength, phase, aspect ratio and standard
deviation respectively.
Gabor wavelets features were extracted, using the following parameters λ = 1,
ψ = 0, γ = 02, σ = 1, and windowsize = 31. Four different values were used for
θ = {0, pi4 , pi2 , 3pi4 }. The result is four greyscale wavelet images (see Figure 4.11), from
which a histogram was created and then five statistics were extracted: mean, standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, energy, entropy. This yields a total of 20 features.
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Figure 4.9: The top left image is the original image of a Cockatiel in RGB. This was
transformed into grayscale (see top right of this figure) and used to form the grayscale
histogram (see the bottom part of this figure). The histogram was created using the
silhouette of the bird excluding background. The horizontal axis shows the intensity
values from 0 to 255 and the vertical the number of intensity values.
4.2.5 Colour Log-Polar Features
Pun and Lee (2003) have demonstrated how images converted from their Cartesian plane
to a log-polar image before processing, eliminate the effects of rotation and scale. Consid-
ering an image I with Cartesian coordinates denoted by I(x,y). This is transformed into
a log-polar form dst(θ ,ρ) as in Equation 4.9. To obtain the log-polar image, a conformal
mapping of the points in the Cartesian plane I(x,y) to the points in the log-polar plane
(θ ,ρ) was performed.
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Figure 4.10: The top left image is the original image of a Cockatiel in RGB. This was
transformed into grayscale (see top right of this figure) and used to form the grayscale
histogram (see the bottom part of this figure). The histogram was created using the
silhouette of the bird excluding background. The horizontal axis shows the intensity
values from 0 to 255 and the vertical the number of intensity values.
dst (θ ,ρ)← src(x,y) f or

ρ = log
√
x2+ y2
θ = arctan
(
x
y
)
i f x > 0
(4.9)
To complement the colour features, the segmented image were converted to HSV
space and a log-polar transform was applied to each channel separately (see Figure 4.12).
Five statistics (including mean, standard deviation, skewness, entropy and energy) were
computed from each channel. Similar to the previous process, these features were con-
catenated to form the log-polar feature set, which comprises a total of 15 features. This
approach is different from existing approaches because it considered colour information
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Figure 4.11: Gabor filter features for four orientations. Five Statistical features were
extracted from these and the results concatenated to form a feature vector.
Figure 4.12: Colour log-polar features obtained by extracting hue, saturation and value
log-polars then extracting statistical features, which were concatenated to form a colour
log-polar feature vector.
whilst computing the log-polar features.
4.3 Experiments
Three sets of experimental evaluations were performed:
• Firstly, quantifying the effectiveness of the appearance feature set, across the dataset
of seven classes (seven different species), using four different classifiers and com-
paring this result with the feature sets proposed by Marini et al. (2013).
• Secondly, quantifying the effectiveness of the appearance feature set, across the ex-
tended dataset of thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one with three colour forms),
using four different classifiers. This was compared with the feature sets proposed
by Marini et al. (2013).
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• Finally, quantifying the effectiveness of the appearance feature set, across the CUB-
200-2011 dataset (using 5, 17 and 200 species), using four different classifiers.
Again, this was compared with the feature sets proposed by Marini et al. (2013).
Features for these experiments were selected randomly.
All experiments were performed on a Mac book pro laptop running OS X 19.5, with
2.5 GHz Processor and 4 GB RAM. The pre-processing and feature extraction algorithms
were all implemented in C++ with XCode 5.1.1 and OpenCV 3.0, whilst the classification
and feature selection algorithms were implemented in WEKA 3.7 (Hall et al., 2009).
For all experiments, a five-fold cross-validation scheme was used, in which the orig-
inal videos for each class (species) were randomly partitioned into five equal sized sub-
samples each. Of the five subsamples for each class (species), a single subsample was
retained as the validation data for testing the model, and the remaining four subsamples
were used as training data. The cross-validation process was then repeated five times (the
folds), with each of the five subsamples used exactly once as the validation data (see fig-
ure 4.13 for a diagram of a thirteen class five-fold cross validation). The five results from
the folds were then averaged to produce the results (correct classification rates) for each
experiment. The advantage of doing it this way was that all videos were used for both
training and validation, and each video was used for validation exactly once.
For each experimental run, individual image frames were sampled (from the train-
ing and test set), from which the corresponding appearance features were extracted (see
Section 4.2). These features were concatenated to form the full appearance feature set,
comprising 169 features. All features were stored in a WEKA compatible format.
Finally, the feature set was loaded into WEKA for classification. Four classifiers
were then used (Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Random Tree (RT) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM)) to perform the classification experiments, and results for each
were reported in Section 4.4. The Naive Bayes classifier is based on the Bayes rule
assuming conditional independence between classes. This is a multi-class classifier as
when given an observation, the classifier estimates the conditional probabilities of classes
using the joint probabilities of samples and classes and the observation is classified as
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Figure 4.13: A sample five-fold cross-validation assuming the thirteen class dataset
was used. Each fold of a class represents approximately one-fifths of the videos in
that class. In each iteration, one fold of each of the classes is used for testing and the
remaining for training.
one of the N classes based on the conditional probabilities. The SVM classifier was
based on LibSVM proposed by Chang and Lin (2011), which is comparable to that used
by Marini et al. (2013), and implemented using a radial basis function kernel, with the
gamma and cost parameters optimised using a 5-fold grid search. In the case of the
Random Tree classifier, K randomly chosen attributes at each node were considered, in
this case K = int(log2(# f eatures)+1), and the maximum depth of the tree was set to be
unlimited. Twenty trees were used for the Random Forest classifier, as this results in a
convergence of the out of bag errors (other parameters for this classifier are the same as
for the RT).
The three broad methods that can be applied to compare the statistical significance of
the results of two classifiers over k-folds cross-validation are the paired t-test, Wilcoxon’s
signed-rank test and the sign test. These methods can be applied to the results of either
the k-fold cross-validation directly or r-times k-fold cross-validation. We compare the
statistical significance of the results of two classifiers using the Wilcoxon’s signed-rank
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test applied on the r-times k-fold cross-validation results, as in Fay (2007). The results
of the r.k experiments performed with both learning algorithms are used as input to this
statistical significance tests. In all experiments involving statistical significance of clas-
sifiers, r = 10 and k = 5 were used. The Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test was chosen as it is
a non-parametric alternative to the paired t-test, more powerful than the signed test (Fay,
2007) and is not substantially affected by the presence of outliers Demšar (2006).
For all statistical significance test performed, the null hypothesis H0 is that there is
no significant difference between the two classifiers being compared while the alternative
hypothesis H1 is that, there is a significant difference. All tests are carried out as a two-
sided test with a 49 degree of freedom and α = 0.05 significance level. This corresponds
to a critical value of 415. The decision rule is that H0 is rejected if the test statistic W is
less than 415. W is defined as the smaller of W+ and W−, where W+ is the sums of the
positive ranks and W−, the negative ranks.
4.4 Results
This section presents results of the experiments using the appearance features with the
four classifiers: Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Random Tree (RT) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). In particular, an evaluation of the performance of the appearance
features against that of Marini et al. (2013), on the three datasets (dataset #1, #2 and
Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011) were presented.
4.4.1 Initial Results Based on the Seven Species Dataset
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the results (classification rates) of the appearance feature sets and
that of Marini et al. (2013) respectively, using all four classifiers (NB, RF, RT and SVM).
Comparing the results of the appearance features with those used by Marini et al.
(2013), it revealed that they outperformed Marini et al. (2013)’s considerably on all
four classifiers. The appearance features produced consistently better results than that
of Marini et al. (2013)’s colour features, including when they are used with the RF and
RT classifiers. On this dataset, the appearance features have achieved between 6-13%
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Table 4.4: Correct classification rates by species, based on appearance feature sets
without feature selection using the four standard classifiers. These results use the seven
species dataset and shows ± standard deviation across the five folds.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Common House Martin 93% ± 0.10% 98% ± 0.71% 88% ± 0.09% 94% ± 0.57%
b=Common Wood Pigeon 86% ± 0.54% 95% ± 0.55% 87% ± 0.48% 86% ± 0.36%
c=Superb Starling 83% ± 0.41% 92% ± 0.08% 83% ± 0.43% 86% ± 0.87%
d=Nanday Parakeet 90% ± 0.13% 96% ± 0.43% 85% ± 0.57% 85% ± 0.58%
e=Cockatiel 83% ± 0.02% 90% ± 0.13% 81% ± 0.16% 83% ± 0.28%
f=Common Starling 88% ± 0.80% 97% ± 0.74% 89% ± 0.53% 95% ± 0.08%
g=Budgerigar (wild-type) 83% ± 0.63% 89% ± 0.71% 77% ± 0.32% 70% ± 0.65%
Overall Correctly Classified 87% ± 0.47% 94% ± 0.56% 85% ± 0.39% 86% ± 0.42%
Table 4.5: Correct classification rates based on Marini et al. (2013)’s features without
feature selection using the four standard classifiers. These results use the seven species
dataset and shows ± standard deviation across the five folds.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Common House Martin 86% ± 0.10% 89% ± 0.42% 74% ± 0.03% 77% ± 0.25%
b=Common Wood Pigeon 67% ± 0.16% 87% ± 0.24% 78% ± 0.86% 82% ± 0.20%
c=Superb Starling 84% ± 0.15% 86% ± 0.27% 84% ± 0.70% 85% ± 0.32%
d=Nanday Parakeet 60% ± 0.45% 90% ± 0.38% 77% ± 0.58% 81% ± 0.06%
e=Cockatiel 70% ± 0.20% 89% ± 0.89% 81% ± 0.75% 82% ± 0.60%
f=Common Starling 89% ± 0.23% 91% ± 0.47% 76% ± 0.24% 77% ± 0.25%
g=Budgerigar (wild-type) 68% ± 0.69% 80% ± 0.09% 68% ± 0.47% 57% ± 0.59%
Overall Correctly Classified 74% ± 0.31% 88% ± 0.43% 77% ± 0.67% 78% ± 0.35%
more correct classification rates compared with Marini et al. (2013). The statistical sig-
nificance of the correct classification rate of the appearance feature set was compared
with that of Marini et al. by computing the Wilcoxon’s test statistic W = 0 (the smaller of
W+ = 571 and W− = 0). W =W− = 0 since the signs of the difference between the two
classifiers over the 10 times 5-fold cross validation trials are all positive. In other words,
the classification rate of the first classifier is better than the second over all 50 trials. Since
the computed test statistic is less than 415, we accept the alternative hypothesis that the
correct classification rate of the appearance features set is significantly different from that
of Marini et al. (2013)’s colour features. Hence, the assertion is accepted that the ap-
pearance feature set produces better classification rate and which is significantly different
from Marini et al.’s.
Even though this outperformed Marini et al. (2013), similar trends in classification
accuracies were observed. It is evident from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 that the performance
of Random Forest is superior to the other three classifiers (Naive Bayes, Random Tree
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and SVM). The Random Forest (RF) classifier gives the highest correct classification
rate with all combinations of features. The Random Forest classifier with the appearance
features showed up to 9% increase in classification rate when compared with the other
three classifiers (see table 4.4) and up to 14% increase with Marini et al. (2013)’s features.
In particular, the accuracies of RF classifier are 94% and 88% for the appearance features
and that of Marini et al. (2013)’s respectively.
To confirm that the Random Forest (RF) classifier’s correct classification rate is sta-
tistically significant compared with the other classifiers, the Wilcoxon’s test statistic W is
calculated. For RF compared with NB classifier, W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 659 and
W− = 0), when RF and RT are compared, W = 0 (this is the smaller of W+ = 754 and
W− = 0) and W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 694 and W− = 0) when RF is compared with
the SVM classifier. Since the NB classifier compared with the RF classifier resulted in a
W less than 415, we accept the alternative hypothesis that the correct classification rate of
the RF classifier is significantly different from that of the NB classifier. This is also true
for the RF compared with the RT and SVM classifiers, as both resulted in a W which is
less than 415. Hence, the assertion that the RF classifier gives the highest correct classifi-
cation rate, which is statistically significant from those of the other three classifiers when
the seven species dataset is used with the appearance feature sets.
Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the confusion matrices of results obtained using the appear-
ance features and those of Marini et al. (2013) respectively, all based on the RF classifier.
The maximum classification rate using the appearance features is 98% and the minimum
is 89% whiles that of Marini et al. (2013) is 91% and 80% respectively. Based on the
proposed method, the best classification is obtained for Common House Martain (98%)
while the lowest is for Budgerigar (wild-type) (89%). Using Marini et al. (2013), the best
classification rate is obtained for Common Starling (95%) and the lowest for Budgerigar
(wild-type), at 80%.
Also using the features from Marini et al. (2013), segmentation error can cause clas-
sification errors. In table 4.7, Nanday Parakeets (green colour) and some bird species
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Table 4.6: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without feature
selection and using the appearance feature sets with the seven species dataset. %CC
is the percentage corectly classified.
a b c d e f g %CC Samples
a=Common House Martin 88.1% 1.9% 0.7% 1.5% 6.1% 0.6% 1.2% 88% 4378
b=Common Wood Pigeon 2.3% 86.8% 1.0% 4.8% 1.8% 1.3% 1.9% 87% 4347
c=Superb Starling 1.4% 2.1% 83.4% 2.0% 9.8% 0.2% 1.1% 83% 1920
d=Nanday Parakeet 1.9% 5.2% 1.0% 85.1% 1.9% 1.9% 3.1% 85% 4155
e=Cockatiel 7.1% 2.5% 4.3% 1.9% 80.8% 1.4% 2.1% 81% 3942
f=Common Starling 0.9% 1.7% 0.6% 3.1% 1.4% 89.4% 3.0% 89% 2914
g=Budgerigar (wild-type) 2.3% 3.6% 1.8% 7.2% 3.8% 3.8% 77.5% 77% 2276
Overall Correctly Classified 85%
which were filmed with green backgrounds (green grass and trees) had contaminated seg-
mentation, especially Wood Pigeons (see Fig. 4.14) and were therefore misclassified.
The proposed method remains robust to these specific errors. Specifically, 2.9% more in-
stances of Nanday Parakeets were misclassified as Common Wood Pigeons when Marini
et al.’s colour features were used compared to the proposed appearance feature set.
Appearance-Related Species
The performance of the proposed method in differentiating between species of similar
colouration have been examined. In this experiment, there were only two species with
similar colouration, Nanday Parakeet and Budgerigar (wild-type). They have very similar
colour features (Fig. 4.1), and it appears that Budgerigar (wild-type) are typically mis-
classified as Nandy Parakeets when relying on colour alone. When Marini et al. (2013)’s
appearance features, which uses colour only, are used to classify these species, more mis-
classifications are recorded than when the proposed appearance features are used. For
example, the misclassification of Budgerigar (wild-type) as Nanday parakeets reduced
by 9.1%. This suggests that merging colour and shape features, as in the proposed ap-
pearance features, may increase the correct classification rates for species with a similar
colour.
4.4.2 Results Based on the Thirteen Classes Dataset
The previous experiment in section 4.4.1 shows that the set of appearance features out-
performed those of Marini et al. (2013), on the smaller dataset of seven species, using
four classifiers. This section presents an expanded set of comparative results which also
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Table 4.7: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without feature
selection and using Marini et al. (2013)’s feature sets with the thirteen classes dataset
(eleven bird species, one with three colour forms). %CC is the percentage corectly
classified.
a b c d e f g %CC Samples
a=Common House Martin 89.3% 4.2% 0.1% 0.2% 6.0% 0.1% 0.1% 89% 4378
b=Common Wood Pigeon 6.2% 86.5% 0.0% 6.2% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3% 87% 4347
c=Superb Starling 0.4% 3.2% 85.8% 0.2% 10.2% 0.1% 0.1% 86% 1920
d=Nanday Parakeet 2.2% 2.0% 0.3% 90.2% 0.2% 0.4% 4.7% 90% 4155
e=Cockatiel 5.3% 0.9% 2.5% 0.4% 89.3% 1.1% 0.5% 89% 3942
f=Common Starling 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 4.5% 0.3% 90.8% 4.1% 91% 2914
g=Budgerigar (wild-type) 1.9% 1.6% 0.0% 13.2% 1.4% 2.1% 79.9% 80% 2276
Overall Correctly Classified 88%
Figure 4.14: Segmented Wood Pigeons contaminated with green background.
incorporate the expanded video dataset of thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one with
three colour forms). Tables 4.8 and 4.9 shows the results for the expanded set of thirteen
classes (eleven bird species, one with three colour forms) using our appearance feature
sets and that of Marini et al. (2013)’s respectively using the four standard classifiers.
Again, it is evident from Tables 4.8 and 4.9 that the performance of Random Forest
is superior to the three classifiers(Naive Bayes, Random Tree and SVM). The Random
Forest (RF) classifier gives the highest correct classification rate with all combinations
of features and datasets, which assert that this is the most effective classifier of the four
tested for this problem domain. This is particularly evident with the larger set of thirteen
classes, where the RF classifier outperforms NB, RT and SVM by 31%, 17% and 15%
respectively based on the overall correct classification rate, using the appearance features.
Similarly, using the Marini et al. feature set the RF classifier outperformed the NB, RT
and SVM classifiers by 29%, 16% and 21% respectively.
Again, the statistical significance of the Random Forest (RF) classifier’s correct clas-
sification rate compared with the other classifiers were undertaken by computing the
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Table 4.8: Correct classification rates based on the appearance features without fea-
ture selection using the four standard classifiers. These results use the thirteen classes
(eleven bird species, one with three colour forms) introduced in this chapter and
shows ± standard deviation across the five folds.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 27% ± 0.63% 82% ± 0.33% 61% ± 0.44% 56% ± 0.40%
b=Nanday Parakeet 47% ± 0.83% 83% ± 0.04% 56% ± 0.49% 47% ± 0.28%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 48% ± 0.62% 84% ± 0.11% 68% ± 0.14% 61% ± 0.28%
d=Common House Martin 77% ± 0.46% 96% ± 0.79% 86% ± 0.69% 96% ± 0.02%
e=Eastern Rosella 53% ± 0.14% 80% ± 0.23% 54% ± 0.61% 48% ± 0.08%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 60% ± 0.85% 85% ± 0.17% 59% ± 0.10% 71% ± 0.55%
g=House Sparrow 45% ± 0.31% 70% ± 0.31% 52% ± 0.70% 39% ± 0.30%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 22% ± 0.12% 60% ± 0.76% 40% ± 0.85% 23% ± 0.11%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 47% ± 0.60% 72% ± 0.85% 56% ± 0.61% 53% ± 0.18%
j=Black-headed Gull 64% ± 0.82% 98% ± 0.61% 86% ± 0.65% 95% ± 0.27%
k=Cockatiel 56% ± 0.50% 84% ± 0.21% 61% ± 0.82% 63% ± 0.28%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 35% ± 0.35% 78% ± 0.73% 56% ± 0.89% 48% ± 0.82%
m=Common Starling 52% ± 0.52% 73% ± 0.67% 53% ± 0.80% 74% ± 0.47%
Overall Correctly Classified 54% ± 0.51% 86% ± 0.45% 68% ± 0.62% 70% ± 0.30%
Wilcoxon’s test statistic W . When the RF classifier was compared with NB, W = 0 (the
smaller of W+ = 693 and W− = 0), W = 0 (this is the smaller of W+ = 697 and W− = 0)
when RF and RT were compared and W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 662.5 and W− = 0)
when RF is compared with the SVM classifier. Since the NB classifier compared with
the RF resulted in a W = 0, which is less than 415, we accept the alternative hypothesis
that the correct classification rate of the RF classifier is significantly different from that of
the NB. This is also true for the RF compared with the RT and SVM classifiers. Hence,
the assertion that the RF classifier gives the highest correct classification rate, which is
statistically significant from those of the other three classifiers when the thirteen classes
dataset is used with the appearance feature sets.
Comparing these results for the proposed appearance features with those used by
Marini et al. (2013) also reinforces the previous results in Section 4.4.1. The appear-
ance features produce consistently better results than that of Marini et al. (2013) on this
dataset, including when they are used with the RF classifier. On this extended dataset, the
proposed appearance features have achieved between 6-14% higher classification rates
compared with Marini et al. (2013), across the four standard classifiers.
Marini et al. (2013) have previously shown that increasing the number of species
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Table 4.9: Correct classification rates by species, based on Marini et al.’s features
without feature selection using the four standard classifiers. These results use the thir-
teen classes (eleven bird species, one with three colour forms) introduced in this
chapter and shows ± standard deviation across the five folds.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 21% ± 0.74% 78% ± 0.70% 58% ± 0.84% 47% ± 0.34%
b=Nanday Parakeet 41% ± 0.87% 76% ± 0.37% 53% ± 0.75% 26% ± 0.26%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 39% ± 0.48% 83% ± 0.18% 64% ± 0.50% 53% ± 0.56%
d=Common House Martin 77% ± 0.28% 96% ± 0.80% 82% ± 0.25% 95% ± 0.41%
e=Eastern Rosella 47% ± 0.52% 71% ± 0.06% 49% ± 0.66% 26% ± 0.07%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 53% ± 0.77% 73% ± 0.81% 50% ± 0.48% 49% ± 0.86%
g=House Sparrow 34% ± 0.82% 56% ± 0.18% 40% ± 0.11% 31% ± 0.64%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 14% ± 0.13% 43% ± 0.11% 33% ± 0.60% 16% ± 0.74%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 41% ± 0.14% 62% ± 0.55% 49% ± 0.36% 10% ± 0.65%
j=Black-headed Gull 54% ± 0.02% 93% ± 0.27% 77% ± 0.10% 87% ± 0.86%
k=Cockatiel 56% ± 0.08% 73% ± 0.08% 53% ± 0.40% 39% ± 0.77%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 32% ± 0.47% 68% ± 0.87% 51% ± 0.23% 23% ± 0.42%
m=Common Starling 44% ± 0.79% 52% ± 0.05% 40% ± 0.36% 39% ± 0.49%
Overall Correctly Classified 48% ± 0.47% 77% ± 0.32% 61% ± 0.45% 56% ± 0.54%
(unsurprisingly) reduces the correct classification rate. This is also evident in the evalua-
tions, with a noticeable decrease in the correct classifications using the extended dataset
(dataset #2), across all features sets and classifiers. However, it is also evident that the RF
classifier is the most robust of the three. Across all feature sets, correct classification rates
using this classifier dropped by only 9% using our feature sets, and 11% using Marini
et al. (2013)’s features. The other classifiers dropped their correct classification rates by
between 16-33%. Therefore, the conclusion is that the RF classifier is generally superior
with the datasets and feature set tested.
Appearance-Related Species
Tables 4.10 and 4.11 show the confusion matrices of results obtained using the proposed
appearance features and those of Marini et al. (2013) respectively, based on the RF clas-
sifier. The cross-species confusion matrix for the other classifiers have been presented
in Appendix A. The maximum classification rate using the proposed appearance features
is 98% and the minimum is 60% whilst that of Marini et al. (2013) is 96% and 43% re-
spectively. Based on the proposed method, the best classification was obtained for Black-
headed gull (98%) while the lowest is for Budgerigar (wild-type) (60%). Using Marini
et al. (2013), based on the averages, the best classification rate is obtained for Common
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Table 4.10: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without fea-
ture selection, using the appearance features on the thirteen classes dataset (eleven
bird species, one with three colour forms). %CC is the percentage corectly classified.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 81.9% 6.9% 1.5% 0.3% 0.3% 1.2% 0.6% 1.1% 0.5% 1.6% 1.1% 2.6% 0.4% 82% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 7.2% 82.8% 2.2% 0.9% 0.5% 1.5% 0.2% 0.9% 1.2% 0.5% 0.8% 0.8% 0.6% 83% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 8.1% 2.1% 84.2% 0.3% 0.9% 0.8% 0.7% 1.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 1.1% 0.2% 84% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 96.4% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 1.2% 96% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 1.9% 1.4% 1.9% 0.3% 80.4% 0.8% 1.2% 0.8% 0.2% 4.0% 1.6% 5.1% 0.4% 80% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 3.8% 2.7% 0.9% 0.4% 0.3% 85.4% 1.3% 1.6% 0.1% 1.6% 0.5% 1.0% 0.2% 85% 7667
g=House Sparrow 0.4% 0.1% 0.2% 11.5% 0.2% 0.8% 70.4% 0.3% 0.0% 4.2% 1.4% 1.7% 9.0% 70% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 7.7% 4.4% 3.7% 2.5% 1.4% 6.0% 3.2% 60.4% 0.6% 3.2% 2.1% 3.4% 1.5% 60% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 2.3% 7.0% 2.8% 3.6% 0.5% 0.8% 0.8% 0.6% 72.2% 1.7% 2.4% 1.0% 4.3% 72% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 98.2% 0.1% 0.5% 0.0% 98% 38764
k=Cockatiel 0.5% 0.3% 0.1% 4.6% 0.2% 0.2% 1.2% 0.2% 0.1% 3.2% 83.8% 1.1% 4.5% 84% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 2.4% 0.5% 0.4% 1.1% 1.1% 0.7% 1.2% 1.0% 0.0% 12.1% 1.2% 77.6% 0.7% 78% 12090
m=Common Starling 0.4% 0.5% 0.2% 9.3% 0.1% 0.7% 11.4% 0.1% 0.1% 1.2% 2.7% 0.4% 73.1% 73% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 85%
Table 4.11: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without fea-
ture selection, using Marini et al. (2013)’s features on the thirteen classes dataset
(eleven bird species, one with three colour forms)
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 77.9% 7.3% 0.8% 0.2% 0.4% 1.9% 1.3% 1.4% 0.6% 4.0% 1.0% 2.6% 0.7% 78% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 10.1% 75.6% 1.2% 1.5% 1.0% 2.5% 0.4% 0.9% 2.1% 1.1% 1.6% 1.5% 0.5% 76% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 9.9% 2.6% 83.2% 0.3% 0.6% 0.6% 0.7% 0.2% 0.3% 0.5% 0.3% 0.7% 0.2% 83% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 96.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.1% 0.8% 0.3% 0.0% 0.9% 96% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 3.2% 4.8% 2.4% 0.2% 71.0% 1.5% 1.1% 1.3% 0.8% 6.2% 2.0% 5.1% 0.5% 71% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 9.2% 4.5% 2.9% 0.8% 0.5% 72.7% 1.4% 2.2% 0.4% 2.4% 0.9% 1.4% 0.8% 73% 7667
g=House Sparrow 1.9% 0.3% 0.5% 13.0% 0.3% 0.6% 55.8% 0.9% 0.1% 7.3% 2.8% 1.8% 14.7% 56% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 11.0% 5.9% 5.8% 2.5% 1.7% 7.5% 5.2% 43.2% 1.3% 7.4% 3.1% 3.7% 1.7% 43% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 3.4% 10.0% 3.3% 5.2% 1.2% 1.5% 0.9% 1.1% 62.5% 3.2% 3.4% 1.0% 3.3% 62% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 0.4% 0.2% 0.1% 1.1% 0.2% 0.1% 1.5% 0.1% 0.1% 92.6% 1.3% 1.6% 0.7% 93% 38764
k=Cockatiel 1.0% 0.8% 0.1% 7.5% 0.4% 0.6% 1.7% 0.4% 0.2% 7.9% 73.0% 1.2% 5.2% 73% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 3.1% 1.1% 0.7% 1.1% 1.5% 0.8% 1.4% 1.0% 0.2% 18.8% 1.5% 68.1% 0.6% 68% 12090
m=Common Starling 1.9% 0.8% 0.3% 17.0% 0.2% 1.0% 14.7% 0.3% 0.2% 7.5% 3.6% 0.4% 52.3% 52% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 77%
House Martin (96%) and the lowest for Budgerigar (wild-type), at only 43%.
This is further motivated by an examination of the fine-grained performance of the
proposed method; that is, differentiation between species of similar appearance. Given
that the RF classifier has shown best overall performance, a detailed cross-species con-
fusion matrix for this classifier was provided, obtained using the proposed appearance
features with the larger dataset, shown in Table 4.10. Figure 4.15 shows examples of the
Alexandrine parakeet, Nanday parakeet and Blue-crowned parakeet, which have closely
related colouration.
When the proposed appearance features are used to classify these species the misclas-
sification are reduced than when the colour features in Marini et al. (2013) are used. For
example, the misclassification of Alexandrine parakeets as Nanday Parakeets reduce by
0.5% instances; Nanday Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets by 3.0%; and Blue-crowned
Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets by 1.8%. This suggests that merging colour and shape
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Figure 4.15: Species with closely related appearances. From left to right: Alexandrine
Parakeet, Nanday Parakeet and Blue Crowned Conure
features, as in the proposed appearance features may increase the correct classification
rates for species with closely-related appearances.
Motion-Related Species
The three Budgerigar species have different colour form, thus the low misclassification
among these species when only appearance features were used. For example, 1.6% and
1.0% Budgerigar (yellow) were misclassified as Budgerigar(wild-type) and Budgerigar
(blue) respectively, 6.0% and 3.4% Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Budgeri-
gar (yellow) and Budgerigar (blue) respectively, and 0.7% and 1.0% Budgerigar (blue)
were misclassifies as Budgerigar (yellow) and Budgerigar (wild-type) respectively.
4.4.3 Results Based on Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 Dataset
The results in this section were based on the SVM classifier to enable a comparison of
the results to that of Marini et al. (2013), which used the same setup. The results were
presented in table 4.12. Results based on Marini et al. (2013)’s features uses various
fusion rules which include Maximum (MAX), SUM (SUM), Product (PROD), Weighted
Sum (WSUM), Weighted Product (WPROD). Marini et al. (2013) first classified species
using each of the three colour channels of the HSV colour space. The results of each of
the channels were then merged into one, to determine the class of a particular species,
using the fusion rules mentioned above. Another approach that was used by Marini et al.
is to merge the HSV features into one feature set for classification. The results of this
using SVM classifier on 2, 5, 17 and 200 species have also been presented in table 4.12.
Again, comparing the results for the appearance features with those used by Marini
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Table 4.12: The appearance features versus Marini et al. (2013)’s on the Caltech-UCSD
Birds-200-2011 Dataset. Marini’s HSV results are based on concatenating the hue,
saturate and value features as one feature set for classification. Marini’s Fusion Rules
are based on the using hue, saturate and value as three different features and the results
combined using the fusion rules.
#Species Proposed Method Marini’s HSV Marini’s Fusion RulesMAX SUM PROD WSUM WPROD
2 97.53% 92.64% 85.29% 86.76% 88.24% 89.71% 91.18%
5 64.22% 48.34% 47.68% 49.01% 49.67% 51.66% 51.66%
17 38.24% 25.63% 19.65% 22.16% 22.54% 23.89% 23.7%
200 11.36% 8.60% 6.76% 7.16% 7.25% 7.59% 8.03%
et al. on the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset re-confirms the results in the previ-
ous sections. the proposed appearance features produce better correct classification rates
than that of Marini et al. (2013). Specifically, they produced approximately 5-12% more
classification rates than Marini et al.’s when 2 species were used, 12-16% with 5, 13-17%
with 17 and 3-4% with 200 species (see table 4.12).
Marini et al. have shown that increasing the number of species (unsurprisingly) re-
duces the correct classification rate. This is also evident in this evaluation, with a notice-
able decrease in the correct classifications rates across all methods used in this experiment
when the number of species are increased. Across all the methods used, correct classifi-
cation rates dropped when the number of classes (species) is increased. In the proposed
appearance features, there was a drop in classification rate by 33% when the number of
classes are increased from 2 to 5 species, 26% when increased to 17 species, 27% when
increased to 200. Similarly, there was a drop in classification rate when Marini et al.
(2013)’s methods are used. Specifically, there was 44% drop in classification rates when
species were increased from 2 to 5, 23% when increased to 17 species, 17% when in-
creased to 200 with Marini et al. (2013)’s best feature set (the merged HSV features).
Therefore, the conclusion is that increasing the number of classes whiles using only ap-
pearance features may result in a drop in the correct classification rates.
4.5 Conclusion
The appearance feature set worked well when compared with Marini et al.’s on all four
standard classifiers. All datasets and methods performed better with the RF classifier
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than the other classifiers. We have shown that this classifier’s correct classification rate
is statistically significant compared with the other classifiers using the Wilcoxon’s sign
ranked test. On the seven classes dataset, the proposed appearance features achieved
between 6-13% higher classification rates compared with Marini et al.’s. However, on the
thirteen classes dataset, the proposed appearance features achieved between 6-14% more
correct classification rates. Finally on the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset, again,
the proposed method outperformed Marini et al.’s by approximately between 5-12% using
2 species, 12-16% using 5, 13-17% using 17 and only 3-4% using 200.
The misclassification of bird species was due to illumination and similar colour pat-
terns in some species. Marini et al.’s method uses only colour features and therefore had
more misclassifications with similar colour patterned species than the proposed. For the
seven classes dataset, the misclassification of Budgerigar (wild-type) as Nanday para-
keets reduces by 9.1% when the proposed method was used. Similarly, with the extended
dataset, misclassification of Alexandrine parakeets as Nanday parakeets reduced by 0.5%;
Nanday parakeets as Alexandrine parakeets by 3.0%; and Blue-crowned parakeets as
Alexandrine parakeets by 1.8%, when the proposed appearance method was used. Fi-
nally, due to the distinct colour features of the three Budgerigar species, misclassification
among them is low.
Marini et al. (2013) have shown that increasing the number of species reduces the
correct classification rate. Classification rates dropped significantly when moving from
seven to thirteen classes and whilst the RF classifier remains effective, the result is a
reduction of approximately 10% in the correct classification rates. When the number of
classes is increased from 2 to 5, 17 and 200, the classification rates dropped with the
proposed method and that of Marini et al.. Therefore, the conclusion is that increasing
the number of classes whilst using only appearance features may result in a drop in the
classification rates, irrespective of the appearance features used.
The next chapter will identify relevant motion features which can be extracted from
video of birds in flight, and use them to classify species automatically. The appearance
and motion features will be effectively combined and evaluated to determine whether this
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combination gives better results than appearance or motion features alone.
Chapter 5
Classification of Bird Species using
Motion Features
In the previous chapter, species were classified using appearance features and the results
compared with the state-of-the-art method proposed by Marini et al. (2013) using the three
datasets. Experimental results revealed that the proposed appearance features outper-
formed Marini et al.’s on all three datasets using all four standard classifiers (Naive Bayes
(NB), Random Forest (RF), Random Tree (RT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)). In
particular, using the random forest classifier, the proposed method greatly improved cor-
rect classification rates over that of Marini et al. (2013) by about 6% on the seven species
dataset and 9% on the thirteen classes dataset. There was also an improvement in correct
classification when using the CUB-200-2011 dataset, by approximately 6-12% using 2
species, 12-16% using 5, 13-17% using 17 and 2 - 4% using 200 species.
The methods used in Chapter 4 use single images and appearance-based models for
classification; however, bird species also exhibit distinguishing behaviours (flying, mov-
ing, poses, etc) which could also be used to help robust automated identification. This is
particularly relevant to the identification of birds in flight, especially at a distance where
appearance-based features such as colour tend to attenuate, whilst motion-features remain
discernible. The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to investigate the potential
of motion-based features for differentiation of species with closely related appearances,
and also to determine whether motion and appearance features can be merged to produce
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results which exceed either set alone. Firstly, a richer feature set based on motion is in-
troduced, and use to determine whether they can classify species across the two datasets
introduced in the previous chapter. In particular, motion features were investigate to de-
termine whether they can discriminate between species with similar appearances (that is,
species which were less well differentiated using appearance features in Chapter 4). Mo-
tion and appearance features were then fused and using standard classifiers, determined
whether these combination is more effective than either set alone. This chapter is struc-
tured into the following sections:
• In Section 5.1 the datasets used and the processing techniques applied before mo-
tion feature extraction were introduced.
• The set of motion features used for all the experiments in this chapter are described
in Section 5.2.
• In Section 5.3 the experimental work is described.
• Results from experimental work, including the motion feature and full feature set,
and evaluations to determine real time performance of all the models are presented
in Section 5.4.
• Finally, conclusions are drawn to the chapter in Section 5.5, which include sum-
marising all results in the chapter and introducing briefly what will be described in
the next chapter.
5.1 Datasets, Methods and Preprocessing
The extended dataset detailed in Chapter 4 have been used for all experiments presented
in this chapter. As a reminder, this is "Dataset #2", which is an extended set of videos
covering thirteen classes made up of eleven bird species, one ( Budgerigar (Melopsittacus
Undulatus)) with three colour forms.
For each video, appearance features are calculated per frame starting from the 64th
frame, while motion features are calculated using 64 frames, in strides of one frame. The
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first set of motion features from a video is calculated using the first 64 frames and this is
merged with the appearance feature from the 64th frame, to form the first combined feature
of that video. Thus, for experiments in this chapter and beyond, videos that are shorter
than 64 frames are not included in the dataset. Therefore, all experiments performed
using the combined or motion features, had fewer videos than those performed using
appearance. Likewise, the number of images in these experiments (experiments using
the combined or motion features) are also fewer, as the first 63 frames are not used in the
computation of appearance features that are merged with the motion to form the combined
set (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: Table showing the number of videos and images in thirteen classes dataset
when features are combined. There are fewer videos and images when compared with
the original dataset used to perform appearance features only experiments.
Species # of videos # of images
Alexandrine Parakeet 77 7,845
Nanday Parakeet 59 6,246
Blue-crowned Parakeet 58 5,332
Common House Martin 114 17,896
Eastern Rosella 40 3,247
Budgerigar (yellow) 47 4,329
House Sparrow 74 5,318
Budgerigar (wild-type) 41 3,349
Common Wood Pigeon 35 2,027
Black-headed Gull 142 29,695
Cockatiel 58 5,687
Budgerigar (blue) 76 7,030
Common Starling 71 5,392
Total 892 103,393
Before extracting the motion features, the centroids of the segmented bird silhouette
are first extracted from each frame of the videos, after performing the pre-processing
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described in Chapter 4. The 2D centroid positions are used to form a trajectory in the
image frame. For any bird tracked throughout N frames, such a trajectory is described as:
T = {(x1,y1) . . .(xN ,yN)} (5.1)
j is the frame index represented as j = {1, . . . ,N}, and T represents the entire trajec-
tory of a bird, represented as a series of x and y coordinates of the centroid in the image
frame. Using the entire trajectory (Eqn. 5.1) for each video, shorter overlapping sub-
trajectories tk were defined, which starts on frame k of the video, and k ranges from 1 to
N−Q+1; where Q is the window size:
tk =
{
(xk,yk) . . .(xk+Q−1,yk+Q−1)
}
(5.2)
In this case Q = 64. The overlapping windows are in steps of a one-time frame. For
example, in a video of size N = 120 frames, the first window starts from frame 1 . . .Q =
64, the second window started from frame 2 . . .Q+ 1 = 65 and so on. In general terms,
the k window starts from time frame k . . .k+Q−1. The total number of short overlapping
trajectories in this example will, therefore, be N−Q+1= 57. A box filter (Gonzalez and
Woods, 2002) with a 1 x 3 kernel was then applied to reduce the effect of noise in the
trajectory. The idea of using the box filter is simply to replace each trajectory value with
the mean value of its neighbours, including itself. The box filter is usually thought of as
a convolution filter. Like other convolutions it is based around a kernel, which represents
the shape and size of the neighbourhood to be sampled when calculating the mean. Given
the trajectory tk, the smoothed trajectory stk is the convolution of the kernel ker and the
trajectory tk given by equation 5.3
stk = ker ∗ tk (5.3)
Where the kernel ker is 13
[
1 1 1
]
. The purpose of this filter is to attenuate the
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noise (reduces the variance), leading to a more accurate estimate of the trajectory. Gaus-
sian filter (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002) can also be applied for noise smoothing in tra-
jectories, and is similar to the box filter, but uses a kernel that represents the shape of a
Gaussian. A simple form of the Gaussian filter is a box filter. The motion features were
then extracted from the set of smoothed short trajectories (see Eqn. 5.2) to form a feature
sequence which were used for classification. The motion features extracted are described
in the following section.
5.2 Extracting the Motion Features
This section describes in detail all the motion features used for experiments throughout
this thesis. A description of how these motion features were extracted is presented, in-
cluding motivation for their use and examples of where they have been used. They include
curvature scale space (CSS), turn based, wing-beat frequency, centroid distance function,
vicinity and curvature based on sine and cosine.
5.2.1 Curvature Scale Space
Curvature scale space (CSS) is rotation and translation invariant and has been shown
to be effective in distinguishing object trajectories by their concave and convex shapes
(Mokhtarian et al., 1996; Beyan and Fisher, 2013b; Mai et al., 2010; Bashir et al., 2006).
They have also been shown to be robust in the presence of noise. Mai et al. (2010) have
shown that CSS can be effective for matching and recognizing shapes which are distorted
by affine transforms, including translation, rotation, and scaling.
This was considered an important feature for two reasons. Firstly, the datasets consist
of birds flying in different directions and orientations, therefore similar trajectories may
appear as different relative orientation with respect to the optical axis. Secondly, they may
appear at different scales due to varying distance from the camera.
Consider the parametric vector equation for the trajectory: t(u)=(x(u), y(u)), where u
is some parameter. Then the curvature κ(u) at every point on the trajectory is calculated
using equation 5.4, where x
′
(u), x
′′
(u), y
′
(u) and y
′′
(u) are first and second derivatives of
x(u) and y(u) respectively:
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κ(u) =
x
′
(u)y
′′
(u)− x′′(u)y′(u)(
x′(u)2+ y′(u)2
) 3
2
(5.4)
To compute these features, each component of the sub-trajectories tk are first con-
volved with a 1D Gaussian smoothing kernel g(u,σ) (see equation 5.8) of width σ . The
resulting smoothed curve becomes t(σ) with components X(u,σ) and Y (u,σ) given by:
X(u,σ) = x(u)∗g(u,σ)
Y (u,σ) = y(u)∗g(u,σ)
(5.5)
Now using the properties of convolution, the first and second derivatives can be cal-
culated as in equation 5.6:
Xu(u,σ) = x(u)∗gu(u,σ) (5.6a)
Xuu(u,σ) = x(u)∗guu(u,σ) (5.6b)
Yu(u,σ) = y(u)∗gu(u,σ) (5.6c)
Yuu(u,σ) = y(u)∗guu(u,σ) (5.6d)
Since the first and second derivatives of the shorter trajectories are known from equa-
tions 5.6a to 5.6d, the curvature κ(u,σ) on t(σ) can be computed.
κ(u,σ) =
Xu(u,σ)Yuu(u,σ)−Xuu(u,σ)Yu(u,σ)
(Xu(u,σ)2+Yu(u,σ)2)
3
2
(5.7)
The CSS motion features were then computed by iteratively applying a Gaussian
smoothing kernel (see equation 5.8) with different standard deviations (σi = 1.0+0.1(i)
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for i = 0 . . .120), to each sub-trajectory tk. At each level of standard deviation, a corre-
sponding zero crossing from the second derivative of the trajectory is recorded to form the
CSS image as in Mokhtarian et al. (1996). Figure 5.1 shows examples of CSS images ex-
tracted from the trajectories of Alexandrine Parakeet, Nanday Parakeet, Common Starling
and Budgerigar (wild-type). These consist of arch-shaped contours which represents the
inflection points of the shape of the trajectory as it is smoothed. This process continues
until there are no zero crossings and the trajectory becomes a convex curve (the chosen
value for i allows the trajectories to become a convex curve).
g(u,σ) =
1√
2piσ2
e
−u2
2σ2 (5.8)
The CSS feature set (represented in Equation 5.10) is formed by extracting the ten
statistics in Equation 5.9 from the absolute curvature (κ) in Equation 5.4. These are
concatenated with the number of curves (curves) in the CSS image, the total length of
all the curves (lenC) in the CSS image and ten statistics computed from the CSS maxima
(peaks) using Equation 5.9. The details of the ten statistical features have been presented
in Chapter 4.
S = {µ,σ ,skew,kurt,ent,min,max, lmin, lmax,ζ} (5.9)
Where µ is mean, σ is standard deviation, skew is skewness, kurt is kurtosis, ent is
entropy, min is minimum, max is maximum, lmin is local minima, lmax is local maxima
and ζ is zero crossings. All of these values were computed over κ (see Equation 5.10).
cssk, j = {curvesk, j, lenCk, j,κSk, j,cssMaximaSk, j} (5.10)
Where κS is the ten statistics derived from κ , cssMaximaS is the ten statistics derived
from the css maximas and css is the sequence of Curvature Scale Space features used as
part of the motion feature set. The subscripts j and k represents the videos in the dataset
and the frames of these videos respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Figure (a) and (b) are sample flight trajectories of Alexandrine Parakeet
with (e) and (f) being their corresponding CSS images. Figure (c) and (d) are sample
flight trajectories of Nanday Parakeet with (g) and (h) being their corresponding CSS
images. Figure (i) and (j) are sample flight trajectories of Common starling with (m)
and (n) being their corresponding CSS images. Figure (k) and (l) are sample flight
trajectories of Budgerigar (wild-type) with (o) and (p) being their corresponding CSS
images. The vertical axis of all CSS plots ranges from σ = 1 (top) to σ = 13 (bottom)
5.2.2 Turn Based Features
Li et al. (2006) used turn-based features to form trajectory directional histogram, which
was used to describe the statistic directional distribution of vehicle trajectories. The fea-
tures were then used for categorisation, achieving an overall accuracy of 99%. Recently,
Beyan and Fisher (2013a) have used turn-based features as part of a large feature set to
successfully categorise abnormal fish trajectories. Turn-based features was used as part
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of a feature set due to the unpredictable movement made by fish. Birds like fish also have
unpredictable movements, thus it is believed this can be used as part of the feature set for
classification of species.
In order to obtain the shape of each bird flight trajectory turnings were calculated.
They are calculated by finding the slope of bird trajectory between two consecutive frames
as given in Li et al. (2006) for vehicle trajectory classification and in Beyan and Fisher
(2013b) for fish trajectory clustering. From figure 5.2, based on trajectory t, the turn θk
between the points Pk,PkandPk+1 is given by Equation 5.11, used to calculate the turns in
flight trajectories.
θk =

arctan(yk−yk−1xk−xk−1 ), if (xk− xk−1)> 0.
arctan(yk−yk−1xk−xk−1 )+pi, if (xk− xk−1)≤ 0,(yk− yk−1)≥ 0.
arctan(yk−yk−1xk−xk−1 )−pi, if (xk− xk−1)≤ 0,(yk− yk−1)< 0.
(5.11)
Where (xk−xk−1)2−(yk−yk−1)2 6= 0, k = 2 . . .Q−1 and Q= 64 is the length of the
short trajectory defined in Section 5.1. These turn values were used to form a 62-feature
set (see Equation 5.12).
trnk, j = {θk, j} (5.12)
Where θk, j are the values computed in Equation 5.11 over k = 2 . . .Q−1 and j being
the video number, and trnk. j is the sequence of turn features used as part of the motion
feature set, which is also computed over k = 2 . . .Q−1 and j being the video number.
5.2.3 Wing Beat Frequency Based features
Periodic motion features associated with wing beats have been shown by Lazarevic et al.
(2008) to vary among species, and this was proposed by us to provide a useful discrimi-
nating feature for classification of bird species. This includes not only short-scale features
(frequency while flapping), but also others: for example some species characteristically
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Figure 5.2: The figure shows how the slope θk is measured given the two points Pk and
Pk+1.
mix flapping and gliding (Ainley et al., 2015). It has been shown in Chapter 3 that for
bat species a bounding box fitted to the silhouette of a tracked individual can be used to
accurately measure such periodicity features. This method has been demonstrated to out-
perform the state-of-the-art by Cutler and Davis (2000) when compared with the ground
truth. By using these methods mean correct recognition rates of 80%, 48% and 60% were
achieved when the hypothenuse, width and height metrics were used respectively. Even
though it has been shown in the literature (Duberstein et al., 2012; Cullinan et al., 2015)
that the wingbeat of bats and birds can sometimes help in differentiating species, this work
has also confirmed this. The same method was used to extract bird periodic motion as a
1D signal broken into short overlapping windows to cover the three metrics, height, width
and diagonal of the bounding box. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) using equation 5.13
for each of the three time signals, represented as f(x) were computed and the first nine
frequencies from the FFT excluding DC component were extracted.
F(k) =
(N−1)
∑
t=0
f (t)e−i2pikt/N (5.13)
Where f (t) is the signal in the spatial domain with N samples, t = 0 . . .N− 1 and
F(k) in the Frequency Domain (encoding both amplitude and phase) with k = 0 . . .N−1.
In this case N = 128, which is the 64 frame short trajectory with 64 zero padding. The
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effect of the zero padding is to increase the resolution of the computed frequencies, as this
may help discriminate species with closely related frequencies. A larger N should be used
if the samples taken are made up of larger trajectories as this may increase the resolution
and help differentiate tracks much better.
The frequencies extracted from the three signals were concatenated to form a feature
vector of size 27 to represent wing beat frequencies (see Equation 5.14).
f f tk, j = { f f thk, j , f f twk, j , f f tdk, j} (5.14)
f f th represents the top nine frequencies in order of magnitude with the largest first
when the height metric is used as the signal, f f tw the top nine frequencies in order of mag-
nitude with the largest first when the width metric is used as the signal and f f td the top
nine frequencies in order of magnitude with the largest first when the hypotenuse metric
is used. These are all over the k frames and j videos in the dataset. The nine frequencies
were computed using Algorithm 7 and this excludes the DC component. For how the
frequencies are selected see Figure 5.3, which has the top nine frequencies marked with
labels.
Algorithm 7: Finding the top nine peak magnitude and corresponding frequency
of the FFT
1 MAGNITUDES←√ℜ2+ℑ2;∀ FFT output bin.;
2 INDEX ← Find index of top nine MAGNITUDES excluding DC component.;
3 foreach INDEX ← idx do
4 FREQUENCY ← idxFSQ Where FS is the video frame rate (240 HZ)
5 end
6 Return FREQUENCY;
5.2.4 Centroid Distance Function (CDF)
Bashir et al. (2006) have showed that using CDF (also known as shape signature) for
categorisation of features results in better recognition rates compared with CSS features.
Recently, this has also been used by Beyan and Fisher (2013b) as part of their feature set
to discriminate abnormal from normal fish trajectories. CDF is an invariant representation
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Figure 5.3: Figure the top nine frequencies in order of magnitude, with the largest first.
This have been marked with red labels on the figure with P1 being the first selected
frequency and P9 the last.
of the shape of data (Beyan and Fisher, 2013b; Bashir et al., 2006).
In this thesis CDF features were used to represent bird trajectories as they are not
subject to rotational deformation. That is when the trajectory shape is rotated, the shape
representation extracted using CDF remains the same. CDF was calculated by finding the
centre point of the trajectory and calculating the distance of each trajectory point from
this centre, as given by equation 5.15.
cd fk =
√
(xk− xc)2+(yk− yc)2 (5.15)
Where: xc = 1N
64
∑
i=1
x(i), yc = 1N
64
∑
i=1
y(i) and k = 1 . . .64.
To represent the CDF feature set, ten statistical features presented in Equation 5.9
were calculated and which were concatenated to form a 10-CDF feature set (see Equation
5.16).
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cd f ∗k, j = {Scd f k, j} (5.16)
Where Scd f is the ten statistics derived from cd f and cd f ∗ is the sequence of CDF
features used as part of the motion feature set over all videos j and the all frames in those
videos k.
5.2.5 Vicinity
Vicinity features were used by Liwicki et al. (2006) for handwriting recognition, and re-
cently by Beyan and Fisher (2013b) for classifying abnormal fish trajectories. In both
cases, the feature set was made up of vicinity aspect, curliness, slope and linearity. They
were selected to represent part of the motion features, since they consist of features ex-
tracted from each point and takes into consideration their neighbouring points and are
very robust to noisy data.
In this thesis a three point vicinity, which is defined as the point pk and its preceding
(pk−1) and succeeding (pk+1) points enclosed by a bounding box was used (see Figure
5.4). In this case k = 1 . . .Q and Q = 64, which is the length of the short trajectory. Four
vicinity features were extracted, which include curliness, aspect, slope and linearity.
Vicinity curliness (Ck) is the total length of the trajectory in the vicinity (Lk =
|pk−1 pk|+|pk pk+1|) divided by max{δxk,δyk} as in Equation 5.17. Where max{δxk,δyk}
=max{(xk−xk−1),(xk+1−xk),(yk−yk−1) and (yk+1−yk)}, |pk−1 pk| is the distance from
the point pk−1 to pk and |pk pk+1| the distance from pk to pk+1.
Ck =
Lk
max{δxk,δyk} (5.17)
The ten statistical features as in Equation 5.9 were computed from the vicinity curli-
ness features to form the curliness features set (see Equation 5.18). Where curlinessk, j is
the curliness feature set index over k frames and j videos, and SCk, j is the ten statistical
features derived from the computed vicinity curliness.
curlinessk, j = {SCk, j} (5.18)
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Vicinity aspect (Ak) at the point pk given by Equation 5.19, is the ratio of the height
hk to the width wk of the bounding box enclosing the vicinity points {pk−1, pk, pk−2} as
shown in Figure 5.4.
Ak =
hk
wk
(5.19)
The ten statistical features as in Equation 5.9 were computed from the vicinity aspect
features to form the aspect features set (see Equation 5.20). Where aspectk, j is the aspect
feature set index over k frames and j videos, and SAk, j is the ten statistical features derived
from the computed vicinity aspect.
aspectk, j = {SAk, j} (5.20)
Vicinity slope (SLk) as in Equation 5.21 is computed as the cosine of the angle αk of
the straight line from the first to last vicinity point (see Figure 5.4).
SLk = arccos(
(xk+1− xk−1)√
(xk+1− xk−1)2+(yk+1− yk−1)2
) (5.21)
The ten statistical features as in Equation 5.9 were computed from the vicinity slope
features to form this features set (see Equation 5.22). Where slopek, j is the vicinity slope
feature set index over k frames and j videos, and SSLk, j is the ten statistical features derived
from the computed vicinity slope.
slopek, j = {SSLk, j} (5.22)
Vicinity linearity (LNk) is the average square distance between all the points within
the vicinity and the line joining the first and the last point in the vicinity. For the three
point vicinity, there is only one such distance dk (see Figure 5.4). Therefore, in this case,
linearity can be defined as LNk = dk2. Where dk is the perpendicular distance from the
point pk and to the line |pk−1 pk+1|. Again, the ten statistical features as in Equation 5.9
were computed from the vicinity linearity features to form vicinity linearity features set
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Figure 5.4: Three points vicinity, with a bounding box enclosed. The height (hk) and
width (wk) of the bounding box are measured for the computation of vicinity aspect.
The vicinity slope is measured as the cosine of the angle between the first (pk−1) and
last (pk+1) point in the vicinity. Vicinity curliness is measured as total length of the
trajectory within the vicinity (that is the length from pk−1 through pk and to pk+1)
divided by the maximum of the changes in x and y within the vicinity. Vicinity linearity
is the average square distance (dk) from point pk to the line joining points pk−1 and
pk+1.
(see Equation 5.23). Where linearityk, j is the vicinity linearity feature set index over k
frames and j videos, and SSLk, j is the ten statistical features derived from the computed
vicinity linearity.
linearityk, j = {SLNk, j} (5.23)
The feature sets from vicinity curliness, aspect, slope and linearity were then con-
catenated to form a 40-feature set for vicinity (see Equation 5.24), which have been used
to classify species.
vicinityk, j = {curlinessk, j,aspectk, j,slopek, j, linearityk, j} (5.24)
Where vicinity is the sequence of vicinity features used as part of the motion feature
set, index over k frames and j videos.
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows how the curvature θk is measured given three points, the
predecessor Pk−1 and successor Pk+1 points of the point Pk.
5.2.6 Curvature
Liwicki et al. (2006), Chen et al. (2010) and Graves et al. (2009) have used curvature
features successfully in handwriting recognition to determine the writing direction and
have achieved remarkable results. The only work that have applied this directly to animal
trajectories is that by Beyan (2015), which achieved good results as part of a feature set.
Even though this has not yet been used for bird trajectories, bird flight has directional
bearings, which can be measured between frames.
Curvature features have been used in this thesis to represent the shape of bird tra-
jectories. This is computed as the cosine of angle between the lines from a point to its
predecessor point and the one after. From figure 5.5, with trajectory tk and three succes-
sive points represented by Pk−1,PkandPk+1, the curvature cos(θk) is given by the cosine
of angle between the lines |Pk−1Pk| and ||PkPk+1| as shown by Equation 5.26.
cos(θk) =
c2−a2−b2
2ab
(5.25)
Where: a is the distance from trajectory point Pk−1(xk−1,yk−1) to Pk(xk,yk) given by√
(xk−1− xk)2+(yk−1− yk)2. Similarly, b is given by
√
(xk− xk+1)2+(yk− yk+1)2 and
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c is given by
√
(xk−1− xk+1)2+(yk−1− yk+1)2. k = 2 . . .Q−1 and Q = 64 is the length
of the short trajectory defined in Section 5.1
The curvature values were used to calculate statistical moments to represent curva-
ture features. In total ten features including mean, maximum, minimum, standard devia-
tion, number of zero crossings, local minima and maxima, skewness, energy and entropy
of the curvature cos(θk) were extracted (see Equation 5.26).
curk, j = {θSk, j} (5.26)
Where cos(θ)S is the ten statistics derived from cos(θ) in Equation 5.25 over
k = 2 . . .Q− 1 and j the video number and cur is the sequence of curvature features
used as part of the motion feature set also over k = 2 . . .Q−1 and j the video number.
The motion features extracted included curvature scale space, turn based, centroid
distance function, vicinity and curvature based on sine and cosine. Wing-beat frequency
features were also extracted from the width, height and diagonals of the rotated bounding
box fitted on the bird’s silhouette. For some of the motion features, the mean, standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, energy, entropy, maximum, minimum, local maxima, local
minima and number of zero crossings were computed. All these features have been con-
catenated to form the proposed motion feature set (see Equation 5.27) and used to classify
bird species.
Fk, j = { f f tk, j,cssk, j,cd fk, j, trnk, j,vick, j,curk, j} (5.27)
Where f f t is the 27 wing beat frequency features extracted, css is the 22 curvature
scale space features, cd f is the 10 centroid distance function, trn is the 62 turn based
features, vic is the 20 vicinity features and cur is the 10 curvature features. All these
features are computed over k frames of the trajectory and j videos in the dataset.
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5.3 Experiments
Two sets of experimental evaluations were performed which have been presented in this
chapter. They include:
• Quantifying the effectiveness of the motion feature set, across the dataset of thir-
teen classes (eleven bird species, one with three colour forms), using four different
classifiers.
• Quantifying the effectiveness of the complete feature set (combined appearance and
motion), across the dataset of thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one with three
colour forms), using the four different classifiers. This was compared with previous
results in Chapter 4.
The tools used for these experiments, the setup and classifier settings were the same
as reported in Chapter 4. In total, there were 320 features used, which consist of 169
appearances and 151 motion features. 5-fold cross-validation process was used for vali-
dation as discussed in Chapter 4. The standard classifiers settings were also the same as
explained in Chapter 4.
5.4 Results
Two sets of results were presented and evaluated in this section. The first result set uses
only motion features to classify species and the second a combination of appearance and
motion features. These were evaluated on dataset #2 to determine the one that increases
the correct classification rates and improve differentiation of species with fine-grained
appearances.
5.4.1 Evaluation of the Motion Feature Set Results
Table 5.2 shows the results (correct classification rate plus/minus the standard deviation
across the five folds) of the motion feature set using the expanded set of thirteen classes
(eleven bird species, one with three colour forms), with the four standard classifiers. Ta-
ble 5.3 presents the confusion matrix, which uses the RF classifier since it is the best
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performing classifier. The cross-species confusion matrices for the other classifiers have
been presented in Appendix B.
Firstly, the motion features results in Table 5.2 shows the RF, SVM and NB classifiers
to outperformed the RT by between 7% - 13%. The Random Forest (RF) classifier gives
the highest correct classification rate on the extended dataset, thus outperforming the NB,
SVM and RT classifiers by 7%, 8% and 13% respectively. To confirm that the Random
Forest (RF) classifier’s correct classification rate is statistically significant compared with
the other classifiers, the Wilcoxon’s test statistic W is calculated. For RF compared with
NB classifiers, W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 717 and W− = 0), when RF and RT are
compared, W = 0 (this is the smaller of W+ = 670 and W− = 0) and W = 0 (the smaller
of W+ = 668.5 and W− = 0) when RF is compared with the SVM classifier. Since the
NB classifier compared with the RF classifier resulted in a W less than 415, we accept the
alternative hypothesis that the correct classification rate of the RF classifier is significantly
different from that of the NB classifier. This is also true for the RF compared with the RT
and SVM classifiers, as both resulted in a W which is less than 415. Hence, the assertion
that the RF classifier gives the highest correct classification rate, which is statistically
significant from those of the other three classifiers when the seven species dataset is used
with the appearance feature sets.
Secondly, using motion cues alone resulted in a significant decrease in the classi-
fication performance when compared with the proposed appearance features as well as
Marini et al.’s feature set. Considering the extended dataset with the motion cues alone,
the correct classification rates for all classifiers reduced by between 29-47% when com-
pared with the proposed appearance features and between 23-39% when compared with
Marini et al.’s. This is an indication that using motion cues alone may not efficiently
discriminate species.
Appearance-Related Species
Thirdly, an observation of whether motion cues alone can help differentiate between
species of similar appearance was investigated. Given that the RF classifier has shown
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Table 5.2: Correct classification rates by species, based on the motion features with-
out feature selection using the four standard classifiers. These results use the thirteen
classes dataset introduced in the previous chapter and shows ± standard deviation
across the five folds.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 3% ± 0.14% 21% ± 0.82% 13% ± 0.66% 21% ± 0.76%
b=Nanday Parakeet 7% ± 0.34% 15% ± 0.14% 10% ± 0.37% 11% ± 0.47%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 10% ± 0.03% 9% ± 0.37% 9% ± 0.03% 12% ± 0.46%
d=Common House Martin 13% ± 0.08% 45% ± 0.04% 26% ± 0.52% 37% ± 0.09%
e=Eastern Rosella 19% ± 0.60% 9% ± 0.62% 5% ± 0.11% 6% ± 0.12%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 11% ± 0.64% 1% ± 0.00% 7% ± 0.09% 3% ± 0.89%
g=House Sparrow 5% ± 0.24% 15% ± 0.52% 11% ± 0.53% 9% ± 0.25%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 1% ± 0.00% 1% ± 0.00% 6% ± 0.51% 6% ± 0.48%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 17% ± 0.80% 2% ± 0.77% 5% ± 0.87% 5% ± 0.73%
j=Black-headed Gull 85% ± 0.47% 85% ± 0.03% 53% ± 0.13% 68% ± 0.83%
k=Cockatiel 25% ± 0.12% 5% ± 0.31% 10% ± 0.74% 7% ± 0.36%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6% ± 0.12% 7% ± 0.38% 12% ± 0.53% 3% ± 0.45%
m=Common Starling 13% ± 0.03% 24% ± 0.18% 15% ± 0.29% 46% ± 0.21%
Overall Correctly Classified 32% ± 0.38% 38% ± 0.31% 25% ± 0.47% 33% ± 0.58%
Table 5.3: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without fea-
ture selection, using the motion features on the thirteen classes dataset (eleven bird
species, one with three colour forms). %CC is the percentage corectly classified.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 21.1% 9.7% 6.5% 25.2% 0.6% 1.1% 2.7% 0.4% 0.3% 22.5% 3.1% 2.1% 4.7% 21% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 19.1% 15.4% 7.9% 22.9% 0.8% 1.1% 2.6% 0.3% 0.2% 17.2% 3.9% 2.0% 6.7% 15% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 20.1% 12.8% 9.3% 24.3% 0.8% 0.9% 3.1% 0.6% 0.2% 15.5% 3.5% 1.8% 7.2% 9% 5332
d=Common House Martin 4.6% 2.5% 1.4% 45.3% 0.3% 0.6% 1.0% 0.2% 0.0% 40.9% 0.9% 1.6% 0.8% 45% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 12.9% 8.0% 5.7% 21.0% 9.4% 0.7% 1.9% 0.4% 0.3% 30.8% 2.8% 1.9% 4.2% 9% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 8.2% 4.6% 2.8% 10.1% 0.3% 1.3% 2.2% 23.5% 0.1% 17.6% 1.4% 26.4% 1.5% 1% 4329
g=House Sparrow 11.2% 6.6% 4.1% 24.2% 0.4% 0.9% 14.8% 0.6% 0.2% 27.4% 1.4% 1.8% 6.4% 15% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 9.5% 5.9% 3.5% 11.3% 0.4% 16.5% 4.2% 1.2% 0.2% 10.2% 1.9% 32.1% 3.1% 1% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 21.5% 12.4% 8.5% 21.8% 0.8% 1.0% 3.5% 0.3% 2.3% 16.8% 3.7% 1.9% 5.4% 2% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 1.5% 0.7% 0.4% 11.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 84.9% 0.3% 0.4% 0.1% 85% 29695
k=Cockatiel 13.7% 9.1% 5.0% 25.0% 0.6% 0.6% 1.4% 0.3% 0.2% 33.5% 5.3% 1.7% 3.6% 5% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.2% 3.4% 2.1% 18.4% 0.4% 15.4% 2.1% 14.5% 0.2% 28.1% 1.1% 6.8% 1.2% 7% 7030
m=Common Starling 17.2% 12.5% 6.9% 16.8% 0.5% 0.8% 5.4% 0.4% 0.3% 10.9% 2.9% 1.3% 24.0% 24% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 38%
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best overall performance, a detailed cross-species confusion matrix for this classifier, ob-
tained using motion features with the larger dataset, shown in Table 5.3 was provided.
Also, Figure 5.6 shows examples of the Alexandrine Parakeet, Nanday Parakeet and Blue-
crowned Parakeet, which have closely related appearances. However, examples of their
flight trajectories appear dissimilar (Figure 5.7). Now, when motion features alone were
used to classify these species, more misclassifications were recorded than when appear-
ance features alone were used. For example, 2.8% more Alexandrine Parakeets mis-
classified as Nanday Parakeets; 12% more Nanday Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets;
and 12% more Blue-crowned Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets when motion features
were used alone compared with appearance. This suggests that using motion cues alone
may not be sufficient to differentiate between species with closely-related appearances
but when used as a weak classifier may differentiate these species. Even through motion
cues were a weak classifier, the classification rates suggests that it is able to differentiate
between species with similar appearance than when only appearance features were used.
Motion-Related Species
There are three Budgerigar species with nearly the same flight pattern but different colour
forms and were mainly misclassified as other Budgerigar. In particular, 24% and 26%
Budgerigar (yellow) were misclassified as Budgerigar(wild-type) and Budgerigar (blue)
respectively, 17% and 32% Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Budgerigar (yel-
low) and Budgerigar (blue) respectively, and 16% and 15% Budgerigar (blue) were mis-
classifies as Budgerigar (yellow) and Budgerigar (wild-type) respectively. This means
that half the Budgerigar (yellow) and Budgerigar(wild-type) were misclassified as other
Budgerigars and more than a third of the Budgerigar (blue) were misclassified as other
Budgerigars. This is mainly because Budgerigar species only vary by colour and not
motion, and thus explaining why their correct classification rates are low when motion
features are used.
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Figure 5.6: Fine-grained species (Species closely related by appearances) - From left
to right is Alexandrine Parakeet (Psittacula eupatria), b) Nanday Parakeet (Aratinga
nenday), c) Blue-crowned Parakeet (Thectocercus acuticaudatus)
Figure 5.7: Sample tracks of fine-grained species (that are species closely related by ap-
pearances) - From left to right is Alexandrine Parakeet (Psittacula eupatria), b) Nanday
Parakeet (Aratinga nenday), c) Blue-crowned Parakeet (Thectocercus acuticaudatus)
Majority and Minority Sampled Species
Since the datasets were imbalanced, the minority class is expected to produce a low clas-
sification rate (Ramyachitr and Manikandan, 2014; Lee et al., 2009). Most machine learn-
ing algorithms sometimes fail to classify imbalanced data because the classification error
in the majority class is dominated by that of the minority (Ramyachitr and Manikandan,
2014). The RF classifier shows 85% correct classification rate for the majority class us-
ing the thirteen classes dataset. This is 83% higher than the minority class, which is
only 2%. Thus, demonstrating the effect of this imbalanced dataset (imbalanced ratio of
10.1) when motion features are used and the likelihood of redundancy with this feature.
The imbalanced in the dataset also explains why some species with small samples were
generally misclassified as species with larger samples (Black-headed Gulls and Common
House Martin). In particular, 21% and 31% of Eastern Rosella, 18% and 28% of Budgeri-
gar (blue), 10% and 18% Budgerigar (yellow) and 12% and 11% Budgerigar (wild-type)
were misclassified as Black-headed Gulls and Common House Martin respectively. This
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Table 5.4: Table showing the number of videos and images for four randomly under-
sampled datasets based on the thirteen classes dataset. RUS-79 randomly undersampled
the dataset so that all classes with videos greater than 79 were reduced to 79 videos,
RUS-59 randomly undersampled classes to 59 videos, RUS-44 to 44 videos and RUS-
37 to 37 videos.
Species RUS-79 RUS-59 RUS-44 RUS-37# of videos # of images # of videos # of images # of videos # of images # of videos # of images
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 79 7845 59 5618 44 3840 37 3041
b=Nanday Parakeet 60 6246 59 6026 44 4450 37 3999
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 60 5332 59 5307 44 4343 37 3320
d=Common House Martin 79 8970 59 7505 44 5998 37 4771
e=Eastern Rosella 44 3247 44 3247 44 3247 37 2378
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 54 4329 54 4329 44 3147 37 2876
g=House Sparrow 78 5318 59 4098 44 2871 37 2427
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 48 3349 48 3349 44 3268 37 2790
i=Common Wood Pigeon 37 2027 37 2027 37 2027 37 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 79 15065 59 13069 44 10364 37 8973
k=Cockatiel 59 5687 59 5687 44 4630 37 4180
l=Budgerigar (blue) 79 7030 59 5199 44 4093 37 3111
m=Common Starling 71 5392 59 4496 44 3327 37 2662
Totals 827 79837 714 69957 565 55605 481 46555
demonstrates that not only were Budgerigar misclassified among each other as explained
in the previous paragraph, but they were also misclassified as species with larger samples.
Random Under-Sampling (RUS) of the Extended Dataset
The objective of this section is to apply the RUS imbalanced dataset techniques to the ex-
tended dataset and using the motion features to determine if misclassification of samples
in the minority classes as the majority classes are reduced.
Four datasets were formed from the extended dataset by randomly undersampling the
videos in each class in an attempt to balance the dataset. Table 5.4 shows the number of
videos and images in each undersampled dataset. The first dataset (RUS-79) was obtained
by randomly undersampling classes with more than 79 videos to 79, the second dataset
(RUS-59) was obtained by randomly undersampling to 59 videos, and the third (RUS-44)
was randomly undersampled to 44 videos. The final dataset, RUS-37, was obtained by
randomly undersampling all the other classed to the size of the minority class (37 videos).
Species were then classified using the best performing classifier (random forest) and the
motion features extracted from these datasets.
Table 5.6 presents confusion matrix of classification using the RF classifier and RUS-
37 dataset. This is the more balanced dataset, which have been used to explore the effect
of balancing the dataset on smaller sampled classes misclassified as larger ones. Table
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Table 5.5: Correct classification rates by species, based on the motion features without
feature selection using the RF classifier. These results use the thirteen classes dataset
introduced in the previous chapter but resampled using Random Undersampling (RUS).
RUS >79 randomly undersampled the dataset so that all classes with videos greater than
79 were reduced to a maximum of 79 videos, RUS >59 randomly undersampled classes
to a maximum of 59 videos and RUS >44 to a maximum of 44 videos. All results shows
± standard deviation across the five folds.
Species RUS-79 RUS-59 RUS-44 RUS-37
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 29% ± 0.21% 18% ± 0.71% 13% ± 0.38% 12% ± 0.78%
b=Nanday Parakeet 20% ± 0.31% 24% ± 0.39% 23% ± 0.44% 27% ± 0.54%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 12% ± 0.26% 16% ± 0.43% 19% ± 0.69% 16% ± 0.71%
d=Common House Martin 29% ± 0.11% 27% ± 0.99% 27% ± 0.14% 27% ± 0.28%
e=Eastern Rosella 3% ± 0.61% 3% ± 0.79% 12% ± 0.56% 12% ± 0.28%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 4% ± 0.87% 8% ± 0.49% 9% ± 0.77% 9% ± 0.29%
g=House Sparrow 19% ± 0.27% 18% ± 0.75% 14% ± 0.27% 16% ± 0.61%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 2% ± 0.01% 3% ± 0.00% 9% ± 0.39% 10% ± 0.43%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 3% ± 0.11% 4% ± 0.13% 14% ± 0.26% 17% ± 0.72%
j=Black-headed Gull 81% ± 0.07% 82% ± 0.48% 82% ± 0.24% 82% ± 0.46%
k=Cockatiel 10% ± 0.15% 14% ± 0.45% 14% ± 0.74% 17% ± 0.01%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 15% ± 0.65% 13% ± 0.23% 13% ± 0.54% 14% ± 0.53%
m=Common Starling 29% ± 0.12% 24% ± 0.21% 19% ± 0.22% 17% ± 0.03%
Overall Correctly Classified 29% ± 0.34% 29% ± 0.41% 29% ± 0.49% 30% ± 0.56%
5.5 shows the correct classification rates ± standard deviation across the five folds for the
four randomly undersampled dataset.
The result of RUS-37 dataset shows 82% correct classification rate for the majority
class (3% less than when the entire dataset was used). This is 65% more than the minority
class, which is 17%. The correct classification rate of the minority class increased (RUS-
79 is 3%, RUS-59 is 4%, RUS-44 is 14% and RUS-37 is 17%) as the difference in samples
between the majority and minority classes were reduced. This means that balancing the
classes may reduce the bias in classification rates among classes. However, there was an
unnoticeable or no reduction in the overall classification rates as the number of samples
are reduced from RUS-79 to RUS-37.
Even though the species with smaller samples (Budgerigar classes) were still mis-
classified as those with larger samples (particularly, Black-headed Gulls and Common
House Martin), the misclassification reduced (see Table 5.5) when the RUS-37 is com-
pared with the dataset without RUS. In particular, 4.3% and 13.6% less Eastern Rosella,
5.8% and 7.2% less Budgerigar (blue), 8.7% and 2.3% less Budgerigar (yellow) and 0.8%
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Table 5.6: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without fea-
ture selection, using the motion features on the thirteen classes dataset. The dataset
have been randomly undersampled so that the number of video in classes with videos
more than 37 are reduced to a maximum of 37 videos. %CC is the percentage corectly
classified.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 12.0% 16.5% 8.8% 8.5% 2.2% 4.3% 2.5% 2.6% 1.9% 24.5% 9.7% 2.7% 3.7% 12%
b=Nanday Parakeet 8.8% 27.1% 11.8% 6.5% 2.4% 3.3% 2.5% 2.3% 2.4% 16.1% 10.6% 2.1% 4.3% 27%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 9.9% 20.7% 16.0% 5.7% 2.7% 3.6% 3.3% 3.3% 3.0% 13.2% 11.2% 2.8% 4.5% 16%
d=Common House Martin 3.5% 6.1% 3.2% 27.3% 1.3% 3.3% 1.4% 2.1% 0.7% 44.6% 3.3% 2.3% 0.9% 27%
e=Eastern Rosella 7.8% 14.1% 8.3% 7.4% 11.8% 3.2% 1.9% 3.0% 1.9% 26.5% 9.1% 2.4% 2.5% 12%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 8.0% 11.1% 9.8% 7.8% 2.0% 9.3% 3.3% 15.5% 1.3% 8.9% 7.0% 13.8% 2.2% 9%
g=House Sparrow 7.3% 15.6% 8.5% 8.0% 1.9% 4.9% 16.2% 4.5% 2.1% 17.5% 6.5% 2.9% 4.1% 16%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 6.2% 12.1% 7.0% 9.2% 2.3% 16.0% 3.4% 10.0% 3.4% 9.4% 7.6% 11.1% 2.3% 10%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 11.0% 13.7% 14.2% 4.8% 2.8% 3.6% 3.1% 3.1% 16.5% 11.3% 10.5% 2.2% 3.5% 17%
j=Black-headed Gull 1.7% 2.3% 1.1% 6.9% 0.6% 1.0% 0.3% 0.9% 0.3% 82.4% 1.6% 0.7% 0.1% 82%
k=Cockatiel 8.8% 16.8% 8.1% 7.6% 2.3% 3.3% 1.7% 2.4% 1.5% 25.0% 17.4% 2.0% 3.1% 17%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 7.0% 8.6% 6.2% 11.2% 1.8% 7.7% 3.3% 9.0% 1.4% 22.3% 5.9% 13.6% 2.2% 14%
m=Common Starling 8.2% 19.7% 10.3% 6.1% 1.7% 3.0% 3.6% 2.3% 2.4% 12.8% 11.2% 1.8% 16.9% 17%
Overall Correctly Classified 30%
and 2.1% less Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Black-headed Gulls and Com-
mon House Martin respectively. This demonstrates that balancing the dataset has reduced
misclassification of samples in the minority classes as the majority ones.
5.4.2 Evaluation of the Full Feature Set Results
It has been demonstrated in the previous chapter that the appearance features outper-
formed those of Marini et al. on both small and extended datasets using all four standard
classifiers (Random Forest, Random Tree, Naive Bayes and SVM classifiers). This sec-
tion presents an expanded set of comparative results which incorporate the full feature set
of combined features based on the expanded video dataset of thirteen classes (eleven bird
species, one with three different colour forms).
Table 5.7 shows the results (that is correct classification rate plus/minus the standard
deviation across the five folds) of the expanded set of thirteen classes (eleven bird species,
one with three colour forms).
Firstly, the combined appearance and motion features results in Table 5.7, which
shows that the RF, SVM and NB classifiers outperformed the RT by between 4% - 19%.
Again, the Random Forest (RF) classifier gives the highest correct classification rate with
all combinations of features, thus the assertion that this is the most effective classifier of
the four tested for this problem domain. There was evident with the extended dataset,
where the RF classifier outperformed NB, SVM and RT classifiers by 15%, 8% and 19%
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Table 5.7: Correct classification rates by species, based on the combined features
without feature selection using the four standard classifiers. These results use the thir-
teen classes (eleven bird species, one with three colour forms) introduced in Chapter
4 and shows ± standard deviation across the five folds.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 40% ± 0.62% 81% ± 0.84% 52% ± 0.07% 60% ± 0.55%
b=Nanday Parakeet 53% ± 0.88% 80% ± 0.13% 50% ± 0.52% 56% ± 0.77%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 57% ± 0.75% 83% ± 0.21% 59% ± 0.43% 66% ± 0.35%
d=Common House Martin 90% ± 0.06% 99% ± 0.67% 84% ± 0.51% 98% ± 0.35%
e=Eastern Rosella 51% ± 0.32% 70% ± 0.77% 44% ± 0.63% 44% ± 0.15%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 70% ± 0.13% 79% ± 0.52% 51% ± 0.32% 78% ± 0.03%
g=House Sparrow 59% ± 0.53% 63% ± 0.04% 44% ± 0.19% 52% ± 0.83%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 34% ± 0.57% 45% ± 0.61% 33% ± 0.05% 33% ± 0.49%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 55% ± 0.65% 53% ± 0.71% 39% ± 0.25% 48% ± 0.25%
j=Black-headed Gull 84% ± 0.14% 99% ± 0.11% 85% ± 0.17% 97% ± 0.77%
k=Cockatiel 63% ± 0.13% 81% ± 0.25% 49% ± 0.64% 68% ± 0.36%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 56% ± 0.56% 68% ± 0.74% 49% ± 0.68% 53% ± 0.89%
m=Common Starling 70% ± 0.37% 71% ± 0.46% 45% ± 0.81% 75% ± 0.37%
Overall Correctly Classified 69% ± 0.44% 85% ± 0.47% 65% ± 0.41% 76% ± 0.47%
respectively. The SVM classifier similarly had a better performance than either NB or
Random Tree on the same dataset. Observing cross-species correct classification rates of
the RF and SVM classifiers show that the RF classifier outperformed the SVM classifier
on all species except the Common Starling class, where the SVM had 10% more correct
classification rate than the RF.
Again, the statistical significance of the Random Forest (RF) classifier’s correct clas-
sification rate compared with the other classifiers were undertaken by computing the
Wilcoxon’s test statistic W . When the RF classifier was compared with NB, W = 0 (the
smaller of W+= 665 and W−= 0), W = 0 (this is the smaller of W+= 577.5 and W−= 0)
when RF and RT were compared and W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 640.5 and W− = 0)
when RF is compared with the SVM classifier. Since the NB classifier compared with
the RF resulted in a W = 0, which is less than 415, we accept the alternative hypothesis
that the correct classification rate of the RF classifier is significantly different from that of
the NB. This is also true for the RF compared with the RT and SVM classifiers. Hence,
the assertion that the RF classifier gives the highest correct classification rate, which is
statistically significant from those of the other three classifiers when the thirteen classes
dataset is used with the appearance feature sets.
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Comparing the combined feature set (motion and appearance) with only the appear-
ance features (see Chapter 4), it is evident that the naive addition of the motion features
makes little difference to classifier performance. Considering the combined feature set,
the addition of motion features increased the performance of the NB and SVM classifiers
by 15% and 6% respectively and decreased the performance of RF and RT classifiers by
1% and 3% respectively. The results in Section 5.4.1 showed that motion features can be
used as a weak classifier, motivating the exploration of effective feature selection, which
will be presented in the next section.
Appearance-Related Species
This is further motivated by an examination of the fine-grained performance of the pro-
posed method; that is, differentiation between species of similar appearance. Given that
the RF classifier has shown best overall performance, a detailed cross-species confusion
matrix for this classifier was provided which was obtained using combined features with
the larger dataset, shown in Table 5.8. The cross-species confusion matrix for the other
classifiers have been presented in Appendix C. When appearance features alone are used
to classify these species, more misclassifications are recorded than when combined (ap-
pearance and motion features) are used. For example, the misclassification of Alexan-
drine Parakeets as Nanday Parakeets reduce by 0.4%; Nanday Parakeets as Alexandrine
Parakeets by 0.8%; and Blue-crowned Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets by 1.9% the
combined results are compared with appearance. This suggests that merging appearance
and motion features may increase the correct classification rates for species with closely-
related appearances.
Motion-Related Species
The three Budgerigar species have different colour form, thus the low misclassification
among these species when only appearance features were used in Chapter 4. In this
Chapter, when motion features alone are used for classification, nearly half of Budgeri-
gar(yellow) and Budgerigar(wild-type) were misclassified as other Budgerigars. Using
the combined features, misclassification among these species reduced compared to when
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Table 5.8: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without feature
selection, using the combined features on the thirteen classes dataset (eleven bird
species, one with three colour forms). %CC is the percentage corectly classified.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 80.6% 6.6% 2.1% 0.5% 0.2% 1.3% 0.5% 0.8% 0.2% 3.1% 1.4% 2.4% 0.4% 81% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 6.4% 79.6% 3.5% 3.4% 0.4% 1.8% 0.2% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8% 1.2% 0.8% 0.8% 80% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 6.3% 4.9% 82.6% 1.5% 0.4% 0.8% 0.3% 0.6% 0.1% 0.6% 0.3% 1.4% 0.2% 83% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 98.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 99% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 3.4% 3.5% 2.1% 1.3% 69.8% 1.7% 0.8% 0.9% 0.2% 8.6% 2.2% 5.3% 0.3% 70% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 6.7% 3.3% 1.5% 1.0% 0.4% 79.0% 1.4% 1.2% 0.0% 2.6% 1.5% 1.1% 0.2% 79% 4329
g=House Sparrow 1.0% 0.2% 0.2% 18.2% 0.2% 0.9% 62.6% 0.3% 0.0% 5.4% 1.2% 1.2% 8.6% 63% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 12.1% 6.4% 5.5% 2.7% 1.5% 6.3% 2.6% 44.9% 0.5% 9.6% 3.6% 3.5% 0.9% 45% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 4.8% 8.8% 5.2% 3.5% 0.5% 0.6% 1.0% 0.4% 53.2% 12.9% 3.8% 1.5% 3.7% 53% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.5% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 98.8% 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 99% 29695
k=Cockatiel 0.4% 0.5% 0.1% 5.9% 0.4% 0.6% 1.4% 0.2% 0.0% 5.5% 80.5% 0.4% 4.2% 81% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 2.8% 0.9% 0.3% 2.1% 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 0.6% 0.1% 21.4% 1.8% 67.6% 0.4% 68% 7030
m=Common Starling 1.1% 0.6% 0.3% 10.9% 0.1% 0.9% 10.3% 0.1% 0.0% 1.5% 3.1% 0.3% 70.8% 71% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 85%
motion features were used. Nearly one-twentieth of these Budgerigar species were mis-
classified as other Budgerigars. Particularly, 1.2% and 1.1% Budgerigar (yellow) were
misclassified as Budgerigar(wild-type) and Budgerigar (blue) respectively, 6.3% and
3.5% Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Budgerigar (yellow) and Budgerigar
(blue) respectively, and 0.6% Budgerigar (blue) were misclassified as Budgerigar (yellow)
and Budgerigar (wild-type) respectively. This suggests that even though motion features
causes misclassification among these species, their distinct colour help reduce this when
combined features are used.
Majority and Minority Sampled Species
On the thirteen classes dataset, the classification rate for the majority class (Black-headed
Gull) is between 85% - 99% for all four standard classifiers and the minority class (Com-
mon Wood Pigeon) is between 39% - 55% (see Table 5.7). The minority class was not the
class with the lowest classification rate but rather the Budgerigar (wild-type) class, with
a classification rate of approximately 18% - 45% across all four classifiers. The confu-
sion matrix Table 5.8 shows that 12.9% of minority class (Common Wood Pigeon) were
misclassified as majority class (Black-headed Gull). This was 9.6% for the Budgerigar
(wild-type) class, which was the next class with lower samples after the Common Wood
Pigeon class. However, Budgerigar (wild-type) had the lowest correct classification rate
as nearly a quarter (24.1%) were misclassified as Parakeets (12.1% as Alexandrine Para-
keet, 6.4% as Nanday Parakeet and 5.6% as Blue-crowned Parakeet). The reason for this
misclassification is that Budgerigar (wild-type) is more related in appearance (colour) to
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Table 5.9: Correct classification rates by species, based on the combined features
without feature selection using the RF classifier. These results use the thirteen classes
dataset introduced in the previous chapter but resampled using Random Undersam-
pling (RUS). RUS-79 randomly undersampled the dataset so that all classes with videos
greater than 79 were reduced to 79 videos, RUS-59 randomly undersampled classes to
59 videos, RUS-44 to 44 videos and RUS-37 to 37 videos. All results shows± standard
deviation across the five folds.
Species RUS-79 RUS-59 RUS-44 RUS-37
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 81% ± 0.21% 78% ± 0.05% 78% ± 0.58% 82% ± 0.36%
b=Nanday Parakeet 80% ± 0.83% 83% ± 0.31% 80% ± 0.62% 86% ± 0.13%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 83% ± 0.29% 86% ± 0.73% 89% ± 0.37% 87% ± 0.14%
d=Common House Martin 97% ± 0.85% 97% ± 0.03% 97% ± 0.84% 97% ± 0.51%
e=Eastern Rosella 72% ± 0.12% 74% ± 0.15% 79% ± 0.65% 80% ± 0.69%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 81% ± 0.32% 84% ± 0.65% 82% ± 0.19% 84% ± 0.85%
g=House Sparrow 69% ± 0.87% 69% ± 0.56% 66% ± 0.11% 70% ± 0.08%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 50% ± 0.78% 54% ± 0.87% 61% ± 0.42% 62% ± 0.02%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 56% ± 0.74% 58% ± 0.64% 63% ± 0.29% 65% ± 0.25%
j=Black-headed Gull 98% ± 0.24% 98% ± 0.59% 98% ± 0.31% 98% ± 0.34%
k=Cockatiel 81% ± 0.54% 82% ± 0.53% 85% ± 0.57% 86% ± 0.16%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 77% ± 0.61% 72% ± 0.11% 72% ± 0.11% 69% ± 0.43%
m=Common Starling 72% ± 0.76% 72% ± 0.72% 70% ± 0.34% 70% ± 0.84%
Overall Correctly Classified 82% ± 0.48% 82% ± 0.56% 83% ± 0.57% 83% ± 0.49%
the Parakeet species. The Budgerigar classes were also with smaller samples and there-
fore misclassified as the majority class (Black-headed Gull). There were 9.6%, 7.2% and
2.7% Budgerigar (wild-type), Budgerigar (blue) and Budgerigar (yellow) respectively,
that were misclassified as Black-headed Gull.
Random Under-Sampling (RUS) of the Extended Dataset
The objective of this section is to apply the RUS imbalanced dataset techniques to the
extended dataset and using the combined features to determine if misclassification of
samples in the minority classes (especially, the three Budgerigar classes) as the majority
are reduced. RUS-37 dataset, which was obtained by undersampling videos in classes
with more than 37 videos was used. This undersampled dataset has been described in
Section 5.4.1 and has been used in this section to perform experiments, as it is the most
balanced dataset out of the four undersampled.
Table 5.10 presents confusion matrix of classification using the combined feature set
with RUS-37 dataset. This is the more balanced dataset, which was used to explore the
effect of balancing the dataset on smaller sampled classes that are being misclassified as
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Table 5.10: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier without
feature selection, using the combined features on the thirteen classes dataset. The
dataset have been randomly undersampled so that the number of video in classes with
videos more than 37 are reduced to a maximum of 37 videos. %CC is the percentage
corectly classified.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 81.9% 5.6% 1.7% 0.3% 0.4% 2.8% 0.5% 2.1% 0.6% 1.7% 1.2% 1.1% 0.2% 82% 3041
b=Nanday Parakeet 3.4% 85.8% 2.4% 0.8% 0.5% 1.7% 0.1% 1.0% 1.0% 0.6% 1.6% 0.4% 0.7% 86% 3999
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 3.9% 3.0% 86.9% 0.2% 0.9% 1.1% 0.2% 1.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 0.4% 0.2% 87% 3320
d=Common House Martin 0.3% 0.9% 0.1% 96.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.4% 0.3% 0.0% 0.6% 97% 4771
e=Eastern Rosella 0.9% 2.9% 1.7% 0.3% 80.3% 0.3% 0.3% 1.4% 0.3% 5.7% 3.2% 2.6% 0.0% 80% 2378
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 1.9% 3.9% 1.9% 0.4% 1.3% 83.6% 0.7% 1.9% 0.3% 1.7% 2.2% 0.3% 0.1% 84% 2876
g=House Sparrow 0.4% 0.4% 0.2% 10.3% 0.1% 1.8% 70.3% 0.8% 0.1% 2.4% 2.1% 0.2% 11.0% 70% 2427
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 5.0% 6.3% 4.0% 1.7% 2.2% 6.3% 1.7% 62.0% 1.5% 4.1% 3.1% 1.5% 0.6% 62% 2790
i=Common Wood Pigeon 2.1% 8.5% 5.4% 2.5% 1.2% 1.5% 1.1% 1.3% 65.3% 1.2% 6.5% 0.5% 2.9% 65% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.2% 0.2% 0.0% 0.6% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 98.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 98% 8973
k=Cockatiel 0.3% 0.7% 0.1% 3.7% 0.5% 0.6% 1.1% 0.2% 0.1% 3.6% 85.9% 0.7% 2.4% 86% 4180
l=Budgerigar (blue) 0.8% 0.9% 0.2% 1.8% 2.9% 0.6% 0.8% 1.5% 0.1% 18.7% 2.5% 68.7% 0.7% 69% 3111
m=Common Starling 0.3% 1.1% 0.5% 8.4% 0.1% 0.6% 11.1% 0.3% 0.3% 1.2% 6.5% 0.2% 69.6% 70% 2662
Overall Correctly Classified 83% 46555
larger ones. Table 5.9 shows the correct classification rates ± standard deviation across
the five folds using the RF classifier on the resampled RUS-37, RUS-44, RUS-59 and
RUS-79 datasets.
The result of the RUS-37 dataset shows 98% correct classification rate for the ma-
jority class (1% less than when the entire dataset was used). The correct classification
rate for the minority class is 65% which is 12% higher than when the entire dataset was
used (53%). The difference between the majority and minority class reduced by 13%,
when the undersampled dataset was used (RUS-37). This may mean that with equal sized
classes, the bias in correct classification rate between the majority and minority classes
may reduce. Again, there was a noticeable a reduction in the overall classification rates
as the number of samples are reduced from RUS-79 to RUS-37.
Although classes with smaller samples (i.e. Budgerigar classes) were still misclas-
sified as those with larger samples, particularly, Black-headed Gulls and Common House
Martin, the misclassification reduced when the dataset was undersampled to 37 videos
per class (RUS-37). In particular, 2.9% and 1.0% less Eastern Rosella, 2.7% and 0.3%
less Budgerigar (blue), 0.9% and 0.6% less Budgerigar (yellow) and 5.4% and 0.1% less
Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Black-headed Gulls and Common House
Martin respectively. This again, demonstrates that balancing the dataset may reduce mis-
classification of species in the minority classes as the majority ones.
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Table 5.11: Classifiers training times in seconds.
Appearance Motion Marini
NB SVM RT RF NB SVM RT RF NB SVM RT RF
Mean 157.51 152.1 99.16 114.21 202.65 202.72 110.12 180.13 85.74 87.45 65.33 97.34
Min 141.95 136.67 89.16 102.32 186.38 186.35 98.24 120.86 66.07 67.66 44.98 71.38
Max 202.33 196.31 108.74 141.22 238.03 238.31 150.56 220.49 157.71 159.94 120.14 170.13
σ 11.00 10.82 6.74 9.97 14.94 15.08 10.01 9.95 19.48 19.64 16.86 21.01
5.4.3 Performance Evaluation
This section empirically compares the computational performance of the proposed classi-
fiers with those of Marini et al. (2013), and ascertain whether they are capable of running
in real-time on standard computer hardware. To achieve this the seven species dataset
was used to perform experiments on a Mac book pro laptop running OS X 10.9.5, with
2.5 GHz Processor and 4 GB Ram. The algorithms and classifiers were all written in C++
with XCode 5.1.1 and OpenCV 3.0. Both the classification and recognition phases were
tested individually.
To compare the performance of the training phase, a software timing function (mil-
lisecond accuracy) was utilised by recording the time in millisecond taken to build Ran-
dom Trees, Random Forest, Naive Bayes and SVM classifiers for the appearance feature
set, motion-feature set, and Marini et al.’s algorithm. The timings include both image
feature extraction and training stages, using a five-fold cross-validation technique (as ac-
cording to the reported experimental setup). The timings were run for each classifier 50
times so that an estimate a mean value, and also the standard deviation, minimum, and
maximum timings in each case will be recorded. Results are shown in Table 5.11.
To compare performance for the classification phase a set of experiments similar
to the above were performed. For each classifier, a set of 1500 individual birds were
used, and recording the time taken to classify the entire set. This includes both the feature
extraction, and the actual classification using Random Trees, Random Forest, Naive Bayes
and SVM with the appearance features, motion features, and Marini et al.’s feature set.
Again, the experimental runs were repeated 50 times, and the mean time (for all 1500
birds), standard deviation, minimum and maximum values were computed, as shown in
Table 5.12. The mean was also divided by 1500 to calculate an indicative time for a single
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Table 5.12: Classification times for 1,500 birds in seconds and the estimated classifi-
cation times for a single bird in milliseconds.
Appearance Motion Marini
NB SVM RT RF NB SVM RT RF NB SVM RT RF
Mean/1500 Birds 13.43 13.43 12.48 14.10 18.01 18.07 16.28 19.94 7.67 7.72 6.98 7.91
Min/1500 Birds 12.05 12.05 11.98 13.01 16.56 16.61 14.68 17.42 5.91 5.96 4.72 6.61
Max/1500 Birds 17.37 17.36 16.38 18.42 21.16 21.25 19.42 22.98 14.05 14.16 12.98 15.98
σ /1500 Birds 0.96 0.96 0.84 1.01 1.33 1.34 1.14 1.49 1.73 1.75 1.69 1.98
Mean/Birds (in ms) 8.95 8.95 8.32 9.40 12.01 12.05 10.85 13.29 5.11 5.15 4.65 5.27
bird which represents "in the field" performance for the system.
From Table 5.11, it can be seen that using the appearance features, training took on
average 157.51, 152.1, 99.16 and 114.21 seconds with the Naive Bayes, SVM, Random
Tree and Random Forest respectively. Marini et al. (2013) was faster with 85.74, 87.45,
65.33 and 97.34 seconds. The motion features took 202.65, 202.72, 110.12 and 180.13
seconds respectively. As expected, the training times were slower with larger feature sets
but very acceptable for off-line training. Comparison of the four classifiers (NB, RF, RT
and SVM) shows little variation using the same features, and this illustrates clearly that
it is the feature extraction process, rather than the training process, which dominates the
time required for the training phase. The training complexity of SVM is of the order
O(nd) (Keerthi et al., 2006), and Naive Bayes training complexity has been shown sim-
ilarly to be of order O(nd) (Zheng and Webb, 2005), where n is the number of training
samples and d is the feature dimension. The computational complexity of a random tree
based on unpruned CART trees is of the order O(ndLog(n)) (Hall et al., 2011). Random
forest models are unpruned CART trees. Thus, if you grow M trees, then its computa-
tional complexity becomes O(M(ndLog(n))) O(M(mnLog(n)) (Biau, 2012). Given the
large set of features, we expect the complexity of the training phase to be approximately
linear in the number of training samples, since both the dominant feature extraction pro-
cess and training, are both linear.
From Table 5.12, the observation was that, Marini et al.’s returns a classification
slightly faster than either appearance-based or motion-based classifiers. The classification
complexity of SVM, Random Trees, Random Forest and Naive Bayes are all of the order
O(d) (Zheng and Webb, 2005; Keerthi et al., 2006), which means that the time it takes
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to classify a bird is linearly dependent on the feature dimension. However, the results
indicate that the choice of a classifier makes relatively little difference to performance,
which again is heavily dominated by the feature extraction process. Crucially, and despite
an approximate doubling of processing time when compared with Marini et al.’s, both the
motion and appearance-based feature sets are able to return a single classification in less
than 10ms. Even when appearance and motion features are combined, a single bird is
classified in approximately 20ms, which is more than suitable for real-time application.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter described the use of the proposed motion and combined feature sets for
automated classification of flying bird species. Four classifiers (Random trees, Random
forest, Naive Bayes and SVM) were used to evaluate the proposed feature sets experimen-
tally. Supporting experimental results in which these feature sets were utilised to classify
species based on the thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one with three colour forms)
datasets were also presented.
Experiments show that the RF classifier had the best classification rate across all
datasets. Results from this classifier were used to perform various evaluations presented
in this chapter. The automated classification of species using the motion features alone
showed a more than 10% correct classification rate for most species. Thus establishing
their usefulness for classification of species and hypothesising that they will be most ef-
fective for species at a distance, where coloured features are more likely to attenuate.
Observation of whether motion cues alone can help differentiate between species
with similar appearance, revealed that they may not be sufficient to differentiate these
species but may be used as a weak classifier. Even though motion cues can be used
as a weak classifier, its classification rates suggests that it can help differentiate species
with similar appearances. When appearance features alone are used to classify these
species, more misclassifications are recorded compared with the combined (appearance
and motion) features.
The experiments also showed that the three Budgerigar species, with nearly the same
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flight pattern, were misclassified as the other Budgerigars. Precisely, more than half
Budgerigar (yellow) and Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as other Budgerigars
and more than a third of Budgerigar (blue) were also misclassified as the other Budgeri-
gars. This is probably because Budgerigars varies by colour and not motion and hence
their low correct classification rates when only motion features are used.
The RF classifier with the thirteen classes dataset shows 83% more correct classi-
fication when compared with the minority class, which is only 2%. This may be due
to the imbalanced nature of the dataset or it being redundant. Another observation of
the results shows that species with small samples were also generally misclassified as
species with larger samples (Black-headed Gulls and Common House Martin). In partic-
ular, Budgerigars had smaller samples and thus were in some cases misclassified as either
Black-headed Gulls and Common House Martin.
The naive addition of the motion features to the appearance made little difference to
the overall classifier performance when compared with only appearance. The combined
features set increased the performance of the NB and SVM classifiers by 15% and 6%
respectively, but made no difference to RF and decreased the performance of RT classifier
by 3%. When experiments were performed with only motion features, the results show
that they can be used as a weak classifier, thus, motivating the exploration of effective
features selection in the following chapter.
Finally, the computational complexity of the models were compared with the state-
of-the-art, through both empirical evaluations to determine if the algorithms are capable
of running real-time. It was established that work in the state-of-the-art method by Marini
et al. was slightly faster due to the smaller feature set used. The proposed algorithm was
also shown to be capable of running comfortably in real-time.
The following chapter will explore the selection of important features using
correlation- and classifier-based feature selection techniques. This is believe to help elim-
inate irrelevant and superfluous features and improve correct classification rates.
Chapter 6
Feature Selection for the Bird Species
Problem
In the previous chapter, a comparison between experiments performed using the com-
bined features and appearance was made. This revealed an increase in overall correct
classification rate for the NB and SVM classifier and a small or no reduction in correct
classification rates for the RT and RF classifier when the combined features were used. In
particular, there was no increase in classification rate when RF classifier was used. The
NB and SVM classifiers showed an increase in correct classification rate by 15% and 6%
respectively whiles the RT classifier decreased it classification rate by 3%. The last ex-
periment performed using only the motion features showed that they can be used as weak
classifiers, thus motivating the exploration of feature selection to optimise classification
performance. All the methods above use large feature sets (320 features), but the pres-
ence of redundant or irrelevant features may affect classification rates negatively (Hall,
1999; Yu and Liu, 2003). Thus we consider that feature (dimensionality) reduction and/or
selection is an important aspect of the fine-grained bird species identification problem.
The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to eliminate redundant and irrelevant
features from the combined feature set and to determine if correct classification rates can
further be improved. Specifically, we explore and compare feature selection methods
to remove redundant features, and show that using a refined subset of the original 320
features may significantly improve recognition rates on the dataset of thirteen classes.
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The selected optimal features were used with the four standard classifiers to classify
species and comparatively evaluate relative performance. We finally identify the most
important motion features and determine the contribution made by these features to effec-
tively classify species. The major contribution of this chapter is the use of feature selection
and reduction techniques to improve correct classification rates of the combined feature
set, and to demonstrate the relative importance of motion features within this reduced set.
The chapter is organised into the following sections:
• Section 6.1 succinctly introduces the datasets used in this chapter and gives a brief
overview of processing architecture used.
• Feature selection techniques are described in Section 6.2 and the experimental setup
in Section 6.3.
• In Sections 6.4 and 6.5, evaluation and experimental results are presented, which
includes a comparison of different classifiers and feature selection techniques, over-
all system performance, and concludes with an analysis of the relative contribution
of motion features to effective recognition.
• Finally, conclusions are drawn to the chapter in Section 6.6, which include a brief
introduction to what will be described in the next chapter.
6.1 Datasets, Methods and Preprocessing
The dataset used for experiments in this chapter is an extended set of videos covering
thirteen classes made up of eleven unique species with one (Budgerigar (Melopsittacus
Undulatus)), having three colour forms. This has a total of 957 videos, representing
103,393 image frames. This dataset has been described in detail in Chapter 4. This dataset
was chosen for experiments in this chapter as it is an extensive dataset, representing more
species than the other datasets.
For each video, birds’ silhouettes were extracted using the background Gaussian
mixture model proposed by Zivkovic and van der Heijden (2006) which was introduced
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in Chapter 3. To detect the connected components, contours were obtained from the bi-
nary image using the contour algorithm proposed by Suzuki et al. (1985), also described
in Chapter 3. An oriented bounding box was fitted to each silhouette and a selection of
metrics (height, width and hypotenuse, centroid, silhouette and contour points) were mea-
sured. Colour moments, shape moments, greyscale histogram, Gabor filter and log-polar
features were extracted from the segmented silhouettes to represent appearance features.
The details of these have been presented in Chapter 4.
Before extracting motion features, the centroids of the segmented bird silhouettes
were first extracted from each frame of the videos. The 2D centroid position was used to
form a trajectory in the image frame, details of which have been presented in Chapter 5.
Motion features, including curvature scale space (CSS), turn-based, wing-beat frequency,
centroid distance function (CDF), vicinity and curvature based on sine and cosine were
extracted from these trajectories.
Most of the appearance and motion features were represented as statistical features to
provide information about the variability and the distribution of the data and also to enable
classification in real time, as statistical features reduce the size of the feature set. The
statistical features computed include the mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
energy, entropy, maximum, minimum, local maxima, local minima and number of zero
crossings. Again, details of these have been provided in Chapter 4. The experiments
discribed in this chapter uses motion and/or appearance features which have also been
detailed in Chapter 5.
6.2 Feature Selection Techniques
Two feature selection techniques were used to determine which features are most impor-
tant in the combined feature set. One technique was selected from the filter methods and
the other from the wrapper methods. This was because different methods return different
features and comparing the results of different methods will ensure the right features are
selected for the classification model. The filter methods can be used to select important
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features ranked using classifier independent methods such as Fisher score, Pearson cor-
relation coefficient, mutual information or relief. The wrapper methods use the machine
learning algorithm to measure the worth of feature subsets. The filter method uses the
correlation-based feature selection technique, which is a faster algorithm with the premise
that good features are highly correlated with the class yet uncorrelated with each other.
This method was selected as it is faster and classifier independent. The wrapper method
used is the classifier-based feature selection method, which is based on the random forest
classifier. This method was used for two reasons: firstly, the classifier used is the best
performing classifier and secondly, it is a state-of-the-art wrapper technique. These two
methods will be detailed in the following two sections.
6.2.1 Classifier-based Feature Selection Method
The classifier-based feature selection is based on the Random Forest classifier (Breiman
(2001)). This method introduces a random permutation into the learning process, in order
to produce multiple decision trees from a single dataset (thus forming a "forest"). Ag-
gregation techniques, such as majority voting, are then used to combine the predictions
from all of the trees. The method combines Breiman’s "Bagging" (Breiman, 1996) whilst
injecting random perturbations into the feature selection, for building a collection of de-
cision trees with a controlled variance. The dataset is split into a training set and a test
set, known as the out of bag cases, in a Random Forest classification problem.
The use of the Random Forest classifier for feature selection was first introduced
by Breiman (2001). The algorithm have been briefly presented in Algorithms 8 and 9.
There were two methods defined in his work, namely Gini importance and permutation
importance. Gini importance is a fast variable importance method, which is based on
the Gini impurity index (see Equation 6.1) used for the calculation of tree splits during
training, and is obtained by adding up the Gini decrease for each feature over all trees in
the forest.
G =
nclasses
∑
i=1
pi(1− pi) (6.1)
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Where nclasses is the number of classes in the target variable and pi is the proportion
of samples that belong to the class i. However, this thesis used permutation importance,
which is widely used with Random Forests and it is also known to have better performance
than Gini importance (Louppe et al., 2013). The variable importance of a feature using
the permutation importance technique is computed as the mean decrease in the model’s
accuracy on the out of bag samples, when the values of the respective feature are randomly
permuted.
In this case, taking F = {X1, . . . ,XN} of numerical input features and Y categorical
outputs; then, for some Xi ∈ F , we randomly permute the values of the variable Xi in
the out of bag observations OOB, and put this down the tree. We then find the number of
votes cast for the correct class for the permuted Xi data (POOBXi), and the number of votes
for the correct class in the original out of bag data (OOBXi). We averaged the difference
between the permuted and original over all the trees in the forest (ntrees), as given in
equation (6.2), to the variable importance of the Xi variable MXi . All the variables were
then arranged in descending order of variable importance (MXi) to perform the feature
rankings presented in the experimental work.
MXi =
1
ntrees
ntrees
∑
t=1
(POOBtXi−OOBtXi) (6.2)
Algorithm 8: Random Forest Algorithm. Adapted from Breiman (2001)
1 Draw ntrees bootstrap samples from the original data;
2 For each of the bootstrap samples, grow an unpruned classification tree, using
bagging. Randomly sample the predictors and choose the best split from among
those variables;
3 Predict new data by aggregating the predictions of the ntrees trees and using
majority votes to determine class;
6.2.2 Correlation-based Feature Selection Method
The correlation-based method used is based on the work of Hall (1999), which was imple-
mented in Hall et al. (2009). To use this method, a feature-to-class and feature-to-feature
correlations matrices are first calculated from the dataset using Pearson’s correlation r f1 f2
with standardised variables, as described by Equation 6.3.
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Algorithm 9: OOB Error Rate. Adapted from Breiman (2001)
1 Algorithm OOB Error Rate;
2 At each bootstrap iteration, predict "out-of-bag" (OOB) data using the tree grown
with the bootstrap sample;
3 Aggregate the OOB predictions and calcuate the error rate (OOB estimate error
rate);
r f1 f2 =
∑ f1 f2
nσ f1σ f2
(6.3)
f1 and f2 are two continuous variables expressed in terms of deviations. The feature
subset space is searched using a best-first search algorithm (see Algorithm 10 adapted
from Hall (1999)) in order to determine the most effective subset of features. An ad-
vantage of this method is that if the path currently being explored begins to return less
promising results, the best first search can backtrack to a previous subset and continue the
search from there. The merits of each feature subset are then computed using equation
6.4.
Ms =
k ¯rc f√
k+ k(k−1) ¯r f f
(6.4)
Ms is the merit of feature subset containing k features, ¯rc f is the mean feature-class
correlation ( f ∈ S) and ¯r f f is the average feature-to-feature inter-correlation. In this con-
text, the numerator gives an indication of how predictive groups of features are, and the
denominator represents the level of redundancy among them. Now, assuming the sub-
set S = { f1, f2, f3, f4 . . . fk} contains k features, then the feature-to-feature correlation can
expressed as Equation 6.5.
¯r f f =
k−1
∑
i=1
k
∑
j=i+1
r f f { fi, f j}
kC2
(6.5)
r f f{ fi, f j} is the pairwise correlation of feature fi with f j, and
kC2 is the number of
pairwise combination that is possible from the subset S without repetitions. Also, the
feature-class correlation can be calculated using Equation 6.6
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¯rc f =
k
∑
i=0
rc f { fi,ci}
k
(6.6)
Where r f c{ fi,c j} is the pairwise correlation of feature fi with class c j. All the variables
were then arranged in descending order of merit (Ms) to perform the feature selection
experiment.
Algorithm 10: Best First Search Algorithm. Adapted from Hall (1999)
1 OPEN← startstate;
2 CLOSED← /0;
3 BEST ← startstate;
4 Lets = argmaxe(x);
5 OPEN← OPEN− s;
6 CLOSED←CLOSED+ s;
7 if e(x)≥ e(x) then
8 BEST ← s
9 end
10 For each child t of s /∈ OPEN or CLOSED;
11 OPEN← OPEN+ t;
12 if BEST changed then
13 goto 4
14 else
15 Return BEST
16 end
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 have been used to exemplify these. In order to calculate the heuris-
tic merits (Ms), the correlation matrix (Table 6.1) for feature-feature and feature-class are
first calculated using the Pearson correlation Equation 6.3. Heuristic merits (Ms) are then
calculated using the correlation matrix. Note that the feature-feature and feature-class cor-
relations for at most two features can be referenced directly from Table 6.1. For example,
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Table 6.1: Example correlation matrix calculated with sample features from dataset #2.
a b c d e f class
a 1.000 0.096 0.112 0.033 0.043 0.053 0.122
b 1.000 0.142 0.022 0.156 0.177 0.185
c 1.000 0.311 0.145 0.233 0.324
d 1.000 0.033 0.133 0.135
e 1.000 0.000 0.223
f 1.000 0.034
the subset {a}, has k = 1, feature-feature corelation r f f = 1.000 and feature-class corre-
lation rc f = 0.122 (see Table 6.1), using Equation 6.4, the heuristic merits Ms = 0.122.
However, when the subset is greater than two then the feature-feature correlation can be
derived by first permuting the feature subset and referencing their correlation from the
matrix and taking the mean of the results. The search starts with the empty set which has
a merit of zero. The best subset is then choosen based on the computed merits. These
values have been bolded in the Table 6.2. Assuming the subset S = { f1, f2, f3, f4 . . . fk}
contains k features, then the feature-feature correlation can be expressed as Equation 6.5.
For example, the subset {b,c,e} has k = 3, feature-feature corelation (r f f ) = 0.443 which
is calculated using Equation 6.5 and feature-class correlation (rc f )= 0.732 also calculated
using Equation 6.6. Finally the heuristic merits Ms = 0.923 can be computed using Equa-
tion 6.4.
According to Hall (2000) this method has a low time complexity. There are m((n2−
n)/2) operations required to calculate the pairwise feature correlation matrix. Where m is
the number of instances and n is the initial number of features. In a worse case scenario,
the feature selection search requires (n2−n)/2 operations for the forward selection. Also,
k additions are required in the numerator and (k2− k)/2 addition in the denominator for
evaluating heuristic merits containing a subset S with k features. Finally, it has been shown
by Hall (2000) that this method is faster and comparable in classification performance
with the various wrapper methods.
6.3 Experimental Setup
Five sets of experimental evaluations are detailed in this section. They include:
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Table 6.2: A Best First search using the correlations in 6.1.
k ¯rc f ¯r f f Ms
{} 0 - - 0
{a} 1 0.122 1.000 0.122
{b} 1 0.185 1.000 0.185
{c} 1 0.324 1.000 0.324
{d} 1 0.135 1.000 0.135
{e} 1 0.223 1.000 0.223
{f} 1 0.034 1.000 0.034
{a,c} 2 0.446 0.112 0.598
{b,c} 2 0.509 0.142 0.674
{c,d} 2 0.459 0.311 0.567
{c,e} 2 0.547 0.145 0.723
{c,f} 2 0.358 0.233 0.456
{a,c,e} 3 0.669 0.3 0.916
{b,c,e} 3 0.732 0.443 0.923
{c,d,e} 3 0.682 0.489 0.840
{c,e,f} 3 0.581 0.511 0.708
• The presentation of results that identify the most important feature subsets after re-
moval of irrelevant or redundant features using the two feature selection techniques.
• Revisiting the appearance feature results presented in Chapter 4 but using the 68
optimal features selected by the classifier-based method in Section 6.4.
• Revisiting the motion feature results presented in Chapter 5 but using the 12 optimal
features selected by the classifier-based method in Section 6.4.
• Revisiting the combined feature results presented in Chapter 5 but using the 80
optimal features selected by the classifier-based method in Section 6.4.
• Finally, the most important motion features were identified, and their contribution
to the overall classifier effectiveness quantified.
All experiments were performed on a Mac book pro laptop running OS X 10.9.5,
with 2.5 GHz Processor and 4 GB RAM. The pre-processing and feature extraction algo-
rithms were all implemented in C++ with XCode 5.1.1 and OpenCV 3.0, whilst the clas-
sification and feature selection algorithms were implemented in WEKA 3.7 (Hall et al.,
2009).
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A five-fold cross-validation scheme was used for all experiments performed, in
which the complete dataset was randomly partitioned into five equal-sized subsets. Five
iterations were then performed: for each iteration a unique subset was retained as a val-
idation set and the others used for training. The mean of the results from each fold was
taken as the overall result.
Each experimental run sampled individual image frames (from the training and test
set) from which the corresponding appearance and motion features were extracted. These
features were concatenated to form the full combined feature set, comprising of 320 fea-
tures (169 appearance and 151 motion features). All features were stored in a WEKA
compatible format.
Finally, the feature set were loaded into WEKA for classification and feature selec-
tion. Four classifiers: Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Random Tree (RT) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) were used to perform the classification experiments, and
the results reported for each.
The Naive Bayes classifier assumes a Gaussian mixture model over the whole train-
ing data distribution, with one component per class, and parameters were estimated from
the training data.
The SVM classifier was based on LibSVM proposed by Chang and Lin (2011), which
is comparable to that used by Marini et al. (2013), and implemented using a radial basis
function kernel, with the gamma and cost parameters optimised using a 5-fold grid search.
In the case of the Random Tree classifier, K randomly chosen attributes at each node were
considered , in this case K = int(log2(# f eatures)+ 1), and the maximum depth of the
tree was set to be unlimited. Twenty trees were used for the Random Forest classifier, as
this results in a convergence of the out of bag errors (other parameters for this classifier
are the same as for the RT).
For feature selection, the merits Ms (see Equation 6.4) for each of the 320 features
were sorted in descending order. Starting with the complete set of 320 features, the 10
least significant features were iteratively removed, until only 10 remained; for each itera-
tion the mean classification rate obtained with the corresponding feature subset was used
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to plot a learning curve. This was repeated for each classifier, and helped to identify the
optimal number of features in each case.
The merits Mi (see Equation 6.2) for each of the 320 features were sorted in de-
scending order, and again, starting with the full set of 320 features, the 10 least significant
features were iteratively removed and the remaining set were used to plot a learning curve.
Again, this was repeated for each classifier which enabled the identification of the optimal
number of features.
6.4 Optimal Feature Selection
The hypothesis is that the use of combined appearance and motion features may be used to
improve classification performance; however, the results in the previous chapter demon-
strate that simply combining the appearance and motion features does not automatically
improve the correct classification rates. In Chapter 5 it was hypothesised that perfor-
mance of the combined set may be undermined by the presence of redundant features and
that significantly better classification rates may be achieved using a subset of the full 320
features. The results of the experimental investigation of optimal feature selection are
presented in this section.
As previously mentioned, two methods of feature selection were evaluated: the
correlation-based method proposed by Hall (1999), and a variation of the machine learn-
ing based method proposed by Breiman (2001). Using each method, the optimal feature
subset were determined, and the performance of each of the four classifiers using that
subset was evaluated. This section describes how the optimal subset is determined, and
also describes the composition of that subset (ie which of the original features are re-
tained). The following procedure was used to determine the optimal feature subset, for
both correlation and classifier-based methods:
• The feature selection method was used to rank features, in order from the most to
least effective
• For consistency, the 10 lowest ranked features were iteratively removed from the
list
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• For each iteration, the performance of each of the four classifiers were evaluated
using the remaining features
• This was repeated until only the 10 highest ranking features remained
• A graph of the correct classification rates against the number of features were plot-
ted, and the maxima for each of the classifiers were estimated.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the resulting graphs for the correlation and classification
based methods respectively. Each classifier is shown as a separate curve, and the mean
classification rate across all classifiers is also shown.
Peaks in the classifier-based method occur at 180 features for the NB classifier, 320
for SVM, and 70 for RT and RF respectively. Likewise, peaks using the correlation-based
method occurred at 170 features for the NB classifier, 320 for SVM, and 70 for RT and
RF classifiers respectively.
Figure 6.1: Plot of correct classification rates vs. number of features for the four
standard classifiers when classifier-based selection is applied. The maximum for each
classifier is marked with a solid circle, and labelled with the number of features and
correct classification rate.
The mean of the four curves were taken and this was plotted with dashed lines: the
highest correct classification rate for the mean curve is 75.40% when the correlation-based
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Figure 6.2: Plot of correct classification rates vs. number of features for the four
standard classifiers when correlation-based selection is applied. The maximum for each
classifier is marked with a solid circle, and labelled with the number of features and
correct classification rate.
method is applied (this corresponds to 70 features). Similarly, this occurs at 74.82% when
the classifier-based method is applied, which is at 180 features. The mode of both feature
selection techniques occurred at 70 features (In both techniques RT and RF classifiers
peaked at 70 features). Therefore, based on the mode and mean, the most optimal correct
classification rates are achieved using the subset of 70 highest-ranked features (for both
feature selection methods).
Table 6.3 shows feature groups by type, before and after selection, for both
correlation-based (CoBfs) and classifier-based (CBfs) methods. From the table, the
classifier-based method selected 62 appearance features, from seven feature groups, and 8
motion features from two groups. The correlation-based method selected 49 appearance
features from six groups, and 21 motion features from three groups. It was noted that for
the motion features, wing beat frequency and vicinity features were selected irrespective
of the method used. This suggests that wing beat features can effectively contribution
to species classification since they were selected by both methods. The features from
the correlation-based method were used for the remaining experiments since the highest
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Table 6.3: The number of features remaining in each feature group before and after
applying the classifier-based (CBfs) and correlation-based (CoBfs) Feature Selection
(FS) methods. The table also includes the top feature selected for each of the classes of
features, using both feature selection methods.
Feature Group # beforeFS
# after
CBfs
# after
CoBfs
Top Selected Feature (CBfs) Top Selected Feature (CoBfs)
A
pp
ea
ra
nc
e
Hue color features 37 13 18 σ of Hue Mean of Hue
Saturation colour features 35 16 12 Mean of Saturate Mean of Saturate
Value colour features 37 28 16 Entropy of value Entropy of value
Shape 17 1 1 Hu’s First invariant Hu’s First invariant
Gabor 20 1 1 Mean of Gabor (at θ = 0) Mean of Gabor (at θ = 0)
Grayscale 8 1 0 Mean of Grayscale N/A
LogPolar 15 2 1 Mean of Logpolar hue Mean of Logpolar hue
M
ot
io
n
FFT (Wingbeat) 27 7 8 First Peak of FFT (width) First Peak of FFT (width)
CSS 22 0 0 N/A N/A
CDF 10 0 0 N/A N/A
Turn 62 0 12 N/A Turn (θi=55)
Vicinity 20 1 1 Mean of Vicinity Curliness Mean of Vicinity Curliness
Curvature 10 0 0 N/A N/A
Total Features 320 70 70
mean correct classification rate (75.40%) was achieved with this method.
The hue colour feature’s top selected feature using the classifier- and correlation-
based methods is the hue histogram’s standard deviation and mean respectively. The
mean of the hue histogram describes the general brightness of the hue colour, whereas
the standard deviation (σ ) describes the contrast. The top selected saturation feature for
both feature selection methods is the saturation histogram’s mean, which also describes
the general brightness of the saturation colour. Finally, for the colour features, the top
selected value feature for both the classifier- and correlation-based method is the value
histogram’s entropy, which shows how many bits are needed to code the image data.
The most important feature for identifying the shape of bird species is Hu’s first mo-
ment as depicted by both correlation- and classifier-based feature selection methods. The
Hu’s first moment determines the shape of the bird irrespective of translation, rotation, or
scale.
Finally, most important motion feature is wingbeat frequency, which is represented
by FFT. The top selected feature for this class of feature is the first FFT peak computed
using the width metric. This is the wingbeat frequency of the bird species.
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6.5 Discussion of Results
This section presents more detailed results obtained using the 70 selected features by
the correlation-based method in Section 6.4, as this is overall the best performing subset.
Tables 6.4, 6.6 and 6.9 summarise the correct classification rate for each species, using the
four standard classifiers with the appearance, motion and combined features respectively:
the result for combined features are obtained from the complete subset of 70 features
(mixed appearance and motion), the results shown for appearance are obtained using
only the 49 appearance features from that subset; whereas the result for motion features
are obtained using only the 21 motion features from that subset. A confusion matrix was
also provided for the RF classifier (the best performing classifier) in Table 6.5, 6.7, and
6.10 for the appearance, motion and combined feature sets respectively, in order to help
explore misclassification among species with similar appearances and those with closely
related motion. The cross-species confusion matrix for the other classifiers have been
presented in Appendix D, E and F for the appearance, motion and combined feature sets
respectively.
6.5.1 Appearance Feature Set Results Revisited
This section revisits results presented in Chapter 4 using the 49 appearance features se-
lected by the classifier-based method in Section 6.4. The correct classification rates of
species with fine-grained appearances (closely related species) and all species within the
dataset of thirteen classes are examined.
Again, it is evident from Table 6.4 that the performance of the RF and RT classifiers
remain superior to both NB and SVM. The Random Forest classifier gives the highest cor-
rect classification rate (85%) with this dataset. Particularly, the RF classifier outperforms
NB by between 7-54% across all species. Similarly, the Random Tree classifier also had
a better performance than either SVM or NB classifier.
To confirm that the Random Forest (RF) classifier’s correct classification rate is sta-
tistically significant compared with the other classifiers, the Wilcoxon’s test statistic W is
calculated. For RF compared with NB classifiers, W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 645 and
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Table 6.4: Summary of species correct classification rates based on the appearance
features after the correlation-based feature selection was performed and using the four
standard classifiers. These results use the thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one
with three colour forms) introduced in Chapter 4.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 29% ± 0.81% 83% ± 0.75% 66% ± 0.87% 53% ± 0.03%
b=Nanday Parakeet 46% ± 0.37% 82% ± 0.29% 62% ± 0.81% 39% ± 0.4%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 53% ± 0.04% 85% ± 0.43% 71% ± 0.45% 49% ± 0.43%
d=Common House Martin 86% ± 0.19% 93% ± 0.21% 88% ± 0.59% 96% ± 0.49%
e=Eastern Rosella 53% ± 0.62% 80% ± 0.68% 62% ± 0.87% 39% ± 0.38%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 64% ± 0.51% 86% ± 0.61% 67% ± 0.42% 67% ± 0.37%
g=House Sparrow 42% ± 0.15% 72% ± 0.51% 56% ± 0.25% 35% ± 0.25%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 19% ± 0.82% 62% ± 0.72% 46% ± 0.22% 14% ± 0.11%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 46% ± 0.13% 72% ± 0.08% 60% ± 0.05% 32% ± 0.68%
j=Black-headed Gull 70% ± 0.78% 96% ± 0.48% 91% ± 0.81% 94% ± 0.18%
k=Cockatiel 45% ± 0.52% 84% ± 0.72% 67% ± 0.54% 52% ± 0.89%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 38% ± 0.69% 79% ± 0.09% 62% ± 0.29% 39% ± 0.74%
m=Common Starling 54% ± 0.39% 76% ± 0.31% 58% ± 0.57% 72% ± 0.64%
Overall Correctly Classified 57% ± 0.32% 85% ± 0.42% 73% ± 0.54% 65% ± 0.38%
W− = 0), when RF and RT are compared, W = 0 (this is the smaller of W+ = 553 and
W− = 0) and W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 672.5 and W− = 0) when RF is compared
with the SVM classifier. Since the NB classifier compared with the RF classifier resulted
in a W less than 415, we accept the alternative hypothesis that the correct classification
rate of the RF classifier is significantly different from that of the NB classifier. This is
also true for the RF compared with the RT and SVM classifiers, as both resulted in a W
which is less than 415. Hence, the assertion that the RF classifier gives the highest correct
classification rate, which is statistically significant from those of the other three classifiers
when the seven species dataset is used with the appearance feature sets.
Majority and Minority Sampled Species
Classification rates across all species using the selected feature set improved for some of
the species. Particularly, the maximum classification rate using the appearance features is
96% and the minimum is 62%, which is about 3% lower and 17% higher than when all
feature sets were used respectively. The Black-headed Gull class had the highest classifi-
cation rate (96%), corresponding to the majority class whilst the Budgerigar (wild-type)
(62%) class had the lowest.
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Table 6.5: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier with the se-
lected appearance features (49 features). The results are based on the correlation-
based technique.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 82.8% 5.5% 1.9% 0.3% 0.3% 1.4% 0.8% 1.4% 0.4% 1.2% 1.2% 2.6% 0.3% 83% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 7.3% 82.3% 2.0% 0.7% 0.5% 1.6% 0.2% 0.9% 1.9% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 82% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 5.9% 2.1% 85.0% 0.4% 1.0% 1.1% 0.7% 1.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 1.4% 0.4% 85% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 93.4% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.2% 0.1% 0.7% 0.4% 0.0% 2.0% 93% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 1.2% 1.5% 1.5% 0.4% 80.5% 0.8% 1.3% 1.0% 0.2% 4.0% 1.8% 5.2% 0.5% 80% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 3.6% 2.4% 0.8% 0.4% 0.3% 85.7% 1.4% 1.6% 0.2% 1.9% 0.6% 0.8% 0.3% 86% 7667
g=House Sparrow 0.4% 0.1% 0.1% 10.2% 0.3% 0.7% 72.0% 0.5% 0.1% 4.1% 1.3% 1.7% 8.5% 72% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 7.4% 4.1% 3.2% 1.9% 1.2% 5.4% 3.3% 62.3% 1.3% 2.9% 2.2% 3.3% 1.5% 62% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 2.3% 7.1% 2.6% 2.9% 0.7% 1.0% 0.7% 1.1% 72.1% 1.5% 2.3% 1.1% 4.6% 72% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.1% 0.0% 1.0% 0.1% 0.0% 95.5% 0.2% 1.7% 0.0% 96% 38764
k=Cockatiel 0.7% 0.3% 0.1% 3.9% 0.4% 0.4% 1.4% 0.4% 0.1% 2.4% 84.2% 1.0% 4.8% 84% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 2.4% 0.6% 0.4% 0.8% 1.6% 0.7% 1.4% 1.1% 0.0% 10.2% 1.4% 78.7% 0.7% 79% 12090
m=Common Starling 0.4% 0.5% 0.2% 7.1% 0.1% 0.6% 10.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.8% 2.9% 0.4% 76.5% 76% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 85%
Appearance-Related Species
Given that the RF classifier has shown best overall performance, a detailed cross-species
confusion matrix for this classifier was obtained using the appearance features with the
larger dataset which was presented in Table 6.5. As already noted, Alexandrine Parakeet,
Nanday Parakeet and Blue Crowned Conure have very similar appearances. It therefore
appears that Alexandrine Parakeets are typically misclassified as Nanday Parakeets, Blue
Crowned Conures as Alexandrine Parakeets and Nanday Parakeets as Alexandrine Para-
keets when relying on appearances only. Surprisingly, there was decrease in the misclas-
sification of these species when the best appearance features were utilised. For example,
1.4% less Alexandrine Parakeets were misclassified as Nanday Parakeets, 2.2% less Blue
Crowned Conures were misclassified as Alexandrine Parakeets and the nisclassification
of Nanday Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets increase by just 0.1%.
6.5.2 Motion Feature Set Results Revisited
This section revisits results presented in Chapter 5 using the 21 selected motion features
by the correlation-based method in Section 6.4. The results were evaluated with those pre-
sented in Chapter 5, to ascertain if the overall correct classification rate increases across
all classifiers and that the misclassification among species with fine-grained appearances
(closely related species) improves. The results were also used to evaluate misclasification
among the species with closely related motion (the three Budgerigar forms).
Using the selected motion features for classification, the performance of the RF and
NB classifiers are superior to both RT and SVM (see Table 6.6), compared to the full
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Table 6.6: Summary of species correct classification rates based on the motion fea-
tures after the correlation-based feature selection was performed and using the four
standard classifiers. These results use the thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one
with three colour forms) introduced in Chapter 4.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 20% ± 0.17% 26% ± 0.82% 16% ± 0.01% 13% ± 0.17%
b=Nanday Parakeet 24% ± 0.61% 19% ± 0.02% 14% ± 0.18% 16% ± 0.42%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 17% ± 0.08% 13% ± 0.24% 11% ± 0.09% 17% ± 0.24%
d=Common House Martin 37% ± 0.15% 55% ± 0.30% 35% ± 0.17% 25% ± 0.35%
e=Eastern Rosella 6% ± 0.49% 16% ± 0.51% 8% ± 0.35% 15% ± 0.84%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 13% ± 0.52% 20% ± 0.71% 12% ± 0.61% 16% ± 0.48%
g=House Sparrow 45% ± 0.22% 26% ± 0.51% 18% ± 0.21% 12% ± 0.62%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 9% ± 0.32% 18% ± 0.81% 11% ± 0.41% 15% ± 0.53%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 11% ± 0.62% 21% ± 0.49% 7% ± 0.89% 20% ± 0.66%
j=Black-headed Gull 69% ± 0.51% 82% ± 0.23% 58% ± 0.74% 69% ± 0.29%
k=Cockatiel 21% ± 0.11% 19% ± 0.27% 12% ± 0.29% 21% ± 0.36%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 32% ± 0.08% 17% ± 0.16% 19% ± 0.85% 14% ± 0.14%
m=Common Starling 53% ± 0.23% 30% ± 0.67% 20% ± 0.84% 28% ± 0.31%
Overall Correctly Classified 40% ± 0.46% 44% ± 0.65% 30% ± 0.42% 33% ± 0.47%
motion features (see Table 5.2), which had the RF and SVM classifiers outperforming
both RT and NB by a small margin. The RF classifier gives the highest correct classifi-
cation rate. Particularly, outperforming the other classifiers by between 4-14% of correct
classification rate.
In Chapter 5, using motion cues alone resulted in a significant decrease in the correct
classification rate of all classifiers, when compared with appearance features. The perfor-
mance of the motion features with the RF classifier was between 13% - 18% across all
species. In this section, the results of the selected motion features show an increase in cor-
rect classification rates for all four classifiers when compared with the full set of motion
features. Specifically, there was an increase of 8%, 6%, 5% and 1% respectively when the
NB, RF, RT and SVM classifiers are used but these results are still lower when compared
with appearance features. Comparing the selected motion feature results with selected
appearance set, there was a decrease in correct classification rates with all classifiers by
between 17-43%.
Again, the RF classifier has shown best overall performance, therefore a detailed
cross-species confusion matrix for this classifier obtained using the motion features is
presented in Table 6.7. This result together with those in Chapter 5 (Table 5.3) were used
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Table 6.7: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier with the se-
lected motion features (21 features). The results are based on the correlation-based
technique.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 26.2% 9.0% 6.1% 21.3% 1.2% 1.2% 2.7% 0.6% 0.6% 20.8% 3.7% 2.0% 4.6% 26% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 19.1% 19.4% 6.8% 20.0% 0.9% 1.2% 2.9% 0.2% 0.3% 17.7% 4.3% 1.8% 5.4% 19% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 19.3% 13.0% 13.2% 20.4% 1.0% 0.8% 3.2% 0.5% 0.3% 15.2% 4.7% 2.0% 6.4% 13% 5332
d=Common House Martin 4.6% 2.9% 1.6% 54.9% 0.3% 0.8% 1.2% 0.3% 0.1% 28.8% 1.1% 2.2% 1.3% 55% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 14.4% 8.8% 5.7% 20.3% 16.5% 1.0% 2.2% 0.4% 0.3% 20.9% 3.2% 2.3% 4.1% 16% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 6.1% 4.6% 2.7% 23.3% 0.7% 20.2% 2.8% 1.4% 0.3% 26.9% 1.7% 7.0% 2.3% 20% 4329
g=House Sparrow 8.4% 5.1% 3.0% 22.7% 0.5% 1.3% 25.7% 0.8% 0.2% 23.5% 1.3% 3.0% 4.4% 26% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 8.4% 5.6% 3.0% 19.6% 0.6% 3.0% 5.6% 17.6% 0.1% 24.6% 1.9% 6.8% 3.1% 18% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 10.5% 7.1% 7.0% 18.7% 0.8% 1.3% 3.5% 0.9% 21.0% 19.2% 3.1% 2.3% 4.6% 21% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 2.1% 1.2% 0.8% 10.9% 0.2% 0.4% 0.5% 0.2% 0.0% 81.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.3% 82% 29695
k=Cockatiel 15.0% 9.2% 5.8% 18.0% 0.7% 1.1% 2.4% 0.6% 0.5% 22.4% 19.0% 1.8% 3.5% 19% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.3% 3.5% 1.9% 29.4% 0.6% 4.2% 2.7% 1.1% 0.1% 30.1% 1.1% 17.0% 1.9% 17% 7030
m=Common Starling 12.8% 8.7% 5.6% 20.8% 0.7% 0.9% 4.3% 0.5% 0.3% 10.8% 2.9% 2.0% 29.7% 30% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 44%
to explore misclassifications in species with similar appearances.
Appearance-Related Species
When the selected motion features alone were used to classify species, it appears that
misclassifications among species with similar appearances were reduced compared with
motion features without feature selection. For example, 0.7% less Alexandrine Parakeets
were misclassified as Nanday Parakeets; 0.8% less Blue-crowned Parakeets as Alexan-
drine Parakeets when the selected motion features were used. The misclassification of
Nanday Parakeets as Alexandrine Parakeets remain unchanged. This suggests that mo-
tion cues may be used as a weak classifier to help differentiate these species and therefore
this has been explored in the next section.
Majority and Minority Sampled Species
Using the selected optimal motion features, the RF classifier showed 82% correct clas-
sification rate for the majority class (class with most samples) with the thirteen classes
dataset. This is 61% more compared with the correct classification rate of the minor-
ity class. The difference in correct classification rate between the majority and minority
classes, in this case, is smaller compared with when the full motion features are used.
This further confirms that the dataset is imbalanced.
Motion-Related Species
Misclassification of the three Budgerigar using motion features was not very obvious, as
one may suspect an artifact of having much more samples for other species might be the
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Table 6.8: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier with the se-
lected motion features (12 features). The results are based on the correlation-based
technique and the three Budgerigar forms.
f h l %CC Samples
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 43.1% 7.5% 49.4% 43% 4329
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 17.6% 37.0% 45.3% 37% 3349
l=Budgerigar (blue) 17.5% 6.9% 75.6% 76% 7030
Overall Correctly Classified 57%
cause for this. The results revealed that the three Budgerigar species were mainly misclas-
sified as other Budgerigar. Specifically, 1.4% and 7.0% Budgerigar (yellow) were mis-
classified as Budgerigar(wild-type) and Budgerigar (blue) respectively, 3.0% and 6.8%
Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Budgerigar (yellow) and Budgerigar (blue)
respectively, and 4.2% and 1.1% Budgerigar (blue) were misclassifies as Budgerigar (yel-
low) and Budgerigar (wild-type) respectively. Surprisingly, this reduced after feature
selection, which means some misclassification among Budgerigars were also due to re-
dundancy in the data.
To further confirm that Budgerigars are misclassified as other Budgerigars, we per-
formed classification using only the species with different colour forms (Budgerigar)
based on the RF classifier and motion features alone. The results have been presented
in Table 6.8. The results show that there were many misclassifications among these
species. Particularly, 49.4% of Budgerigar (yellow) were misclassified as Budgeri-
gar (blue), 45.3% of Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Budgerigar (blue),
17.6% of Budgerigar (wild-type) were misclassified as Budgerigar (yellow) and 17.5% of
Budgerigar (blue) were misclassified as Budgerigar (yellow). However, when all classes
were used in the classification, there was more misclassification of these species as Black-
headed Gulls and Common House Martin, which have much more samples than other
species. The reason may therefore be attributed to having more Black-headed Gull data
than all the other species.
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Table 6.9: Summary of species correct classification rates based on the combined
features after the correlation-based feature selection was performed and using the four
standard classifiers. These results use the thirteen classes (eleven bird species, one
with three colour forms) introduced in Chapter 4.
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 39% ± 0.65% 85% ± 0.63% 64% ± 0.45% 56% ± 0.08%
b=Nanday Parakeet 53% ± 0.17% 84% ± 0.35% 61% ± 0.43% 44% ± 0.19%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 58% ± 0.24% 87% ± 0.65% 69% ± 0.47% 52% ± 0.71%
d=Common House Martin 91% ± 0.87% 98% ± 0.27% 89% ± 0.86% 97% ± 0.35%
e=Eastern Rosella 57% ± 0.18% 81% ± 0.83% 59% ± 0.02% 34% ± 0.49%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 72% ± 0.61% 86% ± 0.72% 63% ± 0.54% 73% ± 0.31%
g=House Sparrow 57% ± 0.82% 71% ± 0.86% 53% ± 0.44% 40% ± 0.65%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 31% ± 0.36% 62% ± 0.29% 44% ± 0.71% 26% ± 0.87%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 50% ± 0.87% 67% ± 0.08% 51% ± 0.19% 22% ± 0.79%
j=Black-headed Gull 82% ± 0.28% 99% ± 0.53% 92% ± 0.53% 96% ± 0.13%
k=Cockatiel 54% ± 0.29% 85% ± 0.42% 65% ± 0.27% 58% ± 0.71%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 57% ± 0.69% 79% ± 0.66% 63% ± 0.15% 41% ± 0.73%
m=Common Starling 66% ± 0.77% 76% ± 0.56% 57% ± 0.22% 72% ± 0.63%
Overall Correctly Classified 68% ± 0.52% 89% ± 0.53% 74% ± 0.41% 71% ± 0.51%
6.5.3 Combined Feature Set Results Revisited
This Section revisits the combined feature set results presented in Chapter 5 by re-
classifying species using the features selected by the correlation-based method in Sec-
tion 6.4. These results were evaluated to ascertain if the overall correct classification rate
increases across all classifier and if misclassification among species with fine-grained ap-
pearances improve when the selected combined features are used.
From Tables 5.7 and 6.9, the change in classification rates are computed. The results
show an increase of 5%, 9% and 6% with RF, RT and SVM classifiers respectively, and
a 1% decrease with NB. This is significant, as the preferred classifier shows an overall
correct classification rate of 89%. The other classifiers, RT, NB and SVM achieved rates
of 74%, 60% and 60% respectively.
Appearance-Related Species
These results show a further decrease in the instances misclassified among species with
closely related appearances, which may be attributed to the reduction of irrelevant and
redundant features. For example, using the RF classifier, the misclassification of Alexan-
drine Parakeets as Nanday Parakeets was further reduced by 1.6%; Blue-crowned Para-
keets as Alexandrine Parakeets by 1.0%; Blue-crowned Parakeets as Nanday Parakeets
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Table 6.10: The confusion matrix based on the Random Forest classifier with the
selected combined features (top 70 features). The results are based on the correlation-
based technique.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 84.6% 5.0% 1.3% 0.3% 0.3% 1.4% 0.7% 0.9% 0.2% 1.7% 1.2% 2.3% 0.3% 85% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 7.8% 84.2% 1.6% 1.0% 0.4% 1.1% 0.1% 0.5% 0.8% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 84% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 5.3% 2.6% 87.0% 0.4% 0.4% 0.9% 0.3% 0.9% 0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 1.0% 0.3% 87% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 98.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 0.4% 98% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 1.4% 1.6% 1.3% 0.6% 81.0% 1.0% 0.9% 1.0% 0.0% 5.0% 1.5% 4.3% 0.2% 81% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 3.1% 2.5% 0.6% 0.6% 0.2% 86.1% 1.1% 1.1% 0.1% 2.2% 1.0% 1.1% 0.3% 86% 4329
g=House Sparrow 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 12.6% 0.2% 1.0% 71.5% 0.4% 0.0% 4.0% 1.1% 1.0% 7.8% 71% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 8.5% 4.1% 3.9% 1.6% 0.7% 4.8% 2.6% 62.4% 0.9% 4.7% 1.8% 3.2% 0.7% 62% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 2.6% 8.9% 3.7% 3.9% 0.7% 1.0% 0.7% 0.7% 67.2% 1.7% 3.2% 1.1% 4.4% 67% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 98.9% 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 99% 29695
k=Cockatiel 0.5% 0.5% 0.0% 4.6% 0.2% 0.4% 1.2% 0.1% 0.1% 3.5% 84.8% 0.7% 3.3% 85% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 2.0% 0.7% 0.2% 1.3% 0.8% 0.5% 0.9% 0.4% 0.0% 12.1% 1.4% 79.1% 0.6% 79% 7030
m=Common Starling 0.5% 0.7% 0.2% 8.4% 0.1% 0.7% 9.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.9% 2.8% 0.4% 75.6% 76% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 89%
by 1.9%; and Nanday Parakeets as Blue-crowned Parakeets by 2.3%. This observation
further validates the use of motion features to increasing correct classification rates, in
species with closely related appearance.
Majority and Minority Sampled Species
On the thirteen classes dataset, the classification rate for the majority class (Black-headed
Gull) is between 82% - 99% for all four standard classifiers and the minority class (Com-
mon Wood Pigeon) is between 22% - 67% (see Table 5.7). The minority class was not the
class with the lowest classification rate but rather the Budgerigar (wild-type) class, with a
classification rate of approximately 26% - 62% across all four classifiers. The confusion
matrix Table 5.8 shows that only 1.7% of minority class (Common Wood Pigeon) were
misclassified as majority class (Black-headed Gull). This was 4.7% for the Budgerigar
(wild-type) class, which was the next class with lower samples after the Common Wood
Pigeon class. They had the lowest correct classification rate as more of them (16.5% )
were misclassified as Parakeets (8.5% as Alexandrine Parakeet, 4.1% as Nanday Para-
keet and 3.9% as Blue-crowned Parakeet). The reason for this misclassification is that
Budgerigar (wild-type) is more related in appearance (colour) to the Parakeet species.
The Budgerigar classes were also with smaller samples and therefore misclassified as the
majority class (Black-headed Gull). There were 4.7%, 12.1% and 2.2% Budgerigar (wild-
type), Budgerigar (blue) and Budgerigar (yellow) respectively, that were misclassified as
Black-headed Gull.
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6.5.4 Contribution of the Motion Features
The previous section shows how feature selection can increase the correct classification
rates when using the combined set of appearance and motion features. Table 6.4 also
shows the results obtained using the 49 appearance features only (that is, with the motion
features removed from the subset of 70). Comparing the two sets of figures allows us to
estimate the contribution of the motion features to the overall classification rate.
Inspection of the result shows that there is an increase of 4% and 9% in the correct
classification rates for the RF and RT classifiers respectively, when the combined features
are used compared with when only appearance features are used. The primary interest
is in the RF classifier, which is consistently best performing: in this case a 4% increase
in classification rates, from 85 to 89% is significant. The statistical significance of the
correct classification rate of combined set with feature selection was compared with that
of appearnce with feature selection by computing the Wilcoxon’s test statistic W = 0
(the smaller of W+ = 665 and W− = 0). Since the computed test statistic is less than 415,
we accept the alternative hypothesis that the correct classification rate of the combined set
with feature selection is significantly different from that of the appearance set with feature
selection. Hence, the assertion that the 4% increase in classification rates is significant.
Comparing the appearance feature subset in Table 6.4 with the complete appearance
feature set in Table 4.8 further supports this conclusion. There is a small observed dif-
ference when feature selection is used in conjunction with the appearance features alone;
similarly, simply adding the motion features naively to produce a large set of 320 features
similarly makes little impact. However, when feature selection is used in conjunction with
the full set of motion and appearance features, a significant increase in correct classifica-
tion rates is evident.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the work on automated classification of bird species in flight, using com-
bined features (motion and appearance) have been further addressed. This chapter has ad-
dressed the challenge as a robust fine-grained classification problem using the combined
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features and has shown experimentally that motion features are important for classifica-
tion of species especially those with fine grain appearances.
Classification rates dropped significantly by approximately 9% for some of the clas-
sifiers when the combined features with the thirteen classes were used. Two feature se-
lection techniques were then applied to select the feature set that produces the best clas-
sification results. The best classification rates for both methods occurred at 70 features.
The classification rate was 75.40% for the correlation-based (CoBfs) method and 74.82%
for the classifier-based. This was 49 selected optimal appearance features and 21 motion
features with the correlation-based, and 62 appearances and 8 motion with the classifier-
based. Finally, we noted that wing beat frequency and vicinity features were selected
irrespective of the method used. This shows how important these groups of features were
in classifying species by motion.
Experiments performed in Chapters 4 - 5 were revisited, using the selected features
by the correlation-based method as they produced the best correct classification rates. The
results using the selected features show that the performance of the RF and RT classifiers
were superior to both NB and SVM. The classification results from the selected feature
set were compared with those without feature selection.
This showed an increase in the correct classification rates by between 0-7% when RF
and RT classifiers are used with the motion features, between 4-9% with the combined
features, and 0-5% with appearance features. Surprisingly, misclassification of species
with closely related appearances decreased with the selected appearance, motion and com-
bined features. Specifically, with the selected combined features, there was between 1.0
- 2.3% reduction in misclassification, between 0.1% - 2.5% reduction in misclassification
when appearance features were used and 0% - 0.8% when motion features were used.
The contribution of the selected motion features to the overall performance of the
classifiers were also evaluated. There was an increase of 4% and 9% in correct classifica-
tion rates for the RF and RT classifiers respectively. The best-performing classifier (RF)
improved the classification rate by approximately 4%, which may be directly attributed
to the use of motion features. Further analysis also revealed specific improvements in
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species with similar visual appearance.
The works in Chapters 4 - 6 present results based on classification using single frames
and subsets of videos. In the following Chapter, this will be extended to combine the
results of several frames from a sequence using majority voting with the four standard
classifiers in an attempt to improve classification rates.
Chapter 7
Improving the Performance of Our Bird
Species Classifiers
The works presented in the previous chapters were based on results of classification us-
ing single frames and subsets of videos. In Chapter 5, species were classified using a
combination of appearance and motion features in order to improve classification rates.
However, the naive addition of motion to the appearance features only led to a small or
no improvement to the classification rates. Irrelevant and or redundant features were then
eliminated in Chapter 6 by performing feature selection in an attempt to further improve
classification rates. Two features selection methods were used, namely correlation- and
classifier-based techniques, which improved the correct classification rates by approxi-
mately 4%.
Most recent classifiers like the random forest classifier have novel classification re-
sults since they apply some sort of voting schemes (majority votes), which have greatly
motivated the work presented in this chapter. In addition, majority voting technique have
been successfully used by Bhattacharya and Chaudhuri (2003) to improve overall classifi-
cation rates by combining the output of several classifiers. Since this research tracked and
classified flying species in a video sequence frame by frame, it is beleived that aggregat-
ing these results will further improve the classification rate as previously done in Marini
et al. (2013) for still images.
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The aim of work presented in this chapter is to attempt a further increase in the cor-
rect classification rates. This is achieved by using majority voting techniques to aggregate
the classification results presented in Chapter 6 across a set of video sub-sequences. This
technique is applied to both the seven species and thirteen classes dataset using all four
standard classifiers and the results were present. The rest of this chapter is structured into
the following sections:
• In Section 7.1 the datasets used were presented, and the processing methods applied
to the datasets in order to extract features and process sequences were described.
• Experimental work on classification using video sequences and majority voting
were also described in Section 7.2 and the results presented in Section ??
• Finally, conclusions were drawn to the results of the majority voting techniques in
Sections 7.4
7.1 Dataset and Features Extraction
Datasets #2, which was described in detail in Chapter 4 was used for experiments pre-
sented in this chapter. As a reminder, these is the extended set of videos covering thirteen
classes made up of eleven bird species with the Budgerigar (Melopsittacus Undulatus)
having three colour forms. Specifically, it has been used in this chapter to classify bird
species, by aggregating the results of several frames from a video sequence using majority
voting.
The background Gaussian mixture model proposed by Zivkovic and van der Heij-
den (2006) was used to extract birds’ silhouettes from each video. Contours were then
obtained using the algorithm proposed by Suzuki et al. (1985) and were used to form
connected components. Details of these have been presented in Chapter 3. The same
techniques in Chapter 4 to extract appearance features. This was done by fitting oriented
bounding box to each silhouette and extracting metrics like the height, width and hy-
potenuse, centroid, contour points and the silhouette itself. Appearance features made
up of colour moments, shape moments, greyscale histogram, Gabor filter and log-polar
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were then extracted from these metrics. Finally, centroids of the oriented bounding box
were used to form trajectories (details in Chapter 5) from which the motion features were
extracted. Motion features extracted from these trajectories include curvature scale space
(CSS), turn-based, wing-beat frequency, centroid distance function (CDF), vicinity and
curvature based on sine and cosine.
The appearance and motion features were merged to form the combined feature set
(see Chapter 5), which were optimised using a correlation- and classifier-based feature se-
lection technique described in Chapter 6. The optimally selected features by the classifier-
based techniques were used to perform majority voting experiments presented in this
chapter, as they yield the best results when compared with the correlation-based method.
Again as a reminder, features used in this chapter have been represented as statistics, in
order to reduce the feature dimension and enable real-time classification. The statisti-
cal features computed include the mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, energy,
entropy, maximum, minimum, local maxima, local minima and number of zero crossings.
7.2 Majority Voting Experiments
The experiments performed in this section aggregate the classification results from the ex-
tended dataset using majority voting. The experiments aggregate the classification results
from the selected optimal features presented in Chapter 6, using majority voting technique
and the results based on the four standard classifiers presented in Section 7.3.
Again, a five-fold cross-validation scheme was used, in which the complete dataset
was randomly partitioned into five equal-sized subsets. Five iterations were then per-
formed: for each iteration a unique subset was retained as a validation set and the others
used for training. The results from each fold were then averaged to obtain the results for
each experiment. The setup used for these experiments and classifier settings were the
same as described in Chapters 4 and 5. To classify video sequences, the bird’s appear-
ance and motion features were first concatenated, as described in Chapter 5. In order to
determine which class a bird in a video sequence belongs to, majority voting was applied
to aggregate the results of each frame in the video sequence.
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Suppose for a certain classification problems there are different classification out-
comes for the jth class based on the results of each individual image frame of a video
sequence, C1, j,C2, j . . .Cn, j. The n outcomes can be combined in such a way as to pro-
duce a more superior classifier. A common way to combine this outcome is expressed in
Equation 7.1
Class j = mode{C1, j,C2, j . . .Cn, j} (7.1)
In order words, each value of j is classified to the class that receives the largest
number of classification (or votes). This has been known in literature by James (1998) as
a majority vote classifier or majority vote learner. In general, the majority vote classifier
consisting of votes from rules C1,C2 . . .Cn can defined in Equation 7.2.
Class j = argmax
j
n
∑
i=1
Ci, j (7.2)
Where Ci, j is the decision of the classifier at frame i for class j (which is 1 if class j
is voted and 0 otherwise) and Class j is the decision of the classifier for the entire video
sequence.
7.3 Majority Voting Results
The aim of this section is to determine if the aggregated results using majority voting
outperform the results presented in Chapter 6, which uses the selected feature set. Table
7.1 shows results with and without majority voting using the extended set of thirteen
classes across the four standard classifiers with the optimal feature set.
Firstly, based on results in this chapter, it is still evident that the performance of the
two classifiers (RF and RT) are superior to both NB and SVM. Again, the RF classifier
gives the highest correct classification rate with and without majority voting and based on
the optimal feature set, thus the assertion that this is the most effective classifier of the four
tested for this problem domain. In particular, the RF classifier outperforms SVM by up
to 41% across all species. The Random Tree classifier similarly had a better performance
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Table 7.1: Summary of species correct classification rates using the selected optimal
features by the classifier-based technique in Chapter 6 with and without majority
voting.
With Majority Voting
Species NB RF RT SVM
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 96% ± 0.75% 97% ± 0.34% 97% ± 0.15% 99% ± 0.42%
b=Nanday Parakeet 97% ± 0.21% 97% ± 0.87% 98% ± 0.51% 93% ± 0.39%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 97% ± 0.58% 95% ± 0.52% 97% ± 0.48% 98% ± 0.22%
d=Common House Martin 99% ± 0.21% 100% ± 0.86% 97% ± 0.76% 97% ± 0.68%
e=Eastern Rosella 93% ± 0.62% 100% ± 0.66% 95% ± 0.43% 90% ± 0.44%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 96% ± 0.56% 100% ± 0.02% 96% ± 0.53% 96% ± 0.33%
g=House Sparrow 97% ± 0.51% 99% ± 0.54% 99% ± 0.62% 89% ± 0.29%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 85% ± 0.76% 100% ± 0.38% 98% ± 0.28% 59% ± 0.49%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 89% ± 0.35% 91% ± 0.23% 89% ± 0.66% 57% ± 0.69%
j=Black-headed Gull 100% ± 0.39% 100% ± 0.26% 100% ± 0.38% 100% ± 0.48%
k=Cockatiel 98% ± 0.67% 100% ± 0.24% 97% ± 0.63% 98% ± 0.51%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 95% ± 0.43% 99% ± 0.41% 97% ± 0.43% 79% ± 0.68%
m=Common Starling 94% ± 0.69% 100% ± 0.48% 94% ± 0.80% 97% ± 0.62%
Overall Correctly Classified 95% ± 0.52% 98% ± 0.49% 96% ± 0.44% 89% ± 0.42%
Without Majority Voting
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 39% ± 0.65% 85% ± 0.63% 64% ± 0.45% 56% ± 0.08%
b=Nanday Parakeet 53% ± 0.17% 84% ± 0.35% 61% ± 0.43% 44% ± 0.19%
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 58% ± 0.24% 87% ± 0.65% 69% ± 0.47% 52% ± 0.71%
d=Common House Martin 91% ± 0.87% 98% ± 0.27% 89% ± 0.86% 97% ± 0.35%
e=Eastern Rosella 57% ± 0.18% 81% ± 0.83% 59% ± 0.02% 34% ± 0.49%
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 72% ± 0.61% 86% ± 0.72% 63% ± 0.54% 73% ± 0.31%
g=House Sparrow 57% ± 0.82% 71% ± 0.86% 53% ± 0.44% 40% ± 0.65%
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 31% ± 0.36% 62% ± 0.29% 44% ± 0.71% 26% ± 0.87%
i=Common Wood Pigeon 50% ± 0.87% 67% ± 0.08% 51% ± 0.19% 22% ± 0.79%
j=Black-headed Gull 82% ± 0.28% 99% ± 0.53% 92% ± 0.53% 96% ± 0.13%
k=Cockatiel 54% ± 0.29% 85% ± 0.42% 65% ± 0.27% 58% ± 0.71%
l=Budgerigar (blue) 57% ± 0.69% 79% ± 0.66% 63% ± 0.15% 41% ± 0.73%
m=Common Starling 66% ± 0.77% 76% ± 0.56% 57% ± 0.22% 72% ± 0.63%
Overall Correctly Classified 68% ± 0.57% 89% ± 0.52% 74% ± 0.33% 71% ± 0.41%
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than either NB or SVM on these selected optimal features. To confirm that the Random
Forest (RF) classifier’s correct classification rate is statistically significant compared with
the other classifiers, the Wilcoxon’s test statistic W is calculated. For RF compared with
NB classifiers, W = 0 (the smaller of W+ = 679 and W− = 0), when RF and RT are
compared, W = 0 (this is the smaller of W+ = 665.5 and W− = 0) and W = 0 (the smaller
of W+ = 623 and W− = 0) when RF is compared with the SVM classifier. Since the
NB classifier compared with the RF classifier resulted in a W less than 415, we accept the
alternative hypothesis that the correct classification rate of the RF classifier is significantly
different from that of the NB classifier. This is also true for the RF compared with the RT
and SVM classifiers, as both resulted in a W which is less than 415. Hence, the assertion
that the RF classifier gives the highest correct classification rate, which is statistically
significant from those of the other three classifiers when the seven species dataset is used
with the appearance feature sets.
The results of majority voting also show an improvement when compared with those
without majority voting across all the four standard classifiers. In particular, based on the
best performing classifier, the majority voting showed 9% increase in correct classification
results. There was also an increase of approximately 22%, 27% and 18% when the RT, NB
and SVM classifiers were used respectively. This shows that aggregating the classification
results using majority voting improves the results.
Appearance-Related Species
The fine-grained performance of the majority voting method were examined; that is, dif-
ferentiation between species of similar appearance. Detailed cross-species confusion ma-
trix for the RF classifier obtained using the optimal features with majority voting have
been presented in Table 7.2. The cross-species confusion matrix for the other classifiers
have been presented in Appendix G. When classification results were aggregated with
majority voting, there was less misclassification among these species than when no ag-
gregation technique was applied. For example, the misclassification of Alexandrine para-
keets as Nanday parakeets reduced from 5.0% to 1.3%; Nanday parakeets as Alexandrine
parakeets from 7.8% to 0%; and Blue-crowned parakeets as Alexandrine parakeets from
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Table 7.2: The confusion matrix of video classification based on the Random Forest
classifier with the selected optimal combined features (70 features) by the classifier-
based technique.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Videos
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 97.4% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 77
b=Nanday Parakeet 0.0% 96.6% 3.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 59
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 1.7% 0.0% 94.8% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 95% 58
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 114
e=Eastern Rosella 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 40
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 47
g=House Sparrow 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 98.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 99% 74
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 41
i=Common Wood Pigeon 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9% 91.4% 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 91% 35
j=Black-headed Gull 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 142
k=Cockatiel 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 58
l=Budgerigar (blue) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 98.7% 0.0% 99% 76
m=Common Starling 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100% 71
Overall Correctly Classified 98% 892
5.3% to 1.7%. This suggests that aggregating classification results using majority voting
may increase the correct classification rates for species with closely-related appearances.
Majority and Minority Sampled Species
The classification rate for the majority class (Black-headed Gull) is 100% for all four
standard classifiers and the minority class (Common Wood Pigeon) is between 57% -
91% (see Table 7.1). The minority class is the class with the lowest classification rate,
with the classification rate of approximately 57% - 91% across all four classifiers. The
confusion matrix Table 7.2 shows that 0% of minority class (Common Wood Pigeon)
were misclassified as majority class (Black-headed Gull), which was 12.9% when no
majority voting nor feature selection was applied and 1.7% when only feature selection
was applied. This may suggest that the introduction of majority voting, may partly resolve
the imbalance problem with the extended dataset.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, experimental results of the combined features with majority voting tech-
nique to support ecological studies or migration and other population-level behaviours
have been presented with excellent results. The majority voting technique was used to
perform experiments that aggregated classification results using the smaller dataset of
seven species and the selected optimal features based on the larger dataset in Chapter 6.
The classification of birds in flight from a video is particularly challenging for automated
species identification and no existing work has yet addressed this problem directly.
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The RF classifier had produced consistently the highest correct classification rate
based on all experiments performed in this thesis. In this chapter, it has produced the
highest classification rates among all the classifiers used based on the selected combined
feature set with and without majority voting. Thus, the assertion that this is the most
effective classifier of the four tested for this problem domain.
When the majority voting results were compared with those without, there was an
increase in correct classification rates across all four classifiers. This was approximately
9%, 22%, 27% and 18% increase when the RF, RT, NB and SVM classifiers were used re-
spectively. Thus, showing that aggregating the classification results may improve correct
classification rates.
Finally, the aggregation results showed that there was less misclassification among
species with related appearances compared with when no aggregation was applied.The
results showed that Alexandrine parakeets misclassified as Nanday parakeets reduced by
3.7%; Nanday parakeets as Alexandrine parakeets reduced by 7.8% and Blue-crowned
parakeets as Alexandrine parakeets reduced by 3.6%. Thus suggesting that aggregating
classification results using majority voting may further increase the correct classification
rates of these species.
Various attempts have been made to improve classification rates of the various mod-
els used in this thesis. Even though the results have improved significantly with these
methods, it is recommended that, for future work, imbalanced dataset techniques be fur-
ther investigated with the extended datasets. It is believed and has been shown in subse-
quent chapters that balancing the dataset has a likelihood to further improve the classifi-
cation accuracies of the system.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis has explored some novel techniques for the classification of bird species using
computer vision and machine learning. Appearance features from previous related works
were evaluated and refined for use in automatic classification of species in flight. Relevant
motion features which can be extracted from video of birds in flight were also identified
and used to classify species automatically. The appearance and motion features were then
effectively combined to determine if they give better results than motion or appearance
features alone. Redundant and irrelevant features were then eliminated from the com-
bined feature set to determine if they can further improve classification accuracy. Finally,
a further refinement of this technique, using majority voting to aggregate classification
results across a set of video sub-sequences was undertaken. A video dataset of birds in
flights for use by the research community have also been collated. The following original
contributions have been presented in the preceding sections:
1. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has been used for the measurement of wing beat fre-
quencies. This has been initially evaluated on bat species and later on bird species.
These methods have been evaluated with the state-of-the-art by Cutler and Davis
(2000) and have been found to outperform it significantly.
2. A new set of appearance features have also been developed for bird species clas-
sification. This shows an improvement in correct classification rate over the state-
of-the-art proposed by Marini et al. (2013) on the three datasets introduced in this
thesis.
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3. A new set of motion features were developed but using these alone could not ef-
fectively classify bird species. As a result, a species classification scheme was then
developed, which combines motion and appearance features with the aim of im-
proving classification accuracy. This is the first work that combines features in this
way and it achieved a correct classification rate of 85% which outperformed the
existing state of art method.
4. The naive combination of appearance and motion features did not significantly im-
prove classification accuracy but rather introduced redundant and irrelevant fea-
tures. Two feature reduction techniques were therefore evaluated against the com-
bined set, which increased classification accuracy by approximately 4% when the
RF classifier was used.
5. Majority voting technique was used to aggregate the classification results of the
selected optimal features, obtained with classifier-based feature selection technique,
across an entire video sequence. Thus increasing the classification rate to between
89% and 98%.
6. A video dataset was collated against which future work can be benchmarked. This
thesis resulted initially in a dataset of seven species and later in an extended dataset
of thirteen classes consisting of eleven species, one of which had three colour forms.
8.1 Main Contributions, Limitations and Future Work
In this section, the contributions mentioned above have been summarised, together with a
discussion of their limitations if any and possible future work.
8.1.1 Analysis of Wing Beat Frequency
Periodic motion features associated with wing beats vary among species, and this was
proposed to provide an additional useful discriminating feature for classification of bird
species. Two modified techniques based on bounded box metrics and similarity matrices
were proposed for the analysis of wing beat frequency. A preliminary investigation using
a small dataset of bats in flight showed that these methods significantly outperformed
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the baseline algorithm, especially when the bat’s orientation changed. The method based
on self-similarity matrices was found to be better than the baseline algorithm when the
orientation of bats do not change. Where there is one obvious peak above the set threshold
value, all methods are able to estimate the correct wing beat. The baseline algorithm
usually considered this as an ideal situation and rejects all others as non-ideal. However,
the proposed methods were able to estimate a frequency closer to the ground truth when
there is more than one peak above the set threshold or when all peaks are below the
threshold.
The major challenge working with bat dataset is that they are usually filmed at night
and the image quality is low. The wing beat frequency measurements were based on
fitting a bounding box on a silhouette of birds and taking some metrics. Therefore low
video quality directly affects the extracted metrics and hence the wing beats frequencies
estimated.
It was observed that larger window size may help improve the frequency resolution,
thus improving the accuracy of the wingbeat frequencies. This can be achieved by either
increasing the time domain sample and/or using spectral interpolation (Lyons, 2010). The
first is usually ideal but this depends on the collected data, which in this case was made
up of shorter sequences due to the narrow camera’s angle of view. For future work using
a 360-degree camera is recommended to capture longer sequences and therefore larger
window sizes, as they offer the widest field-of-view available, without blind spots.
8.1.2 Classification using Appearance Features
Using image-based (appearance) features to classify species provided a richer and more
informative data for classification of species. A new set of appearances features was
developed for the classification of species, which combines colour, shape and texture.
Specifically, colour moments and colour log-polar, shape moments, Gabor filters and
greyscale histograms features were used, which were extracted from individual images
and concatenated to form the appearance feature set for classification using four standard
classifiers.
The combined appearance features (colour, shape and texture) outperforms methods
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that use only colour features. Particularly, when the appearance features were compared
with the state-of-the-art that used colour, it achieved a better classification performance. A
better performance was also achieved with the RF classifier than the other classifiers when
used with both the seven species and thirteen classes datasets. Classification rates dropped
significantly when moving from seven to thirteen classes. When the number of classes
was increased from 2 to 5, 17 and 200, the classification rates dropped with both the
proposed methods and the state-of-the-art method that uses colour features alone. Even
though performance dropped when the number of classes was increased, the classification
rates of the appearance features were observed to be higher than the state-of-the-art on
the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset. It was noted that increasing the number of
classes whiles using appearance features alone may result in a decrease in classification
rates irrespective of appearance features used. Finally, experimental results revealed that
misclassification of bird species was due to illumination and similar colour patterns in
some species. The state-of-the-art method which used only colour features had more
misclassifications with similar colour patterned species than the appearance feature set.
The identification of a suitable set of appearance features is very challenging. Most
existing works use appearance-based (mainly colour) features in conjunction with single
images of static birds. Whilst these existing works are a very useful starting point, there
is no comparable work for in-flight birds. A set of appearance features has been provided
for use with birds in flight. Whilst this work has been shown to work effectively with
seven and thirteen classes, there is also a scope for future work to explore an acceptable
feature set and techniques for classifying images of non-static birds.
When the number of classes is increased in the dataset, the classification rates can
be improved (classifying with appearance features) by applying part localisation tech-
niques (Gavves et al., 2013; Krause et al., 2015). Semantic part localisation can facilitate
fine-grained categorisation by explicitly isolating subtle appearance differences associ-
ated with specific object parts. However, most techniques that use this approach manually
mark birds parts. In this research, manually marking parts in a second of video will in-
volve marking these in 240 image frames. For future work, it is recommended that an
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annotation-free based technique (Gavves et al., 2013; Krause et al., 2015; Gavves et al.,
2015) be developed to localise bird parts using co-segmentation and alignment before
exacting the appearance features, as these will increase the classification rates.
8.1.3 Classification using Appearance and Motion features
The appearance-based feature set used single images and appearance-based models for
classification. However, bird species also exhibited distinguishing behaviours (flying,
and poses, etc) and this was used together with appearance features to improve classifica-
tion performance, especially at a distance where appearance-based features such as colour
attenuated. A robust system that combined the appearance and motion features for classi-
fication of bird species was developed. This system fused the appearance-based features
in the previous section with motion cues, such as CSS, turn based, wing-beat frequency,
centroid distance function, vicinity and curvature based on sine and cosine to improve
classification performance. All experiments performed with this feature set used the four
standard classifiers.
This research revealed the RF classifier to have the best classification rate across all
datasets when the combined feature set was used. Motion cues are also the most effective
for classifying species at a distance, where coloured features attenuate. Finally, naively
fusing motion and appearance features introduced redundant features, and thus made little
contribution to the classifiers performances (classification rates).
The identification of suitable motion features remains challenging. Even though
these have been explored for the classification of fish trajectory and human motion identi-
fication, there is no significant work which considers bird species. A set of combined fea-
tures (appearance and motion) have been provided for use with birds in flight. Whilst this
work has been shown to work with seven and thirteen classes, there was a small increase
in the correct classification rates when compared with appearance. However, combining
features resulted in a larger feature set, which introduced redundant and irrelevant ones.
It was hypothesised that selecting the most optimal feature set from the combined set can
help improve classification rates. There is still a scope for further work to explore an
acceptable motion feature set and techniques for classifying images of non-static birds.
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Flight style can be a great way to identify birds at a distance. Motion features were
used to improve classification of species with closely related appearances. The most
important motion features that help in differentiating species are wing beat frequencies.
However, these are affected by the temporal resolution used in the calculation of the wing
beats. Longer tracks will lead to higher temporal resolution and therefore improve the
classification of species using motion. For future work the use of a 360-degree camera is
therefore, recommended in order to capture longer sequences and improve the frequency
resolution.
8.1.4 Classification using the Optimal Feature Set
It is been hypothesised that combining appearance and motion features may improve clas-
sification performance. However, the combined results without feature selection had a
small increase in the correct classification rates. It was hypothesised that performance of
the combined set may be undermined by the presence of redundant features and that sig-
nificantly better classification rates may be achieved using a subset of the full combined
set. Two feature selection techniques have been explored, which helped in the selection
of optimal features from the combined set to improve correct classification rates.
The two feature selection methods both showed that the majority of optimal features
selected were appearance features. However, some motion features (wing beat frequency
and vicinity) were also selected irrespective of the method used, which suggest their im-
portance for classification. The main finding was that the addition of motion features
with feature selection, significantly improved classification rates and a further analysis
also revealed specific improvements in classification rates for species with similar visual
appearance.
8.1.5 Improving Classification using Other Techniques
Again, in an attempt to increase classification rates of the proposed models, experiments
were performed that aggregate the classification results of the selected optimal features
by the classifier-based method using the majority voting technique.
Aggregating the results of the combined features with majority voting outperforms
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those without on both the seven species and thirteen classes datasets. The results also
showed that the RF and RT classifiers had better performances than either NB or SVM.
Finally, the misclassification among bird species with closely related appearances im-
proved when majority voting technique was applied.
Motion features have been extracted from a sequence of image frames whilst appear-
ance features were extracted from individual images. Now, determining an effective way
to combine these features for classification in the absence of comparable existing work is
challenging. Therefore, even though some initial work in this area have been presented,
there is still scope for further studies to explore other ways of combining this problem.
8.2 Application of this Research
The collection of species population data is key to scientists in determining whether to
build offshore wind turbines and ecologist; for managing farmland use and studying mi-
gration behaviour but all these requires automated censusing of large populations. There
has been some work (Cullinan et al., 2015; Matzner et al., 2015; Hristov et al., 2010;
Betke et al., 2008; Lazarevic et al., 2008) that uses computer vision techniques to auto-
mated censusing of large bat populations but these were particularly not for species-level
censusing. Most of these have used a thermal camera with computer vision algorithms to
only detect and track species. The work presented in this thesis has not only been used to
detected and track bird species but has also been able to classify them using their motion
and appearance features, which is believe will be essential in collecting behaviour data of
species for ecological and biological studies.
In order to conserve species, there is the need to establish the size of current popu-
lations (censusing), working out which species are where and how they are responding to
the threats and pressures they face and also identifying which species need action now and
what threats they face. Species-level identification and censusing have not been studied
and the work undertaken can be applied to this problem since the system presented in this
thesis is able to identify species from their characteristic flight pattern and appearances.
Another important area that biologist wish to understand is the behaviour of different
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species, including migratory behaviour, this work again can be applied to these and most
importantly can be used to identify migratory species.
The classification of bird species using either motion and/or appearance features
can be treated as a fine-grained problem, which is similar to the classification of bats,
butterflies and fish. Hitherto, no work has used a combination of appearance and motion
features to classify these at species-level. Again, this work could be applied to classify
these species and aid in collecting important biological and ecological data.
Little comparable work has addressed the problem of bird species classification and
none has achieved robust identification by combining appearance and motion features;
this work, therefore represents a significant contribution with potential benefit to ecolog-
ical monitoring and data collection.
Appendix A
Appearance without Feature Selection
Table A.1: The confusion matrix based on the Naive Bayes classifier without feature
selection, using the appearance features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 27.2% 17.2% 6.1% 0.6% 1.2% 16.5% 1.2% 6.9% 2.7% 3.7% 6.2% 9.5% 1.0% 27% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 6.6% 46.6% 7.3% 1.2% 4.3% 6.9% 0.3% 1.3% 9.8% 2.2% 7.3% 5.7% 0.6% 47% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 11.1% 10.7% 48.0% 1.5% 3.1% 10.9% 1.7% 5.5% 2.9% 1.0% 1.0% 2.4% 0.4% 48% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.7% 0.2% 77.2% 0.0% 0.0% 7.8% 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 1.4% 0.1% 12.2% 77% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 1.5% 9.2% 4.8% 1.9% 52.8% 4.4% 1.1% 2.7% 1.6% 2.8% 6.2% 10.8% 0.4% 53% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 3.2% 5.8% 4.9% 0.3% 0.7% 60.1% 2.1% 9.4% 2.2% 2.4% 7.2% 0.5% 1.3% 60% 7667
g=House Sparrow 1.7% 0.0% 1.6% 13.1% 0.6% 1.2% 44.6% 3.3% 0.0% 5.3% 4.9% 3.6% 20.1% 45% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 4.1% 4.9% 10.3% 2.6% 4.0% 12.8% 6.1% 22.0% 5.0% 6.1% 11.4% 8.2% 2.5% 22% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 3.0% 18.1% 2.9% 4.1% 2.1% 2.3% 1.5% 1.0% 47.3% 0.7% 7.4% 2.4% 7.2% 47% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 2.8% 1.7% 0.5% 0.8% 1.1% 0.0% 7.0% 3.5% 1.5% 63.8% 8.4% 7.9% 1.0% 64% 38764
k=Cockatiel 1.2% 5.4% 0.3% 6.0% 1.8% 1.5% 3.0% 1.4% 1.1% 2.5% 55.5% 9.1% 11.2% 56% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 1.4% 6.3% 2.2% 3.6% 8.3% 1.4% 6.0% 3.4% 2.1% 20.5% 8.9% 35.0% 0.9% 35% 12090
m=Common Starling 2.4% 1.2% 0.4% 15.0% 0.2% 2.9% 15.3% 0.4% 0.8% 1.3% 7.8% 0.1% 52.2% 52% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 54% 161907
Table A.2: The confusion matrix based on the Random Tree classifier without feature
selection, using the appearance features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 61.2% 8.9% 5.9% 0.6% 2.1% 3.9% 1.2% 4.0% 1.7% 3.2% 1.6% 4.5% 1.1% 61% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 12.2% 56.3% 5.2% 1.4% 3.2% 4.1% 0.6% 3.3% 5.1% 1.7% 2.3% 3.2% 1.5% 56% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 8.3% 5.8% 67.6% 0.4% 2.5% 3.0% 1.1% 3.8% 2.4% 1.0% 0.9% 2.1% 1.1% 68% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.3% 0.6% 0.2% 85.7% 0.2% 0.2% 4.4% 0.4% 0.5% 1.1% 1.9% 0.6% 3.9% 86% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 4.7% 5.5% 4.3% 0.6% 53.7% 2.1% 2.2% 3.8% 1.9% 6.1% 3.8% 10.2% 1.3% 54% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 8.1% 5.2% 4.3% 0.6% 2.2% 59.3% 2.6% 6.1% 1.6% 2.8% 2.2% 3.0% 2.0% 59% 7667
g=House Sparrow 1.5% 0.7% 1.1% 10.7% 1.3% 2.0% 51.9% 2.5% 0.8% 5.4% 3.3% 3.7% 15.1% 52% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 9.7% 5.6% 6.0% 2.0% 3.8% 7.5% 4.4% 40.5% 2.5% 5.1% 3.3% 6.9% 2.8% 40% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 5.3% 10.1% 4.3% 3.7% 2.3% 1.9% 1.2% 3.2% 55.6% 2.3% 3.6% 2.2% 4.3% 56% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 1.2% 0.5% 0.2% 0.8% 1.0% 0.5% 1.6% 0.8% 0.3% 86.1% 1.6% 4.8% 0.6% 86% 38764
k=Cockatiel 2.4% 2.3% 0.8% 4.8% 2.0% 1.9% 3.9% 1.9% 1.6% 5.9% 60.9% 4.8% 6.8% 61% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 5.4% 2.5% 1.7% 1.2% 4.6% 1.6% 3.1% 3.5% 1.0% 14.4% 3.6% 56.1% 1.3% 56% 12090
m=Common Starling 1.6% 1.8% 0.9% 10.7% 0.8% 1.4% 15.9% 1.5% 2.1% 2.1% 6.6% 1.6% 53.0% 53% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 68% 161907
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Table A.3: The confusion matrix based on the SVM classifier without feature selection,
using the appearance features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 56.4% 9.2% 7.0% 0.7% 0.4% 9.0% 0.7% 0.6% 1.5% 4.2% 2.5% 6.9% 0.8% 56% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 15.6% 47.0% 9.5% 1.4% 1.6% 5.9% 0.2% 0.5% 5.4% 2.0% 4.7% 5.1% 1.1% 47% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 16.6% 6.4% 61.2% 0.9% 1.8% 5.2% 1.1% 0.7% 0.3% 0.8% 0.7% 3.8% 0.5% 61% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 95.8% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.4% 0.6% 0.1% 1.1% 96% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 3.7% 4.8% 7.7% 1.1% 48.1% 1.7% 1.0% 0.5% 1.0% 9.3% 3.9% 15.1% 2.2% 48% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 7.1% 2.7% 3.9% 1.2% 1.0% 71.2% 1.3% 1.0% 0.5% 5.3% 3.0% 0.7% 1.2% 71% 7667
g=House Sparrow 0.5% 0.1% 0.6% 18.3% 1.5% 2.8% 39.0% 0.5% 0.3% 10.6% 2.6% 3.3% 19.9% 39% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 12.7% 6.2% 8.7% 3.5% 3.8% 8.9% 5.8% 23.0% 2.8% 10.1% 6.4% 5.5% 2.6% 23% 6083
i=Common Wood Pigeon 6.5% 12.1% 4.6% 3.8% 1.9% 0.5% 0.6% 0.1% 53.1% 2.0% 4.3% 2.7% 7.9% 53% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.7% 0.2% 0.1% 94.9% 0.6% 2.1% 0.0% 95% 38764
k=Cockatiel 1.9% 1.0% 0.2% 5.7% 1.2% 1.5% 0.8% 0.4% 0.6% 4.0% 62.9% 6.1% 13.7% 63% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 5.7% 2.0% 1.6% 1.6% 3.4% 1.0% 2.8% 0.3% 0.6% 24.9% 6.5% 48.2% 1.4% 48% 12090
m=Common Starling 1.4% 0.2% 0.4% 10.5% 0.6% 1.0% 6.0% 0.1% 0.6% 1.4% 2.9% 0.8% 74.2% 74% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 70% 161707
Appendix B
Motion without Feature Selection
Table B.1: The confusion matrix based on the SVM classifier without feature selection,
using the motion features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 20.7% 5.8% 0.5% 25.3% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 28.4% 2.8% 0.4% 14.5% 21% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 15.5% 11.1% 0.3% 28.8% 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.5% 3.8% 0.1% 17.7% 11% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 20.5% 9.5% 12.2% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 13.8% 3.5% 0.3% 18.8% 12% 5332
d=Common House Martin 2.3% 0.6% 0.1% 36.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 57.3% 0.2% 0.2% 2.0% 37% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 14.6% 3.5% 0.5% 25.4% 6.2% 0.0% 1.5% 0.0% 0.0% 36.1% 2.0% 0.2% 9.9% 6% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 5.9% 1.7% 0.2% 13.7% 0.0% 3.5% 1.4% 16.2% 0.0% 29.3% 0.3% 23.9% 4.0% 3% 4329
g=House Sparrow 8.4% 3.7% 0.2% 28.9% 0.0% 0.0% 8.7% 0.0% 0.0% 33.1% 0.5% 0.3% 16.1% 9% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 10.7% 3.7% 0.1% 10.7% 0.0% 11.9% 3.9% 6.0% 0.0% 27.1% 0.6% 18.2% 7.0% 6% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 31.9% 8.6% 0.9% 26.9% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 4.9% 8.8% 2.0% 0.4% 13.1% 5% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 4.2% 0.2% 0.0% 17.1% 0.0% 6.7% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 67.6% 3.6% 0.1% 0.3% 68% 29695
k=Cockatiel 6.2% 4.9% 0.2% 31.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 39.3% 6.9% 0.2% 10.2% 7% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 5.4% 1.4% 0.1% 20.8% 0.0% 15.7% 1.1% 18.6% 0.0% 29.4% 0.8% 3.4% 3.3% 3% 7030
m=Common Starling 6.9% 4.9% 0.4% 22.9% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 13.6% 2.4% 0.2% 45.8% 46% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 33% 103393
Table B.2: The confusion matrix based on the Random Tree classifier without feature
selection, using the motion features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 12.9% 8.7% 7.5% 14.9% 4.3% 4.8% 5.4% 4.1% 2.9% 14.1% 7.0% 6.6% 6.8% 13% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 11.9% 10.1% 8.4% 13.1% 4.0% 4.1% 6.2% 3.6% 3.1% 12.2% 8.2% 5.8% 9.5% 10% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 12.1% 9.4% 9.0% 14.3% 4.2% 4.2% 6.0% 3.9% 2.6% 11.3% 8.2% 6.1% 8.8% 9% 5332
d=Common House Martin 6.4% 4.8% 3.9% 26.3% 3.0% 4.7% 4.1% 3.4% 1.5% 25.5% 4.7% 7.8% 3.7% 26% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 10.1% 8.7% 5.5% 16.0% 5.2% 4.4% 5.7% 3.2% 2.1% 19.5% 6.8% 7.0% 6.0% 5% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 8.2% 5.2% 5.0% 10.6% 3.4% 7.3% 5.1% 15.5% 1.6% 12.7% 5.4% 15.5% 4.6% 7% 4329
g=House Sparrow 8.5% 6.8% 6.3% 14.8% 3.4% 4.2% 11.2% 4.1% 2.8% 16.9% 5.8% 7.2% 8.1% 11% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 7.8% 5.6% 4.8% 7.6% 3.1% 14.6% 6.3% 5.8% 1.8% 14.0% 5.4% 17.4% 5.9% 6% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 9.7% 9.8% 7.9% 12.7% 4.4% 4.6% 6.8% 4.5% 5.2% 10.1% 7.7% 7.7% 8.9% 5% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 3.9% 2.3% 1.8% 15.8% 2.1% 3.5% 3.1% 2.5% 0.8% 53.0% 3.5% 6.0% 1.7% 53% 29695
k=Cockatiel 9.8% 7.8% 6.4% 15.1% 4.1% 5.0% 5.1% 3.3% 2.1% 18.4% 9.8% 6.7% 6.3% 10% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.8% 5.2% 4.3% 11.7% 3.1% 12.9% 4.7% 12.5% 1.8% 15.5% 5.1% 12.3% 4.0% 12% 7030
m=Common Starling 10.4% 9.4% 8.3% 11.7% 4.1% 3.8% 8.2% 4.0% 3.3% 8.7% 7.1% 5.7% 15.4% 15% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 25% 103393
B. MOTION WITHOUT FEATURE SELECTION 192
Table B.3: The confusion matrix based on the Naive Bayes classifier without feature
selection, using the motion features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 2.9% 4.3% 6.2% 6.3% 12.0% 11.3% 0.8% 1.2% 4.9% 21.4% 17.7% 8.2% 2.9% 3% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 1.4% 6.6% 4.4% 5.8% 10.3% 12.2% 1.7% 0.8% 4.7% 14.0% 24.8% 8.5% 4.8% 7% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 1.9% 3.8% 9.6% 5.4% 11.9% 12.0% 0.4% 1.3% 1.5% 12.1% 27.4% 9.6% 3.1% 10% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.4% 0.6% 2.3% 13.1% 10.6% 4.5% 0.3% 0.5% 0.4% 60.4% 2.3% 4.0% 0.6% 13% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 0.3% 1.9% 7.3% 6.1% 18.9% 10.9% 0.2% 0.5% 1.7% 30.2% 11.6% 9.4% 1.0% 19% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 0.4% 1.1% 2.0% 7.6% 12.3% 11.3% 0.7% 12.1% 0.9% 26.7% 4.1% 19.0% 1.9% 11% 4329
g=House Sparrow 1.6% 3.1% 6.1% 9.2% 17.0% 7.9% 5.3% 1.0% 0.9% 29.8% 4.8% 7.1% 6.0% 5% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 1.0% 1.7% 4.5% 6.7% 11.9% 24.7% 1.8% 0.6% 1.1% 16.4% 6.8% 21.1% 1.6% 1% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 5.0% 8.2% 5.8% 2.4% 11.8% 7.7% 1.6% 1.7% 16.7% 6.9% 18.6% 6.0% 7.6% 17% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.2% 0.5% 0.4% 2.7% 5.7% 1.5% 0.4% 0.3% 0.6% 84.9% 1.4% 1.1% 0.4% 85% 29695
k=Cockatiel 0.5% 1.5% 1.4% 7.9% 10.0% 10.0% 0.5% 0.2% 0.9% 32.2% 24.8% 7.5% 2.7% 25% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 0.9% 1.4% 2.3% 8.5% 10.8% 19.4% 0.9% 14.8% 0.9% 29.1% 3.5% 6.0% 1.4% 6% 7030
m=Common Starling 3.0% 2.7% 8.6% 7.6% 7.6% 11.9% 2.0% 0.2% 2.2% 11.0% 21.6% 8.8% 12.7% 13% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 32% 103393
Appendix C
Combined without Feature Selection
Table C.1: The confusion matrix based on the Naive Bayes classifier without feature
selection, using the combined features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 39.7% 17.4% 6.4% 0.5% 2.0% 8.2% 0.8% 6.4% 3.1% 2.2% 6.3% 5.5% 1.3% 40% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 8.2% 53.2% 7.0% 0.5% 4.1% 3.8% 0.3% 1.1% 10.5% 0.6% 5.2% 4.6% 1.0% 53% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 14.8% 10.5% 56.6% 0.8% 2.6% 3.4% 1.0% 3.8% 3.1% 0.8% 0.8% 1.1% 0.7% 57% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.8% 0.1% 89.5% 0.0% 0.0% 4.7% 0.2% 0.6% 0.4% 1.0% 0.1% 2.7% 90% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 3.0% 9.3% 3.4% 2.2% 51.0% 4.4% 0.9% 1.8% 1.4% 5.9% 6.3% 10.2% 0.2% 51% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 1.9% 2.3% 1.5% 0.7% 0.3% 69.8% 1.6% 10.7% 1.1% 0.8% 4.3% 4.2% 0.9% 70% 4329
g=House Sparrow 1.1% 0.1% 0.9% 10.1% 0.4% 1.8% 59.3% 3.8% 0.1% 5.4% 2.9% 2.7% 11.4% 59% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 5.0% 3.0% 4.4% 2.2% 3.0% 14.5% 2.1% 33.5% 4.3% 6.9% 10.3% 9.6% 1.2% 34% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 2.1% 13.9% 3.4% 4.6% 1.6% 0.6% 0.7% 0.9% 55.0% 0.1% 8.6% 1.9% 6.6% 55% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 1.9% 1.1% 0.5% 1.1% 1.2% 0.1% 1.0% 0.6% 0.1% 84.0% 4.3% 4.1% 0.0% 84% 29695
k=Cockatiel 1.7% 4.9% 0.5% 5.4% 2.8% 1.4% 2.3% 0.8% 1.6% 2.3% 63.1% 6.2% 7.2% 63% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 2.2% 2.1% 1.2% 3.2% 3.6% 2.8% 3.1% 5.3% 1.3% 11.3% 7.6% 55.6% 0.6% 56% 7030
m=Common Starling 2.2% 1.1% 0.4% 8.3% 0.0% 1.9% 7.9% 0.3% 0.5% 1.9% 4.6% 0.4% 70.4% 70% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 69% 103393
Table C.2: The confusion matrix based on the Random Tree classifier without feature
selection, using the combined features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 52.4% 9.6% 7.6% 1.0% 1.9% 4.9% 1.5% 4.5% 1.7% 5.0% 2.5% 5.7% 1.7% 52% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 13.1% 49.5% 6.5% 2.1% 3.4% 5.0% 0.9% 3.3% 4.1% 3.0% 3.0% 3.5% 2.5% 50% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 10.7% 8.1% 59.0% 1.3% 2.7% 3.7% 0.9% 4.0% 2.3% 1.8% 1.4% 2.3% 1.7% 59% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.4% 0.7% 0.3% 83.7% 0.2% 0.4% 4.1% 0.5% 0.5% 2.1% 2.1% 0.9% 4.0% 84% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 5.2% 8.2% 3.8% 1.3% 43.9% 2.7% 1.7% 4.0% 1.9% 10.1% 5.2% 10.2% 2.0% 44% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 9.0% 7.0% 4.1% 1.8% 2.0% 51.1% 3.3% 6.1% 1.4% 4.6% 3.3% 3.4% 2.9% 51% 4329
g=House Sparrow 2.3% 1.1% 0.9% 14.0% 1.1% 2.9% 43.6% 2.5% 0.9% 6.8% 4.5% 3.2% 16.3% 44% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 10.7% 6.8% 7.0% 2.4% 3.4% 7.1% 3.7% 33.5% 2.9% 8.7% 4.5% 6.4% 2.8% 33% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 7.0% 13.7% 6.0% 3.6% 2.9% 2.8% 2.2% 4.1% 38.6% 4.7% 5.7% 3.7% 5.2% 39% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 1.2% 0.6% 0.3% 1.2% 1.1% 0.8% 1.1% 1.0% 0.3% 85.4% 1.9% 4.6% 0.5% 85% 29695
k=Cockatiel 3.6% 3.1% 1.1% 7.5% 3.1% 2.7% 3.8% 2.7% 1.8% 9.0% 49.1% 6.1% 6.6% 49% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.0% 3.4% 1.8% 2.1% 4.1% 2.4% 2.6% 2.8% 1.2% 18.2% 4.6% 49.3% 1.6% 49% 7030
m=Common Starling 2.1% 2.2% 1.7% 12.9% 1.0% 2.5% 16.2% 1.7% 2.0% 2.5% 7.9% 2.4% 44.9% 45% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 65% 103393
C. COMBINED WITHOUT FEATURE SELECTION 194
Table C.3: The confusion matrix based on the SVM classifier without feature selection,
using the combined features on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 59.8% 11.0% 6.8% 0.5% 0.6% 6.6% 0.9% 0.9% 0.7% 2.3% 2.6% 6.5% 0.7% 60% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 14.5% 56.3% 8.4% 0.8% 1.3% 4.2% 0.4% 0.6% 3.5% 1.0% 4.1% 3.4% 1.4% 56% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 15.5% 7.1% 66.0% 0.8% 1.3% 3.2% 0.4% 0.7% 0.5% 0.5% 0.3% 3.1% 0.8% 66% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.3% 0.4% 0.1% 97.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.1% 0.6% 98% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 4.3% 7.5% 6.3% 1.2% 43.6% 2.8% 1.3% 0.6% 0.7% 12.9% 4.0% 13.7% 1.2% 44% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 5.2% 1.8% 2.4% 1.9% 1.0% 78.1% 1.2% 1.4% 0.2% 3.6% 1.9% 0.9% 0.4% 78% 4329
g=House Sparrow 0.9% 0.1% 0.5% 15.0% 0.9% 2.3% 51.6% 0.5% 0.3% 6.5% 2.4% 1.9% 17.0% 52% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 11.7% 4.1% 8.2% 2.6% 3.4% 3.6% 4.6% 33.2% 2.7% 11.3% 7.7% 6.4% 0.6% 33% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 6.6% 14.2% 5.6% 4.7% 2.6% 1.1% 0.4% 0.2% 48.1% 0.8% 8.4% 1.9% 5.3% 48% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 96.8% 0.5% 1.5% 0.0% 97% 29695
k=Cockatiel 2.1% 1.4% 0.3% 6.2% 1.0% 1.3% 0.8% 0.3% 0.8% 4.7% 68.2% 5.0% 7.7% 68% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 5.8% 2.2% 1.4% 2.3% 2.3% 1.9% 2.0% 0.7% 0.3% 22.5% 5.0% 52.8% 0.8% 53% 7030
m=Common Starling 1.4% 0.6% 0.5% 8.1% 0.3% 0.9% 7.8% 0.1% 0.5% 1.0% 3.8% 0.4% 74.6% 75% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 77% 103393
Appendix D
Appearance Set with Feature Selection
Table D.1: The confusion matrix based on the Random Tree classifier using the se-
lected features from the appearance set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 66.0% 8.0% 5.8% 0.4% 1.2% 3.4% 1.0% 4.0% 1.4% 2.1% 1.7% 4.4% 0.7% 66% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 11.6% 61.7% 5.2% 0.9% 2.1% 3.4% 0.6% 3.3% 5.1% 0.8% 1.6% 2.3% 1.6% 62% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 8.2% 5.9% 70.5% 0.5% 2.0% 2.5% 1.1% 3.4% 1.8% 0.4% 0.7% 1.9% 1.0% 71% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.2% 0.5% 0.3% 87.9% 0.1% 0.2% 3.9% 0.4% 0.5% 0.9% 1.5% 0.4% 3.1% 88% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 3.2% 3.6% 3.9% 0.6% 61.6% 1.5% 1.9% 3.2% 1.0% 4.3% 4.0% 9.7% 1.3% 62% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 6.4% 4.3% 3.5% 0.5% 1.2% 66.6% 2.5% 5.8% 1.2% 2.0% 1.8% 2.2% 2.0% 67% 7667
g=House Sparrow 1.1% 0.4% 0.8% 9.7% 1.1% 1.9% 56.0% 2.2% 0.6% 5.3% 3.1% 3.0% 14.8% 56% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 9.4% 5.3% 5.6% 1.7% 3.4% 6.4% 4.0% 45.7% 3.0% 3.7% 3.5% 5.8% 2.7% 46% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 4.3% 10.6% 4.0% 2.3% 2.2% 2.0% 1.2% 3.5% 59.5% 1.3% 2.5% 2.3% 4.3% 60% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 0.7% 0.3% 0.1% 0.5% 0.7% 0.5% 1.4% 0.5% 0.2% 90.6% 0.7% 3.6% 0.2% 91% 38764
k=Cockatiel 2.6% 1.8% 0.8% 4.1% 2.3% 1.4% 2.7% 2.4% 1.4% 3.0% 66.9% 4.2% 6.4% 67% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 4.6% 1.7% 1.6% 1.1% 4.4% 1.3% 2.7% 3.3% 0.8% 11.8% 3.1% 62.4% 1.3% 62% 12090
m=Common Starling 0.9% 1.4% 1.1% 8.3% 0.9% 1.3% 14.7% 1.7% 2.1% 1.0% 6.4% 1.7% 58.4% 58% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 73% 161907
Table D.2: The confusion matrix based on the Naive Bayes classifier using the selected
features from the appearance set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 29.1% 17.5% 8.5% 0.5% 1.7% 15.9% 1.3% 6.5% 2.9% 3.2% 2.9% 9.2% 0.8% 29% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 6.5% 46.2% 6.9% 0.9% 4.4% 6.4% 0.2% 1.1% 12.7% 2.0% 6.0% 3.9% 2.7% 46% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 9.9% 11.0% 52.6% 1.0% 2.4% 8.7% 0.8% 5.7% 2.4% 0.5% 1.2% 2.5% 1.4% 53% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.7% 0.3% 85.8% 0.0% 0.0% 4.8% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.7% 0.1% 7.3% 86% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 0.7% 9.4% 3.8% 1.5% 53.1% 4.7% 1.4% 2.3% 1.9% 3.6% 4.3% 12.2% 1.2% 53% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 2.8% 4.1% 4.2% 0.3% 0.7% 63.6% 1.8% 7.2% 3.0% 2.3% 7.3% 0.5% 2.2% 64% 7667
g=House Sparrow 0.6% 0.1% 0.7% 16.6% 0.3% 2.1% 41.6% 2.3% 0.0% 5.1% 4.6% 4.9% 21.0% 42% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 6.2% 6.6% 9.0% 2.9% 3.3% 14.7% 4.8% 19.5% 5.9% 6.2% 11.0% 7.2% 2.8% 19% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 3.6% 20.6% 4.1% 4.5% 1.7% 1.6% 1.1% 1.5% 45.8% 0.8% 6.1% 1.8% 6.8% 46% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 2.7% 1.6% 0.2% 0.7% 1.2% 0.3% 4.3% 6.8% 0.9% 70.0% 3.8% 7.5% 0.2% 70% 38764
k=Cockatiel 1.0% 3.3% 0.7% 8.8% 2.7% 2.6% 3.0% 3.0% 1.2% 2.7% 45.4% 11.8% 13.8% 45% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 1.9% 5.7% 0.8% 3.3% 11.1% 0.7% 2.3% 4.7% 1.8% 23.3% 6.2% 37.6% 0.3% 38% 12090
m=Common Starling 0.8% 0.8% 1.0% 17.4% 0.0% 3.5% 15.1% 0.9% 0.7% 0.2% 5.5% 0.1% 53.8% 54% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 57% 161907
D. APPEARANCE SET WITH FEATURE SELECTION 196
Table D.3: The confusion matrix based on the SVM classifier using the selected fea-
tures from the appearance set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 53.0% 8.9% 8.0% 0.7% 0.3% 10.7% 0.5% 0.3% 0.7% 5.0% 2.0% 8.5% 1.3% 53% 12801
b=Nanday Parakeet 18.8% 39.4% 12.2% 2.0% 1.8% 6.6% 0.3% 0.2% 5.7% 3.4% 4.8% 3.6% 1.4% 39% 10025
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 21.3% 10.5% 49.3% 1.2% 1.4% 6.1% 0.5% 0.2% 0.5% 3.3% 1.2% 2.8% 1.7% 49% 9076
d=Common House Martin 0.3% 0.4% 0.1% 95.7% 0.0% 0.1% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.5% 0.1% 1.2% 96% 25517
e=Eastern Rosella 4.4% 8.5% 5.5% 1.3% 38.8% 2.6% 0.9% 0.1% 0.5% 14.0% 6.7% 14.5% 2.3% 39% 5929
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 7.9% 2.8% 2.9% 1.3% 0.9% 67.1% 1.0% 0.2% 0.5% 8.8% 4.4% 0.3% 1.8% 67% 7667
g=House Sparrow 0.4% 0.2% 0.2% 21.1% 0.9% 2.8% 34.7% 0.1% 0.2% 14.0% 3.1% 1.4% 20.8% 35% 10191
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 17.4% 5.0% 8.6% 3.4% 4.1% 12.0% 5.4% 14.4% 3.1% 10.2% 9.7% 3.6% 3.1% 14% 6283
i=Common Wood Pigeon 10.0% 22.2% 6.9% 5.4% 2.7% 0.8% 0.4% 0.4% 31.8% 3.8% 5.0% 2.5% 8.0% 32% 4301
j=Black-headed Gull 0.6% 0.3% 0.2% 0.5% 0.0% 0.2% 1.1% 0.1% 0.1% 94.1% 0.5% 2.4% 0.0% 94% 38764
k=Cockatiel 2.9% 1.0% 0.7% 8.6% 2.1% 1.7% 1.2% 0.1% 0.6% 4.4% 51.8% 6.6% 18.3% 52% 9398
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.4% 3.1% 0.9% 1.8% 4.5% 0.7% 1.9% 0.1% 0.4% 32.9% 7.5% 38.5% 1.2% 39% 12090
m=Common Starling 1.5% 0.5% 0.7% 12.9% 0.8% 1.4% 5.6% 0.0% 0.2% 1.2% 2.2% 0.8% 72.2% 72% 9865
Overall Correctly Classified 65% 161907
Appendix E
Motion Set with Feature Selection
Table E.1: The confusion matrix based on the Random Tree classifier using the se-
lected features from the motion set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 16.4% 9.7% 7.8% 13.4% 3.7% 4.0% 5.0% 3.4% 2.8% 14.2% 7.6% 6.3% 5.8% 16% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 10.8% 13.8% 8.7% 12.7% 4.5% 4.4% 5.6% 3.3% 3.4% 12.4% 8.0% 5.6% 6.8% 14% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 12.1% 10.5% 11.1% 13.9% 4.1% 3.8% 5.2% 3.6% 3.1% 11.0% 8.5% 5.4% 7.8% 11% 5332
d=Common House Martin 5.7% 4.4% 3.9% 35.1% 2.7% 4.2% 4.0% 2.9% 1.3% 20.9% 4.5% 6.7% 3.8% 35% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 10.2% 8.3% 5.6% 15.0% 8.3% 4.2% 4.9% 3.3% 2.6% 18.3% 6.6% 7.0% 5.6% 8% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 6.6% 5.5% 3.7% 15.8% 3.0% 11.9% 5.3% 4.8% 1.9% 18.7% 5.8% 12.1% 4.9% 12% 4329
g=House Sparrow 7.3% 5.9% 5.2% 14.5% 3.1% 4.4% 17.7% 4.0% 2.2% 16.9% 4.6% 7.8% 6.3% 18% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 6.8% 6.2% 4.6% 15.3% 2.8% 6.5% 6.7% 10.7% 2.0% 18.5% 5.0% 9.7% 5.2% 11% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 11.1% 10.1% 9.3% 11.7% 4.7% 4.6% 3.9% 3.7% 7.3% 13.4% 7.7% 5.3% 7.2% 7% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 3.7% 2.6% 1.9% 12.9% 2.0% 3.1% 2.8% 2.2% 1.0% 57.8% 3.6% 4.7% 1.7% 58% 29695
k=Cockatiel 9.7% 8.8% 7.4% 13.6% 3.5% 3.8% 4.4% 3.7% 2.6% 18.4% 12.1% 6.0% 6.1% 12% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.3% 4.6% 3.9% 16.7% 3.0% 6.9% 5.3% 5.2% 1.5% 19.6% 4.7% 18.8% 3.6% 19% 7030
m=Common Starling 9.6% 9.1% 6.9% 12.9% 3.7% 3.8% 6.6% 3.0% 2.8% 9.4% 6.0% 5.7% 20.3% 20% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 30% 103393
Table E.2: The confusion matrix based on the SVM classifier using the selected fea-
tures from the motion set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 12.8% 3.1% 0.0% 32.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 39.0% 0.1% 0.1% 12.6% 13% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 12.5% 15.8% 0.0% 27.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 35.8% 0.0% 0.0% 8.3% 16% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 13.2% 4.9% 16.9% 22.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 32.1% 0.1% 0.1% 10.4% 17% 5332
d=Common House Martin 1.8% 0.5% 0.0% 25.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 70.7% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 25% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 6.8% 1.8% 0.0% 32.9% 15.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 36.7% 0.1% 0.0% 6.3% 15% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 2.5% 0.8% 0.0% 29.2% 0.0% 16.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 46.8% 0.0% 0.0% 4.1% 16% 4329
g=House Sparrow 8.4% 2.1% 0.0% 32.5% 0.0% 0.0% 11.9% 0.0% 0.0% 31.9% 0.0% 0.0% 13.1% 12% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 4.7% 1.7% 0.0% 29.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 15.1% 0.0% 45.8% 0.1% 0.0% 3.5% 15% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 18.5% 5.4% 0.0% 24.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 20.2% 22.3% 0.1% 0.2% 8.8% 20% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.5% 0.3% 0.0% 30.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 68.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 69% 29695
k=Cockatiel 5.9% 3.1% 0.0% 24.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 41.5% 21.2% 0.0% 3.4% 21% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 3.0% 0.8% 0.0% 26.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 53.0% 0.0% 14.2% 2.8% 14% 7030
m=Common Starling 10.1% 4.1% 0.0% 34.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 23.6% 0.1% 0.1% 28.0% 28% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 33% 103393
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Table E.3: The confusion matrix based on the Naive Bayes classifier using the selected
features from the motion set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 19.7% 12.4% 8.5% 14.0% 1.2% 1.0% 5.5% 0.4% 2.2% 16.4% 9.7% 2.4% 6.8% 20% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 12.2% 24.0% 7.7% 10.5% 0.8% 0.9% 5.4% 0.6% 2.1% 13.4% 10.5% 2.2% 9.6% 24% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 14.3% 13.6% 17.1% 11.6% 1.5% 1.0% 5.5% 0.9% 1.4% 9.6% 10.4% 1.8% 11.4% 17% 5332
d=Common House Martin 3.7% 3.1% 2.6% 37.3% 0.4% 2.2% 2.7% 1.1% 0.9% 33.8% 2.2% 5.3% 4.8% 37% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 9.4% 7.8% 6.6% 21.4% 5.9% 1.1% 3.4% 0.6% 0.7% 24.6% 7.3% 2.4% 8.8% 6% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 2.7% 1.3% 2.3% 11.9% 0.8% 13.1% 4.7% 2.1% 0.9% 25.2% 2.1% 28.3% 4.6% 13% 4329
g=House Sparrow 4.1% 2.9% 1.9% 8.1% 0.4% 1.9% 45.1% 1.4% 0.5% 18.1% 3.3% 6.0% 6.4% 45% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 3.1% 3.6% 2.7% 13.9% 0.8% 5.6% 6.5% 8.6% 0.8% 23.8% 3.1% 18.2% 9.5% 9% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 17.7% 12.7% 7.7% 11.1% 1.0% 2.4% 3.5% 1.1% 11.4% 11.2% 8.2% 3.1% 8.9% 11% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 2.4% 0.8% 0.5% 18.9% 0.2% 1.1% 1.9% 0.2% 0.3% 68.5% 2.0% 2.1% 1.0% 69% 29695
k=Cockatiel 9.0% 8.5% 4.7% 13.1% 0.6% 1.7% 4.5% 0.7% 1.1% 25.4% 21.2% 3.2% 6.3% 21% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 2.9% 1.5% 1.2% 16.4% 0.5% 6.7% 4.1% 2.7% 0.5% 23.8% 2.3% 32.3% 5.1% 32% 7030
m=Common Starling 4.2% 6.3% 2.9% 15.7% 0.6% 1.1% 4.0% 1.0% 1.1% 3.6% 3.9% 2.4% 53.1% 53% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 40% 103393
Appendix F
Combined Set with Feature Selection
Table F.1: The confusion matrix based on the Random Tree classifier using the se-
lected features from the combined set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 64.0% 8.8% 5.9% 0.5% 1.6% 3.6% 0.9% 4.0% 1.3% 2.6% 1.9% 4.0% 0.9% 64% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 11.9% 61.2% 5.4% 1.4% 2.1% 3.4% 0.5% 2.8% 4.1% 1.6% 1.9% 2.1% 1.5% 61% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 8.7% 6.3% 69.3% 0.6% 1.8% 2.1% 0.8% 3.9% 2.4% 0.5% 1.0% 1.8% 0.8% 69% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.2% 0.5% 0.2% 88.6% 0.2% 0.2% 3.1% 0.3% 0.5% 1.0% 1.7% 0.6% 3.0% 89% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 4.1% 3.8% 2.8% 1.0% 58.9% 2.3% 2.0% 2.4% 1.0% 6.5% 4.6% 9.2% 1.4% 59% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 8.0% 5.6% 3.1% 0.7% 1.5% 62.7% 2.6% 4.7% 1.1% 2.7% 2.5% 2.9% 2.1% 63% 4329
g=House Sparrow 1.6% 0.6% 0.7% 11.7% 1.0% 2.1% 53.4% 2.2% 0.4% 6.0% 3.0% 2.5% 14.6% 53% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 10.5% 6.3% 6.1% 1.4% 3.1% 6.8% 2.6% 44.2% 3.2% 5.0% 3.4% 5.6% 1.8% 44% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 5.4% 11.8% 5.5% 3.6% 2.2% 2.2% 1.6% 3.9% 51.1% 1.9% 3.6% 2.6% 4.4% 51% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.7% 0.3% 0.2% 0.6% 0.6% 0.3% 0.9% 0.5% 0.1% 91.5% 0.9% 3.1% 0.2% 92% 29695
k=Cockatiel 2.6% 2.1% 0.9% 5.5% 2.4% 1.7% 2.7% 2.1% 1.2% 4.5% 64.5% 4.3% 5.5% 65% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 4.4% 2.1% 1.1% 1.2% 3.8% 1.4% 1.8% 2.0% 0.8% 13.4% 3.7% 63.1% 1.3% 63% 7030
m=Common Starling 1.4% 1.5% 1.0% 9.8% 0.8% 1.6% 15.0% 1.1% 1.7% 1.5% 6.5% 1.4% 56.6% 57% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 74% 103393
Table F.2: The confusion matrix based on the SVM classifier using the selected fea-
tures from the combined set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 55.6% 9.8% 8.9% 0.7% 0.2% 8.5% 0.7% 0.3% 0.4% 3.8% 2.5% 7.7% 0.8% 56% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 19.0% 43.9% 12.1% 2.0% 1.0% 5.4% 0.4% 0.3% 3.6% 2.7% 4.7% 3.2% 1.7% 44% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 22.1% 11.9% 51.9% 0.7% 0.6% 4.7% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 1.9% 0.5% 3.1% 1.5% 52% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.2% 0.7% 0.0% 97.4% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.3% 0.0% 0.6% 97% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 3.3% 10.7% 4.6% 1.8% 34.2% 3.9% 1.2% 0.1% 0.3% 16.9% 7.9% 13.6% 1.6% 34% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 6.3% 1.9% 2.0% 2.4% 0.9% 73.2% 1.1% 0.6% 0.2% 7.0% 3.0% 0.5% 0.9% 73% 4329
g=House Sparrow 0.9% 0.4% 0.2% 20.5% 0.3% 2.7% 39.9% 0.2% 0.2% 9.7% 2.7% 1.1% 21.3% 40% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 12.8% 5.0% 5.9% 3.4% 3.4% 6.0% 3.2% 26.2% 2.0% 17.9% 9.4% 3.9% 0.9% 26% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 9.2% 29.4% 7.0% 5.7% 1.7% 1.1% 0.5% 0.5% 21.7% 3.5% 11.4% 2.3% 6.1% 22% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.6% 0.0% 0.1% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 96.3% 0.4% 1.5% 0.0% 96% 29695
k=Cockatiel 3.0% 1.3% 0.6% 9.3% 1.3% 2.4% 1.3% 0.2% 0.7% 5.6% 58.0% 4.9% 11.4% 58% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 6.1% 2.7% 1.0% 2.4% 2.9% 1.4% 1.5% 0.3% 0.1% 32.2% 7.9% 40.9% 0.6% 41% 7030
m=Common Starling 1.7% 1.1% 0.8% 11.7% 0.3% 1.3% 7.3% 0.1% 0.2% 0.6% 2.7% 0.7% 71.6% 72% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 71% 103393
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Table F.3: The confusion matrix based on the Naive Bayes classifier using the selected
features from the combined set based on the thirteen classes dataset
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Samples
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 39.3% 18.4% 8.8% 0.5% 1.7% 7.9% 1.0% 6.5% 2.7% 1.8% 4.2% 6.7% 0.5% 39% 7845
b=Nanday Parakeet 9.5% 53.3% 5.7% 0.8% 3.7% 3.5% 0.5% 0.9% 10.7% 1.0% 5.0% 3.3% 2.2% 53% 6246
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 13.3% 10.5% 57.6% 0.6% 2.1% 4.5% 0.4% 4.8% 2.6% 0.3% 1.2% 1.3% 0.8% 58% 5332
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.8% 0.2% 90.6% 0.0% 0.0% 4.6% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.5% 0.1% 3.0% 91% 17896
e=Eastern Rosella 1.5% 7.6% 3.1% 1.9% 56.8% 5.7% 1.2% 1.6% 1.5% 4.7% 4.9% 8.9% 0.6% 57% 3247
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 1.9% 3.1% 2.1% 0.4% 0.4% 72.4% 1.6% 8.0% 2.1% 0.4% 5.0% 1.6% 1.0% 72% 4329
g=House Sparrow 0.5% 0.1% 0.7% 15.0% 0.3% 1.6% 57.2% 1.8% 0.0% 4.4% 2.6% 3.4% 12.4% 57% 5318
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 5.0% 5.6% 5.6% 2.5% 1.8% 15.7% 2.7% 30.6% 5.0% 3.3% 11.1% 9.8% 1.4% 31% 3349
i=Common Wood Pigeon 3.2% 17.0% 4.1% 4.6% 0.8% 1.2% 0.6% 1.5% 49.5% 0.3% 9.1% 1.7% 6.3% 50% 2027
j=Black-headed Gull 1.5% 1.3% 0.1% 0.9% 0.9% 0.2% 2.6% 2.0% 0.3% 81.6% 3.9% 4.7% 0.0% 82% 29695
k=Cockatiel 2.0% 3.1% 0.7% 8.4% 3.3% 2.1% 2.8% 1.8% 0.7% 3.1% 54.5% 7.1% 10.4% 54% 5687
l=Budgerigar (blue) 1.7% 3.6% 0.8% 2.6% 4.3% 1.2% 1.4% 5.8% 1.7% 13.0% 7.0% 56.7% 0.3% 57% 7030
m=Common Starling 1.4% 0.7% 0.4% 12.4% 0.0% 1.9% 9.8% 0.4% 0.5% 0.8% 5.3% 0.2% 66.1% 66% 5392
Overall Correctly Classified 68% 103393
Appendix G
Majority Voting Results
Table G.1: Confusion matrix of video classification using our Inflight #2 Dataset with
Naive Bayes Classifier
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Videos
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 96.1% 1.3% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 96% 77
b=Nanday Parakeet 1.7% 96.6% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 59
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 1.7% 0.0% 96.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 58
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 99.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 99% 114
e=Eastern Rosella 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 92.5% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 93% 40
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 2.1% 0.0% 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 95.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 96% 47
g=House Sparrow 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 97.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 74
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.2% 0.0% 85.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.0% 85% 41
i=Common Wood Pigeon 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 88.6% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9% 89% 35
j=Black-headed Gull 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 142
k=Cockatiel 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.3% 0.0% 0.0% 98% 58
l=Budgerigar (blue) 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 2.6% 0.0% 94.7% 0.0% 95% 76
m=Common Starling 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.8% 0.0% 0.0% 94.4% 94% 71
Overall Correctly Classified 95% 892
Table G.2: Confusion matrix of video classification using our Inflight #2 Dataset with
SVM Classifier.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Videos
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 98.7% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 99% 77
b=Nanday Parakeet 6.8% 93.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 93% 59
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 1.7% 0.0% 98.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98% 58
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 97.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 114
e=Eastern Rosella 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 90.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 5.0% 0.0% 90% 40
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 95.7% 2.1% 0.0% 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 96% 47
g=House Sparrow 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 8.1% 0.0% 0.0% 89.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 89% 74
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 14.6% 0.0% 9.8% 0.0% 0.0% 7.3% 0.0% 58.5% 0.0% 9.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 59% 41
i=Common Wood Pigeon 0.0% 40.0% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 57.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 57% 35
j=Black-headed Gull 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 142
k=Cockatiel 0.0% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.3% 0.0% 0.0% 98% 58
l=Budgerigar (blue) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 21.1% 0.0% 78.9% 0.0% 79% 76
m=Common Starling 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 97.2% 97% 71
Overall Correctly Classified 89% 892
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Table G.3: Confusion matrix of video classification using our Inflight #2 Dataset with
Random Tree Classifier
a b c d e f g h i j k l m %CC Videos
a=Alexandrine Parakeet 97.4% 2.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 77
b=Nanday Parakeet 0.0% 98.3% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98% 59
c=Blue-crowned Parakeet 1.7% 1.7% 96.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 58
d=Common House Martin 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97% 114
e=Eastern Rosella 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 95.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 95% 40
f=Budgerigar (yellow) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 95.7% 0.0% 2.1% 0.0% 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 96% 47
g=House Sparrow 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 99% 74
h=Budgerigar (wild-type) 0.0% 2.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98% 41
i=Common Wood Pigeon 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 88.6% 5.7% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9% 89% 35
j=Black-headed Gull 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 142
k=Cockatiel 0.0% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 96.6% 0.0% 1.7% 97% 58
l=Budgerigar (blue) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 97.4% 0.0% 97% 76
m=Common Starling 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.8% 0.0% 0.0% 94.4% 94% 71
Overall Correctly Classified 96% 892
Appendix H
Significance Test Results
H. SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS 204
Table H.1: Wilcoxon’s sign rank test based on 10 times 5-fold cross validation. This
result is based on dataset #2 using the appearance feature set without feature selection.
DIFFERENCE SIGN ABS RANK SiGN X RANK
NB RF RT SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM |RF-NB| |RF-RT| |RF-SVM| RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM
54.01 86.64 69.44 69.69 32.64 17.20 16.95 1 1 1 33 17 17 44 13 37.5 44 13 37.5
53.91 86.61 67.71 69.76 32.69 18.89 16.85 1 1 1 33 19 17 44 44.5 37 44 44.5 37
53.86 86.15 67.67 69.81 32.29 18.48 16.35 1 1 1 32 18 16 19.5 29.5 12.5 19.5 29.5 12.5
53.79 85.92 68.61 69.55 32.13 17.31 16.37 1 1 1 32 17 16 19 12.5 12 19 12.5 12
53.86 86.20 67.95 69.67 32.34 18.25 16.53 1 1 1 32 18 17 18.5 28 34.5 18.5 28 34.5
54.10 86.27 66.73 69.82 32.17 19.54 16.45 1 1 1 32 20 16 18 45 11.5 18 45 11.5
53.51 86.03 67.88 69.81 32.52 18.15 16.22 1 1 1 33 18 16 39.5 27.5 11 39.5 27.5 11
53.43 86.33 67.55 69.47 32.90 18.78 16.86 1 1 1 33 19 17 39 40 32 39 40 32
54.27 86.48 70.98 69.81 32.21 15.50 16.67 1 1 1 32 15 17 17.5 2.5 31.5 17.5 2.5 31.5
54.08 86.23 67.65 69.51 32.15 18.58 16.73 1 1 1 32 19 17 17 38.5 31 17 38.5 31
53.66 86.21 67.11 69.62 32.55 19.10 16.59 1 1 1 33 19 17 36.5 38 30.5 36.5 38 30.5
53.89 86.27 68.45 70.00 32.38 17.81 16.27 1 1 1 32 18 16 16.5 26 10.5 16.5 26 10.5
53.90 86.12 68.38 69.34 32.22 17.74 16.78 1 1 1 32 18 17 16 25.5 29 16 25.5 29
53.78 86.06 68.88 69.53 32.28 17.18 16.53 1 1 1 32 17 17 15.5 11 28.5 15.5 11 28.5
54.21 86.29 69.11 69.94 32.08 17.17 16.35 1 1 1 32 17 16 15 10.5 10 15 10.5 10
53.72 86.18 67.97 69.90 32.46 18.21 16.29 1 1 1 32 18 16 14.5 23 9.5 14.5 23 9.5
54.01 86.23 71.15 69.69 32.23 15.08 16.54 1 1 1 32 15 17 14 2 26 14 2 26
53.67 86.14 67.18 69.56 32.47 18.96 16.58 1 1 1 32 19 17 13.5 31.5 25.5 13.5 31.5 25.5
53.68 85.98 68.79 69.52 32.30 17.18 16.46 1 1 1 32 17 16 13 9 9 13 9 9
54.22 86.31 69.35 69.79 32.10 16.96 16.52 1 1 1 32 17 17 12.5 8.5 24 12.5 8.5 24
54.21 85.95 68.20 69.66 31.74 17.74 16.29 1 1 1 32 18 16 12 19.5 8.5 12 19.5 8.5
53.41 85.88 69.00 69.63 32.47 16.87 16.24 1 1 1 32 17 16 11.5 8 8 11.5 8 8
53.64 85.80 69.19 69.63 32.16 16.62 16.17 1 1 1 32 17 16 11 7.5 7.5 11 7.5 7.5
53.70 86.31 68.56 69.60 32.61 17.76 16.71 1 1 1 33 18 17 24 17 20.5 24 17 20.5
54.36 86.43 68.87 69.94 32.07 17.55 16.49 1 1 1 32 18 16 10.5 16.5 7 10.5 16.5 7
53.68 86.40 69.64 69.53 32.72 16.76 16.87 1 1 1 33 17 17 22.5 7 19 22.5 7 19
54.19 86.16 69.58 69.68 31.97 16.58 16.48 1 1 1 32 17 16 10 6.5 6.5 10 6.5 6.5
53.69 86.09 69.58 69.96 32.40 16.51 16.13 1 1 1 32 17 16 9.5 6 6 9.5 6 6
54.06 86.18 68.60 69.81 32.12 17.58 16.37 1 1 1 32 18 16 9 13 5.5 9 13 5.5
53.83 86.37 68.40 69.49 32.53 17.96 16.87 1 1 1 33 18 17 19 12.5 15.5 19 12.5 15.5
54.02 86.32 68.41 69.96 32.29 17.91 16.35 1 1 1 32 18 16 8.5 12 5 8.5 12 5
53.46 85.70 67.43 69.26 32.24 18.27 16.44 1 1 1 32 18 16 8 11.5 4.5 8 11.5 4.5
53.82 86.10 68.38 69.41 32.28 17.72 16.69 1 1 1 32 18 17 7.5 11 13 7.5 11 13
54.46 86.48 68.75 69.88 32.02 17.73 16.60 1 1 1 32 18 17 7 10.5 12.5 7 10.5 12.5
53.81 86.25 69.29 69.95 32.45 16.97 16.31 1 1 1 32 17 16 6.5 5.5 4 6.5 5.5 4
53.97 86.24 68.55 70.01 32.26 17.69 16.22 1 1 1 32 18 16 6 9 3.5 6 9 3.5
53.53 86.18 71.06 69.47 32.66 15.12 16.72 1 1 1 33 15 17 12.5 1.5 10 12.5 1.5 10
53.87 86.44 67.83 69.67 32.57 18.61 16.77 1 1 1 33 19 17 12 12 9.5 12 12 9.5
53.86 86.01 67.97 69.63 32.15 18.04 16.38 1 1 1 32 18 16 5.5 7.5 3 5.5 7.5 3
54.19 86.11 70.77 69.54 31.92 15.34 16.57 1 1 1 32 15 17 5 1 8 5 1 8
53.89 86.12 68.40 69.95 32.23 17.72 16.17 1 1 1 32 18 16 4.5 6 2.5 4.5 6 2.5
53.90 86.07 67.39 69.47 32.17 18.69 16.60 1 1 1 32 19 17 4 8.5 6.5 4 8.5 6.5
53.83 86.18 67.32 69.39 32.35 18.86 16.78 1 1 1 32 19 17 3.5 8 6 3.5 8 6
53.80 86.53 70.52 69.66 32.73 16.01 16.86 1 1 1 33 16 17 6.5 1.5 5.5 6.5 1.5 5.5
54.01 86.07 68.70 69.80 32.06 17.36 16.26 1 1 1 32 17 16 3 2 2 3 2 2
53.81 86.04 67.73 69.63 32.23 18.30 16.41 1 1 1 32 18 16 2.5 3.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 1.5
53.67 86.22 68.57 69.53 32.55 17.66 16.70 1 1 1 33 18 17 4 3 3 4 3 3
54.03 86.46 70.78 69.82 32.43 15.68 16.65 1 1 1 32 16 17 2 1 2.5 2 1 2.5
54.00 86.35 68.82 69.70 32.35 17.53 16.65 1 1 1 32 18 17 1.5 1.5 2 1.5 1.5 2
53.91 86.18 67.91 69.71 32.27 18.28 16.48 1 1 1 32 18 16 1 1 1 1 1 1
Sum of negative ranks(W-) 0 0 0
Sum of positive ranks(W+) 693 697 662.5
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Table H.2: Wilcoxon’s sign rank test based on 10 times 5-fold cross validation. This
result is based on dataset #2 using the motion feature set without feature selection.
Correct Classification DIFFERENCE SIGN ABS RANK SiGN X RANK
NB RF RT SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM |RF-NB| |RF-RT| |RF-SVM| RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM
68.41 88.63 73.32 70.72 20.22 15.31 17.90 1 1 1 20 15 18 19 33.5 23 19 33.5 23
68.36 88.64 74.26 70.41 20.27 14.37 18.23 1 1 1 20 14 18 18.5 14.5 22.5 18.5 14.5 22.5
68.25 88.60 74.86 70.99 20.35 13.74 17.61 1 1 1 20 14 18 18 14 22 18 14 22
68.23 88.58 73.75 70.02 20.35 14.83 18.56 1 1 1 20 15 19 17.5 31 45 17.5 31 45
68.31 88.53 74.84 70.24 20.21 13.69 18.29 1 1 1 20 14 18 17 13.5 21.5 17 13.5 21.5
68.03 88.71 73.49 70.65 20.68 15.22 18.06 1 1 1 21 15 18 39 29.5 21 39 29.5 21
68.15 88.75 73.64 70.44 20.61 15.11 18.31 1 1 1 21 15 18 38.5 29 20.5 38.5 29 20.5
68.41 88.54 74.64 70.11 20.14 13.90 18.43 1 1 1 20 14 18 16.5 13 20 16.5 13 20
68.83 88.64 75.05 70.58 19.81 13.58 18.06 1 1 1 20 14 18 16 12.5 19.5 16 12.5 19.5
68.22 88.70 74.32 70.66 20.48 14.38 18.04 1 1 1 20 14 18 15.5 12 19 15.5 12 19
68.61 88.89 73.88 70.74 20.28 15.01 18.15 1 1 1 20 15 18 15 25.5 18.5 15 25.5 18.5
68.48 88.45 74.18 70.34 19.97 14.27 18.11 1 1 1 20 14 18 14.5 11.5 18 14.5 11.5 18
67.94 88.59 75.69 70.67 20.65 12.91 17.93 1 1 1 21 13 18 33 3.5 17.5 33 3.5 17.5
68.36 88.50 73.55 70.23 20.14 14.96 18.28 1 1 1 20 15 18 14 23 17 14 23 17
68.40 88.74 74.00 70.56 20.34 14.74 18.17 1 1 1 20 15 18 13.5 22.5 16.5 13.5 22.5 16.5
68.31 88.74 74.52 70.67 20.43 14.21 18.07 1 1 1 20 14 18 13 10 16 13 10 16
68.05 88.51 74.47 70.22 20.46 14.03 18.29 1 1 1 20 14 18 12.5 9.5 15.5 12.5 9.5 15.5
67.91 89.00 74.72 70.16 21.09 14.28 18.85 1 1 1 21 14 19 28.5 9 31.5 28.5 9 31.5
68.54 88.97 74.49 70.80 20.44 14.48 18.17 1 1 1 20 14 18 12 8.5 15 12 8.5 15
68.68 88.57 73.33 70.53 19.89 15.23 18.03 1 1 1 20 15 18 11.5 18 14.5 11.5 18 14.5
68.35 89.06 74.78 70.47 20.71 14.29 18.59 1 1 1 21 14 19 26 8 29 26 8 29
68.31 88.66 75.30 70.57 20.35 13.36 18.09 1 1 1 20 13 18 11 3 14 11 3 14
68.31 88.18 73.26 70.40 19.87 14.91 17.78 1 1 1 20 15 18 10.5 15.5 13.5 10.5 15.5 13.5
68.21 88.54 74.74 70.33 20.33 13.81 18.21 1 1 1 20 14 18 10 6.5 13 10 6.5 13
68.49 88.90 73.21 70.59 20.41 15.68 18.31 1 1 1 20 16 18 9.5 23.5 12.5 9.5 23.5 12.5
68.18 88.50 73.11 70.32 20.32 15.39 18.18 1 1 1 20 15 18 9 14 12 9 14 12
68.04 88.61 73.87 70.76 20.56 14.73 17.85 1 1 1 21 15 18 20.5 13.5 11.5 20.5 13.5 11.5
68.66 88.66 73.03 70.60 20.00 15.63 18.06 1 1 1 20 16 18 8.5 21 11 8.5 21 11
68.52 88.43 74.01 70.34 19.91 14.42 18.09 1 1 1 20 14 18 8 6 10.5 8 6 10.5
68.27 88.73 73.32 70.44 20.46 15.40 18.29 1 1 1 20 15 18 7.5 12 10 7.5 12 10
68.73 88.75 73.77 70.29 20.02 14.98 18.45 1 1 1 20 15 18 7 11.5 9.5 7 11.5 9.5
68.24 88.39 73.13 70.74 20.15 15.26 17.65 1 1 1 20 15 18 6.5 11 9 6.5 11 9
67.93 88.63 75.16 70.07 20.70 13.46 18.56 1 1 1 21 13 19 15 2.5 17.5 15 2.5 17.5
68.25 88.89 72.92 71.07 20.65 15.97 17.83 1 1 1 21 16 18 14.5 15.5 8.5 14.5 15.5 8.5
68.27 88.60 73.78 70.23 20.34 14.82 18.37 1 1 1 20 15 18 6 9.5 8 6 9.5 8
68.27 89.00 73.82 70.56 20.73 15.18 18.44 1 1 1 21 15 18 13 9 7.5 13 9 7.5
68.24 88.98 72.59 70.77 20.75 16.40 18.21 1 1 1 21 16 18 12.5 13 7 12.5 13 7
68.08 88.40 73.37 70.11 20.32 15.03 18.29 1 1 1 20 15 18 5.5 8.5 6.5 5.5 8.5 6.5
68.73 88.70 73.04 70.65 19.96 15.65 18.05 1 1 1 20 16 18 5 11.5 6 5 11.5 6
68.13 88.46 73.61 70.45 20.33 14.84 18.01 1 1 1 20 15 18 4.5 8 5.5 4.5 8 5.5
68.23 88.76 75.73 70.64 20.53 13.03 18.11 1 1 1 21 13 18 9 2 5 9 2 5
68.71 88.74 73.98 70.35 20.03 14.76 18.39 1 1 1 20 15 18 4 6.5 4.5 4 6.5 4.5
68.38 88.55 73.78 70.31 20.18 14.77 18.25 1 1 1 20 15 18 3.5 6 4 3.5 6 4
68.17 88.78 75.84 70.47 20.60 12.94 18.30 1 1 1 21 13 18 6.5 1.5 3.5 6.5 1.5 3.5
68.12 88.46 74.05 70.68 20.34 14.41 17.78 1 1 1 20 14 18 3 2.5 3 3 2.5 3
68.35 88.52 72.80 70.86 20.18 15.73 17.67 1 1 1 20 16 18 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 5 2.5
68.16 88.86 74.76 70.28 20.70 14.10 18.57 1 1 1 21 14 19 4 2 4 4 2 4
68.49 88.83 73.81 70.39 20.34 15.02 18.45 1 1 1 20 15 18 2 2.5 2 2 2.5 2
68.38 88.43 73.78 70.55 20.05 14.64 17.88 1 1 1 20 15 18 1.5 2 1.5 1.5 2 1.5
68.36 88.54 75.06 70.38 20.18 13.48 18.15 1 1 1 20 13 18 1 1 1 1 1 1
Sum of negative ranks (W-) 0 0 0
Sum of positive ranks (W+) 630 597.5 667
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Table H.3: Wilcoxon’s sign rank test based on 10 times 5-fold cross validation. This
result is based on dataset #2 using the combined feature set without feature selection.
Correct Classification DIFFERENCE SIGN ABS RANK SiGN X RANK
NB RF RT SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM |RF-NB| |RF-RT| |RF-SVM| RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM RF-NB RF-RT RF-SVM
69.60 84.87 65.83 75.89 15.27 19.04 8.97 1 1 1 15 19 9 13 14.5 21.5 13 14.5 21.5
69.39 85.28 67.41 75.74 15.88 17.87 9.54 1 1 1 16 18 10 37 6 45.5 37 6 45.5
69.38 85.02 65.41 75.92 15.63 19.61 9.10 1 1 1 16 20 9 36.5 26 21 36.5 26 21
69.29 84.90 66.10 75.76 15.60 18.80 9.14 1 1 1 16 19 9 36 13 20.5 36 13 20.5
69.55 84.90 65.46 75.61 15.35 19.44 9.29 1 1 1 15 19 9 12.5 12.5 20 12.5 12.5 20
69.11 84.82 65.05 75.80 15.72 19.78 9.02 1 1 1 16 20 9 34.5 23.5 19.5 34.5 23.5 19.5
69.42 84.95 66.82 75.81 15.53 18.13 9.14 1 1 1 16 18 9 34 5.5 19 34 5.5 19
69.14 84.55 67.52 75.26 15.41 17.03 9.28 1 1 1 15 17 9 12 2.5 18.5 12 2.5 18.5
70.02 85.10 65.35 75.98 15.08 19.75 9.11 1 1 1 15 20 9 11.5 21 18 11.5 21 18
69.32 85.24 64.46 75.98 15.93 20.78 9.26 1 1 1 16 21 9 31.5 31.5 17.5 31.5 31.5 17.5
69.62 84.70 64.00 76.15 15.09 20.70 8.55 1 1 1 15 21 9 11 31 17 11 31 17
68.98 84.60 64.99 75.41 15.61 19.61 9.19 1 1 1 16 20 9 30 20.5 16.5 30 20.5 16.5
69.29 85.01 64.76 75.84 15.72 20.25 9.17 1 1 1 16 20 9 29.5 20 16 29.5 20 16
69.43 84.99 65.42 75.52 15.57 19.57 9.47 1 1 1 16 20 9 29 19.5 15.5 29 19.5 15.5
69.34 84.72 66.22 75.91 15.37 18.50 8.81 1 1 1 15 18 9 10.5 4 15 10.5 4 15
69.76 85.40 66.77 75.70 15.64 18.63 9.69 1 1 1 16 19 10 27.5 9 32 27.5 9 32
68.73 85.20 65.81 75.64 16.47 19.38 9.55 1 1 1 16 19 10 27 8.5 31.5 27 8.5 31.5
69.40 84.87 66.70 75.66 15.46 18.16 9.21 1 1 1 15 18 9 10 3.5 14.5 10 3.5 14.5
69.57 84.66 64.76 76.00 15.09 19.91 8.67 1 1 1 15 20 9 9.5 15 14 9.5 15 14
69.65 84.69 63.01 75.84 15.04 21.68 8.85 1 1 1 15 22 9 9 28.5 13.5 9 28.5 13.5
69.48 84.54 64.02 75.85 15.06 20.53 8.69 1 1 1 15 21 9 8.5 22.5 13 8.5 22.5 13
69.54 84.92 63.20 75.86 15.37 21.71 9.06 1 1 1 15 22 9 8 27 12.5 8 27 12.5
69.27 84.93 63.62 75.85 15.66 21.30 9.07 1 1 1 16 21 9 21.5 22 12 21.5 22 12
69.40 84.61 63.95 75.65 15.20 20.66 8.96 1 1 1 15 21 9 7.5 21.5 11.5 7.5 21.5 11.5
69.35 84.88 62.63 75.80 15.53 22.25 9.09 1 1 1 16 22 9 20 24.5 11 20 24.5 11
69.29 84.65 65.94 75.83 15.36 18.71 8.82 1 1 1 15 19 9 7 7 10.5 7 7 10.5
69.48 85.38 66.83 75.54 15.90 18.55 9.84 1 1 1 16 19 10 18.5 6.5 22 18.5 6.5 22
69.80 84.66 69.08 76.02 14.86 15.58 8.65 1 1 1 15 16 9 6.5 1 10 6.5 1 10
69.34 84.63 65.54 75.69 15.29 19.10 8.94 1 1 1 15 19 9 6 5 9.5 6 5 9.5
69.11 85.39 66.68 75.64 16.28 18.71 9.75 1 1 1 16 19 10 16 4.5 19.5 16 4.5 19.5
69.66 85.07 63.81 75.73 15.41 21.25 9.33 1 1 1 15 21 9 5.5 16 9 5.5 16 9
69.89 85.24 64.33 76.14 15.36 20.92 9.11 1 1 1 15 21 9 5 15.5 8.5 5 15.5 8.5
69.04 84.53 63.91 75.49 15.49 20.62 9.04 1 1 1 15 21 9 4.5 15 8 4.5 15 8
68.96 84.99 66.43 75.98 16.04 18.57 9.01 1 1 1 16 19 9 12.5 4 7.5 12.5 4 7.5
69.44 84.34 64.19 75.56 14.91 20.15 8.79 1 1 1 15 20 9 4 8.5 7 4 8.5 7
69.20 84.82 64.75 75.70 15.62 20.07 9.12 1 1 1 16 20 9 11 8 6.5 11 8 6.5
69.45 84.88 65.37 75.78 15.43 19.51 9.10 1 1 1 15 20 9 3.5 7.5 6 3.5 7.5 6
69.21 83.88 65.53 75.09 14.67 18.35 8.79 1 1 1 15 18 9 3 2 5.5 3 2 5.5
69.50 85.20 65.03 76.06 15.69 20.16 9.13 1 1 1 16 20 9 8.5 6 5 8.5 6 5
69.75 85.18 63.80 76.00 15.43 21.38 9.18 1 1 1 15 21 9 2.5 8.5 4.5 2.5 8.5 4.5
69.48 84.77 63.28 75.73 15.29 21.49 9.03 1 1 1 15 21 9 2 8 4 2 8 4
69.38 85.13 68.31 75.92 15.74 16.81 9.21 1 1 1 16 17 9 6 1 3.5 6 1 3.5
69.18 85.20 65.07 75.58 16.02 20.12 9.62 1 1 1 16 20 10 5.5 4.5 7 5.5 4.5 7
69.30 85.30 65.03 75.63 16.00 20.27 9.67 1 1 1 16 20 10 5 4 6.5 5 4 6.5
69.35 85.16 65.91 75.87 15.81 19.25 9.29 1 1 1 16 19 9 4.5 1.5 3 4.5 1.5 3
69.34 85.17 61.79 75.88 15.84 23.39 9.29 1 1 1 16 23 9 4 5 2.5 4 5 2.5
69.63 85.39 65.77 75.63 15.76 19.62 9.75 1 1 1 16 20 10 3.5 2.5 4 3.5 2.5 4
69.29 84.55 66.01 75.80 15.27 18.54 8.76 1 1 1 15 19 9 1.5 1 2 1.5 1 2
69.64 84.88 65.03 75.77 15.24 19.85 9.11 1 1 1 15 20 9 1 1 1.5 1 1 1.5
69.21 85.35 63.17 75.92 16.14 22.17 9.42 1 1 1 16 22 9 1 1 1 1 1 1
Sum of negative ranks (W-) 0 0 0
Sum of positive ranks (W+) 665 577.5 640.5
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